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CHAPTER 1
Conflicts between groups are deeply rooted in our society. Such intergroup
conflicts may occur far from home (e.g. the Arab Spring, the Civil War in Syria or
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict) but also closer to our daily lives, for example
between political parties, between organizations and labor unions or between
organizational departments. The effects of intergroup conflicts can be very costly or
even disastrous, ranging from union strikes to a country without a government to
deathly war victims or even genocide. For example, a recent strike in the London
underground against austerity measures cost the British capital both a loss of
reputation and approximately 241 million euro; the US government shutdown in
2013 cost an estimated 24 billion dollars as well as, again, a loss of reputation.
During its recent 100 year memorial in 2014, attention was drawn to the First
World War (or Great War) with estimated costs of 208 billion dollar and over 35
million deathly victims.
To understand the occurrence and possible ways to resolve conflicts, it is
important to know when and why parties decide to cooperate. Cooperation in
intergroup conflict can serve different functions, of which the two most relevant
ones are investigated in this dissertation. One function of cooperation is to mitigate
or resolve the conflict: To make investments, contribute resources or make
concessions to regulate the conflict such that both parties receive a satisfying
outcome and the conflict can be resolved. Since this function of cooperation is to
promote the welfare of all (both) parties, we call it universal cooperation. The other
function of cooperation is to strengthen the own group: Making investments and
contributions to benefit the own group or refusing to concede towards the other
party. This latter, parochial, form of cooperation can have adverse effects on the
other party and hence has potentially negative implications for the course of the
conflict. It can even result in an arms race between parties both strengthening their
own parties, thereby fueling competition and potentially leading to conflict
escalation rather than conflict resolution (Bornstein, 2003, De Dreu, 2010a).
This dissertation investigates what kind of people under what circumstances
will display universal versus parochial cooperation (the tendency to serve one’s own
group, potentially at a cost to rivalling other groups). We specifically investigate
how cues from a person’s personality (intrapersonal), cues from other members of
the own group (intragroup), and cues about the relation between the groups
(intergroup) direct an individual in an intergroup conflict towards either universal
or parochial cooperation. Seven experiments are reported using two different
paradigms, which reflect different forms of handling intergroup conflict. The first
8
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three empirical chapters employ negotiation paradigms. In negotiations, searching
for a mutually beneficial agreement and making concessions reflects universal
cooperation while refusing to concede and forcing the other party into concessions
reflects parochial cooperation. The last empirical chapter employs an experimental
game paradigm, where individual and group outcomes depend on individuals’ and
(opposing) group members’ contributions to their own group or the collective of
both parties.
In the remainder of this dissertation, the two described forms and functions
of cooperation in intergroup conflicts will be explained in detail, with an emphasis
on theories suggesting that humans are generally inclined towards parochial
cooperation. Subsequently, internal, intragroup and intergroup factors which affect
cooperation will be clarified. This chapter ends with an overview of the empirical
chapters that will be discussed in this dissertation. The research described in these
chapters ultimately lead to an answer to the question of how certain features of the
(individuals within the) groups and the conflict situations can direct cooperation in
an intergroup conflict. When will individuals resort to parochial cooperation and
when to universal cooperation?
Cooperation in the form of a negotiated agreement
Once an intergroup conflict occurs, there are several reactions possible
among the conflicting parties. For example, one party can subordinate itself to the
dominating other party; one of the groups can withdraw from the conflict area; or
parties can increase their aggression towards each other, leading to conflict
escalation with potentially disastrous consequences for all members involved (De
Dreu, 2010a). Probably the best way to deal with intergroup conflicts, however, is
by seeking a constructive and lasting solution for the groups by means of
negotiations—the communication among parties aimed at reaching agreement on
how to resolve (perceived) conflict (De Dreu, 2010a; Pruitt, 1981). Examples
include labor management negotiations to strike an agreement on new collective
employment contracts, negotiations between political parties to form a new
government and intra-organizational negotiations between departments on
resources distributions. On an international level, negotiations include diplomacy
such as peace talks to halt new violence and instigate a cease fire in the Middle
East, the Syrian Civil War, or the end of the Cold War.
Negotiation between conflicting groups usually involves representatives that
are invoked to handle a negotiation on behalf of a group. Representatives are
9
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engaged because of their specific expertise in the field, or because of practical
reasons- It is rarely feasible to bring all members of two competing groups together
(Mnookin & Susskind, 1999). The representative has the assignment to reach an
agreement with the opposing party on the conflict, as well as to defend the interests
of his constituency in doing so. Since interests between the own and the opposing
party are incompatible, the representative thus faces the cooperation dilemma
described in the above. Should he direct cooperation towards a lasting beneficial
agreement for both parties, thereby sacrificing at least some of the own parties’
interests and risking their disapproval, or towards strengthening the own party and
trying to win over the other?
Ideally, a negotiated agreement serves the function of universal cooperation
by leading to an integrative win-win solution which satisfies both parties’ interests.
Such an agreement is called ‘integrative’, because it integrates interests of both
parties (Walton & McKersie, 1965). To reach an integrative agreement, parties
should be willing to make concessions and to take the perspective of the other party
and gain their trust such that they can freely communicate about their preferences.
Once the preferences and priorities of both parties are clear, parties can exchange
issues leading to a mutually beneficial agreement. For example, in a labormanagement conflict, both parties do not value all issues equally. By conceding on
the less important issues (for example restructuring health insurance benefits for
labor union), representatives can gain more on the more important issues (for
example discharge regulations). Such agreements have positive consequences for
the relationship between the parties, stimulating harmony and economic thriving
and reduce the likelihood of future conflict (De Dreu, 2010a; Pruitt & Rubin, 1986).
Chapter 2 investigates the role of cooperative intra-group signals on a potentially
integrative negotiated agreement.
Cooperative behavior in negotiations however can also serve the less
beneficial function of strengthening the own group only, thereby potentially
intensifying the conflict. Such kind of cooperation towards the own group can also
take the form of competition towards the other group, where negotiators refuse to
concede or use threats to get higher outcomes for their own group (Hüffmeier,
Freund, Zerres, Backhaus, & Hertel, 2014). An agreement resulting from this kind
of cooperation usually has a win-lose or even a lose-lose outcome, where one party
triumphs over the other party on most of the issues involved or where both parties
end up with little value, resulting in reduced prosperity and satisfaction for both
parties (Thompson & Hrebec, 1996). In this case, negotiators both take competitive
10
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stances, are unwilling to make concessions, use threats towards each other and try
to claim as much value as possible, at the expense of the other party. Especially in a
negotiation between groups, such outcomes are likely: Representative negotiations
generally take a more competitive course than inter-individual ones (for a review,
see De Dreu, Aaldering, & Saygı, 2014). Indeed, representatives more often than
not direct their cooperation towards their constituency by strongly defending their
interests and using a competitive strategy vis-a-vis the other party. This leads to
poorer quality outcomes on the economic as well as the social relations level- and in
turn increases the risk of conflict intensification (Steinel, Van Kleef, Van
Knippenberg, Hogg, Homan, & Moffit, 2010). Chapters 2 and 3 investigate how
cooperative signals from their constituency may instigate or inhibit representatives’
use of this parochial form of cooperation in a negotiation setting.
Cooperation in the form of individual investments
Next to negotiation research, there is a vast amount of research on
individual decision making in interdependent social situations such as intergroup
conflicts. Conflicting interests between parties are modeled using experimental
games. In these games, individuals usually can choose how to invest an endowment
of valuable tokens. Each choice yields different outcomes for themselves and the
other players of the game. In their decision, they need to consider the consequences
for the other players, keeping in mind that these interdependent others play the
same game, which in turn affects their own outcomes (Luce & Raiffa, 1957; Colman,
2003). Especially relevant for the study of intergroup conflict are experimental
games modeling intergroup dilemmas. Here, individuals face a conflict of interest
on how to invest their resources between themselves and the group they belong to,
but also between what’s best for their group and what’s best for the two groups
together (Bornstein, 1992; Halevy, Bornstein, & Sagiv, 2008; Wit & Kerr, 2002).
Note that the outcomes associated with this latter decision are similar to the ones
described under parochial and universal cooperation in negotiations: They can
serve to regulate and solve intergroup conflicts (when resources are invested in the
collective of both parties combined) or to strengthen the own group only (when
resources are invested into the own group). Another possible outcome is to not
invest anywhere and keeping the resources to oneself.
The direction of individuals’ cooperation largely determines the course of
the conflict: Towards mutually beneficial outcomes and conflict resolution or
towards strengthening the own group and conflict intensification. Three of such
11
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intergroup conflict games will now be explained to illustrate how conflicting
interests can drive cooperation.
In the Intergroup Prisoner’s Dilemma Game (IPD; Bornstein, 1992),
individuals are asked to make decisions about keeping resources to themselves or
investing them in their own group. The latter option increases resources of the own
group including themselves but concurrently subtracts resources from another
group- Thereby

essentially creating an intergroup conflict. The universal

cooperation option would be to withhold any investments. By investing in their
own group (parochial cooperation), individuals not only strengthen their own
group but also weaken the other group. This could cause conflict intensificationespecially considering that members of the other group have the same investment
options. Overall, if members of both groups invest in their own group, they quickly
end up in a negative conflict spiral by simultaneously reducing the overall resources
that could have been saved by withholding investments. The IPD thus models an
intergroup conflict where groups are already fighting over certain resources at the
expense of one another, for example nations fighting over territory or (members of)
political parties trying to take each other down in debates prior to elections.
Research indicates that individuals are likely to show parochial cooperation by
investing in their own group, thereby harming the other party (Abbink, Brandts,
Herrmann, & Orzen, 2012; Bornstein, 2003).
A more benign form of this game is the Intergroup Prisoner’s Dilemma
Maximizing Difference Game (IPD MD; Halevy et al., 2008). Here, an additional
option is available where individuals can choose to invest in their own group
without harming the other group. If all members of both groups invest in their own
group, the amount of total resources (thus, the collectively optimal option) is
highest (universal cooperation). Similarly, investing in the own group (with or
without harming the other group) increases the resources of the own group,
thereby reflecting parochial cooperation. This game thus reduces the likelihood of
conflict escalation by providing a less competitive option for benefiting the own
group. However, interests of the own and the other group are no longer negatively
correlated, thereby reducing the experienced intergroup conflict considerably. An
example of an intergroup situation with the structure of an IPD MD is choosing to
put effort into community or military service. Research has consistently shown
individuals’ tendency to invest in their own group, without harming the other party
(Halevy et al., 2008; Halevy, Chou, Cohen, & Livingston, 2012; De Dreu, 2010b; De
Dreu et al., 2010). These results suggests that parochial cooperation rests on and is
12
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motivated by a preference to help the own group rather than to harm the other
group (De Dreu, Balliet & Halevy, 2014).
A third game modelling conflicting interests of parties is the Nested Social
Dilemma (NSD; Wit & Kerr, 2002; Halevy et al., 2012). In this game, individuals
are a member of one of two subgroups, which in turn form a common collective.
For example, two companies may continue acting in the interests of their previous
company after a merger where the new company forms the overarching collective,
pursuing new and other goals. In turn, individuals within the companies may
decide to invest their resources (e.g. time, effort) in their previous company, in the
new overarching company, or not to invest much resources at all (Polzer, 2004).
Interests on these three levels conflict such that individuals have to decide whether
to withhold resources, invest in their subgroup (parochial cooperation), or invest in
the overarching collective (universal cooperation). Investing in the own group does
not directly harm the other group, but also does not serve the collective, thereby
providing a milder form of the previously mentioned IPD including a more
accessible option for universal cooperation. Research into this paradigm generally
shows highest investments on the subgroup level (Wit & Kerr, 2002; Polzer, 2004),
again suggesting a general tendency towards parochial cooperation. Individuals’
choices of cooperation in an intergroup dilemma with conflicting interests will be
investigated in Chapter 5.
Prevalence of parochial cooperation
Overall, both in the negotiation and in the experimental decision making
paradigms, parochial cooperation seems to be a prevalent course of action in
intergroup conflicts, even when this comes at the expense of the other party (such
as in the IPD or in competitive negotiations). This suggests that representatives’ or
individuals’ investments in intergroup conflicts may serve the intended function of
strengthening the own group. At the same time however, this parochial cooperation
can adversely affect the potential for mutually beneficial outcomes and conflict
resolution. Instead, it fuels a negative conflict spiral potentially leading to
intensification and escalation of the conflict (De Dreu, 2010a).
The findings regarding the prevalence of parochial cooperation support
several theories from different academic fields, including social and evolutionary
psychology. Three perspectives will be discussed below, leading to the question of
how cooperation can be directed towards a more constructive form of conflict
resolution.
13
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Evolutionary perspective. From a traditional evolutionary perspective,
altruism is unlikely. Showing generosity and investing resources or even sacrifice to
benefit others without the likelihood of reciprocity is not adaptive to individual
fitness and survival. The solution to the evolvement of altruism and cooperation is
provided in a more recent evolutionary model--Group Selection Theory (Bowles &
Gintis, 2011). In this model, a larger number of cooperators in a group has an
adaptive function and helps the group to survive and prosper. Darwin once stated,
‘groups with a greater number of courageous, sympathetic and faithful members,
who were always ready to warn each other of danger, to aid and defend each
other… would spread and be victorious over other tribes’ (Darwin, 1873, p. 156).
Theoretical models based on archaeological data as well as simulation models have
supported this possibility, showing that groups with a larger number of members
willing to self-sacrifice for their group in the face of warfare, were more successful.
Conversely, aggression towards members of another group promoted the welfare of
the own group, suggesting that parochial cooperation evolved due to its
functionality in times of war, and that intergroup conflicts were both necessary and
sufficient to promote parochial cooperation (Arrow, 2007; Bowles, 2008; 2009;
Choi & Bowles, 2007; De Dreu et al., 2014; Lehmann & Feldman, 2008).
Parochial cooperation may thus have become institutionalized into a natural
inclination (Boyd & Richerson, 2009; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd, & Fehr, 2003);
willingness to self-sacrifice became an important group norm with deviating
members receiving punishment from fellow group members (Fehr & Fishbacher,
2004; Gneezy & Fessler, 2012; Henrich & Henrich, 2007). Research evidence
indicates that parochial cooperation indeed is hardwired into the human brain:
Artificially increasing their neuropeptide oxytocin in turn increased individuals’
display of parochial cooperation as modeled with experimental games (De Dreu et
al., 2010, 2011). Overall, the evolutionary approach suggests that parochial
cooperation is a natural inclination which evolved due to its adaptive function in
intergroup conflicts. Intergroup conflicts thus fuel the display of parochial
cooperation. Ultimately, the strongest, more internally cooperative groups survived
such conflicts, and their individual members along with their cultural and
biological preparedness for self-sacrifice and cooperation reproduced and spread.
Social Psychological perspectives. One social psychological perspective on
parochial cooperation is related to Group Selection Theory, and proceeds on the
basis of the evolutionary tenable assumption that humans are social animals.
Throughout the times, individuals have learned to cooperate with each other by
14
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trusting one another and relying on each other’s skills. This cooperative
interdependence is needed for survival of the group. Such cooperative
interdependence however cannot be unlimited: Only members of the own group
are trusted to reciprocate this cooperation, which limits on the one hand the
number of individuals that receive and give cooperation, while on the other hand
also limiting the risks associated with unreciprocated cooperation. This conditional
cooperation thus creates a social category of a group with members willing to
cooperate with each other (Brewer, 1999).
The occurrence of such parochial cooperation has been confirmed multiple
times by Yamagishi and colleagues, showing that cooperation with the own group
only occurs in a setting where the receiver is not only a group member, but also
knows that the sender is a group member too (Kiyonari & Yamagishi, 2004;
Yamagishi, Mifune, Liu, & Pauling, 2008; Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008; 2009;
Yamagishi, Jin, & Kiyonari, 1999;). Interdependence with the other group members
is a strong predictor of parochial cooperation, suggesting that the expectation of
reciprocity plays an important role in eliciting such behavior (Balliet et al., 2014).
Reputation concerns may cause this effect: One does not want to risk the loss of
reputation and sanctions imposed by other group members by refusing to
cooperate. However, cooperating with a member of another group does not impose
reputational concerns and is furthermore unlikely to yield positive outcomes for
oneself or the own group (Yamagishi et al., 2008; Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008;
2009). Other studies support the importance of reputation in parochial cooperation
(Milinski, Semmann, Bakker, & Krambeck, 2001; Nowak & Sigmond, 1998) and the
idea that cooperation with own group members has become an institutionalized
heuristic (Efferson, Lalive, & Fehr, 2008). Based on this ‘Group Heuristics Model’,
it can be concluded that individuals engage in indirect reciprocity, or parochial
cooperation, to further the interests of their group, including their own interests.
Taking it one step further, indirect reciprocity does not even strictly require an outgroup to occur- even without the salient presence of an out-group, reputation
concerns can instigate indirect reciprocity. This approach thus deviates from Group
Selection Theory in that it considers intergroup conflict neither a necessary nor
sufficient precursor of parochial cooperation. However, it acknowledges that
intergroup aggression may occur as ‘by-product’ of parochial cooperation.
Individuals will not refrain from parochial cooperation when this has negative side
effects for another party (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008).

15
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A different yet much researched alternative from social psychology is the
Social Identity Approach. It suggests that individuals categorize themselves as part
of a group (the in-group), automatically leading people not belonging to that group
to form the out-group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). The theory states that individuals
largely derive self-esteem from their group, rendering it important for them to
develop and maintain a positive group identity. One way to do so is by favoring the
in-group and emphasizing its positive characteristics (in-group favoritism; viz. ingroup love). Another, closely related way is by derogating the out-group and
discriminating against them: emphasizing their negative features and the
distinctions between the in- and the out-group (out-group derogation; viz. outgroup hate; Brewer, 1999). Both tendencies are expressed in and give rise to
intergroup bias: Devaluing the other group by valuing the own group. Research
supporting expressions of intergroup bias is abundant, and indicates that prejudice
and stereotyping largely originate from in-group favoritism; the motivation to
positively distinguish the own group from the out-group (see for reviews Hewstone,
Rubin, & Willis, 2002; Hornsey, 2008). The Social Identity Approach does not
include the concept of bounded reciprocity as reputation concern, but states that
mere categorization is enough to create parochial cooperation or in-group
favoritism (De Dreu et al., 2014). Categorization can only occur if there is a
distinction, however minimal, between groups. The Social Identity Approach
differs in this respect from the Group Heuristics Model, in which the important role
of reputation concerns within the group should be sufficient to instigate bounded
cooperation within a group, even in absence of a salient out-group. Especially in
situations where another group poses a threat to the own group, for example when
resources are scarce, evaluations of and actions towards the other group will
become more negative (for a review, see Dovidio & Gaertner, 2010). Striving for a
positive identity can thus lead to intergroup bias and relative deprivation. Relative
deprivation, the perception that one cannot reach anticipated outcomes for one’s
group due to the presence or actions of another group, in turn promotes intergroup
conflict (De Dreu, 2010a; De Dreu, Aaldering, & Saygı, 2014). According to the
Social Identity Approach, intergroup competition does not fuel displays of in-group
love and out-group hate; instead both tendencies are the outcome of positive social
identity striving. However, such positive identity striving may invite negative
evaluations of the other group, which in turn can fuel intergroup conflict (Brewer,
1999; De Dreu et al., 2014).

16
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In sum, Group Selection Theory (Bowles & Gintis, 2011), the Group
Heuristics Model (Yamagishi, 2000), and the Social Identity Approach (Ellemers &
Haslam, 2012) all suggest that individuals are strongly motivated or even
predisposed to show parochial cooperation (or conditional cooperation or indirect
reciprocity). The perspectives differ in the extent to which they assume that
parochial cooperation is fueled by intergroup competition, but especially the latter
two acknowledge its dangerous potential. Although research has consistently
supported parochial cooperation to be driven by in-group love rather than outgroup hate (See Balliet et al., 2014 for a meta-analysis), some forms of parochial
cooperation simultaneously include out-group derogation and in turn conflict
intensification and escalation. Given its potentially disastrous consequences, it is of
pivotal importance to uncover how individuals facing an intergroup conflict can be
(re)directed towards the more beneficial function of universal cooperation, creating
win-win agreements and investments into the collective welfare.
We propose that individuals’ behavior is driven by cooperative signals.
These signals direct their cooperative actions, often towards parochial cooperation,
but they may under certain circumstances shift towards universal cooperation. The
next section will review the cooperative signals that are investigated in the
empirical chapters of this dissertation.
Cooperative signals: Intrapersonal, intragroup and intergroup factors
Intrapersonal cooperative signals refer to individuals’ personal inclination
towards cooperation. The current dissertation focuses on social value orientation as
an intrapersonal cooperative cue: One’s general preference for the distribution of
outcomes between oneself and interdependent others (Messick & McClintock,
1968). Individuals can broadly be divided into two types: pro-social and pro-self.
Pro-socials prefer equality, reciprocity, fairness, cooperation and high outcomes for
both themselves and others. Pro-selves are self-interested, focused on maximizing
their own outcomes and, sometimes, willing to exploit others by non-cooperation
(McClintock, 1972; Van Lange, 1999).
Research has abundantly supported the predictive power of social value
orientation in social situations. Pro-socials contribute more to public goods and
consume less of common resources (for reviews, see Au & Kwong, 2004; Balliet,
Parks, & Joireman, 2009; Bogaert, Boone, & Declerck, 2008; Van Lange, De
Cremer, Van Dijk, & Van Vugt, 2007), are more willing to make concessions in
interpersonal negotiations (De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; Van Dijk, De Cremer, &
17
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Handgraaf, 2004), and are more willing to self-sacrifice to protect and promote the
group to which they belong than pro-selves (De Dreu, 2010b; De Dreu et al., 2010).
Pro-socials are more likely to perceive a social dilemma in terms of collective
rationality, leading them towards cooperative actions (i.e., investing in the
collective good, making concessions, protecting their groups’ interests), while proselves perceive each situation in terms of individual rationality, leading them
towards the (often competitive) option with highest personal pay-off (i.e., keeping
endowments to self). Pro-socials also expect cooperation from others, whereas proselves anticipate selfishness from others, which reinforces this behavioral pattern
(De Dreu & Van Kleef, 2004; Iedema & Poppe, 1994; 1995; Van Kleef & De Dreu,
2002). Overall, pro-social individuals are more than pro-selves sensitive to social
and contextual cues, and more likely to adapt their behavior to the situation, and
their partner (De Cremer & Van Lange, 2001; Kelley & Stahelski, 1970; Steinel & De
Dreu, 2004; Van Lange, 1992).
Although a pro-social value orientation seems a clear predictor of
cooperation, research in this area thus far has not distinguished between parochial
and universal cooperation. While many studies found pro-socials willing to
sacrifice for the collective good, those studies did not incorporate an intergroup
setting where parochial cooperation was possible (Bogaert et al., 2008). Other
studies investigating pro-social behavior in intergroup settings however, found prosocials to be particularly likely to display parochial cooperation, sometimes even
combined with negative behavior towards the other group. However, these studies
did not provide a clear option for universal cooperation (Abbink et al., 2012, De
Dreu, 2010b). Based on these findings, and the theories previously described
regarding humans’ general proclivity towards parochial cooperation, we reasoned
that pro-socials, compared to pro-selves, would be more willing to self-sacrifice for
the benefit of the in-group. A question remains however whether pro-socials are
willing to harm the other group in displaying parochial cooperation and, most
importantly, how their level of universal cooperation can be increased. The current
dissertation investigates how individuals’ social value orientation affects parochial
and universal cooperation depending on whether their group approves of their
initial negotiation strategy (Chapter 3), on the extent to which their interests
conflict with those of their own group and the adversary during a negotiation
(Chapter 4) as well as on the presence of an intergroup conflict when parochial
cooperation comes at the cost of the out-group modeled by a social decision making
game (Chapter 5).
18
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Intragroup cooperative signals. Expectations and preferences of group
members regarding cooperation can greatly affect individual behavior. Especially in
a negotiation, representatives need constituencies’ approval and are tuned towards
their directions about

preferred strategies. Research into

representative

negotiations has shown that representatives adopt competitive strategies towards
the adversary, especially when they are highly accountable to their constituency
(Ben-Yoav & Pruitt, 1984; Benton & Druckman, 1974; Van Kleef, Steinel, Van
Knippenberg, Hogg, & Svensson, 2007, for a review see De Dreu et al., 2013). They
do so to protect the interests of their group and to gain their approval. Put
differently: During negotiations, representatives are likely to display parochial
cooperation. This parochial cooperation however can be shifted towards more
universal cooperation if the constituency clearly communicates a preference for
cooperative and constructive handling of the other group. Indeed, research showed
that in presence of a clear cooperative norm, representatives show more
cooperation with the other party (Benton & Druckman, 1973; Gelfand & Realo,
1999; Steinel, De Dreu, Ouwehand, & Ramirez-Marín, 2009). Based on these
findings, it seems possible to induce universal cooperation among representatives
when the constituency approves of or encourages such behavior, which should in
turn lead to better agreements and intergroup relations. The current dissertation
tests this hypothesis in Chapter 2 using an integrative negotiation paradigm and in
Chapter 3 with a more distributive bargaining task.
Intergroup cooperative signals
The theoretical perspectives on parochial cooperation differ with respect to
the cause and effect chain of intergroup conflict and parochial cooperation. The
evolutionary perspective suggests that the two are strongly related and that
intergroup competition fuels parochialism. Both the social psychological
perspectives however, do not believe that intergroup competition leads to parochial
cooperation. Instead, they argue that parochialism is a result from internalized
reciprocity and reputation concerns or from positive social identity striving.
However, both these perspectives acknowledge the potential of parochial
cooperation (conceptualized here as expression of in-group favoritism) to start or
intensify a conflict.
Whether parochial cooperation indeed fuels intergroup conflict largely
depends on parties’ perceptions about each other. Intergroup conflict may start out
of a greedy desire to win over the other party, for example when the other party is
considered to be vulnerable and susceptible to exploitation. The ‘social support for
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self-interest’ hypothesis states that groups are more likely to act competitively than
individuals because their competitive actions towards the other party can be
justified to own group members by furthering the groups’ interest (Insko et al.,
1990; Wildschut, Insko & Gaertner, 2002; Schopler et al., 1993). Indeed,
experimental research has supported the claim that groups are more aggressive
than individuals towards each other (Meier & Hinsz, 2004). This explanation is
closely related to the previously described explanation for competitive behavior in
representative negotiations: Competition towards the other party is allowed when
this serves the members of the own group. Thus, according to this hypothesis,
parochial cooperation and competition or even aggression towards another party
are closely intertwined. Both the Group Heuristics Model and the Social Identity
Approach however explicitly state that intergroup conflict is rarely triggered by a
desire to harm the other group. Rather, it may occur as a result of positive
distinction of the own group when in-group favoritism is confounded with outgroup derogation (Balliet et al., 2014; Brewer, 1999; Dovidio & Gaertner, 2010;
Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008). Groups aim to maximize their group outcomes and
will accept harm to the other group as collateral damage if this is needed to reach
their goal (Halevy et al., 2008).
Although there is evidence that greed plays an important role in furthering
both parochial cooperation and intergroup conflict, theories agree that perceived
threat between the parties is a more important determinant of conflict escalation
(Insko et al., 1990). Threat is for example perceived when resources between
groups are scarce, or when the other party is expected to prepare for a hostile
aggressive action (Brewer, 1999). Perceived threat is the result of distrust towards
another party and the fear of being exploited by the other party. Once fear about
the threat is experienced, parochial cooperation may take the form of defensive
aggression, where individuals self-sacrifice to help strengthen their group, thereby
increasing their own perceived threat for the other group (Bacharach & Lawler,
1981; De Dreu, Shalvi, Greer, Van Kleef, & Handgraaf, 2012; Hewstone et al.,
2002). Even worse, fear may lead groups to a pre-emptive strike: based on the idea
that ‘offense is the best defense’, groups may lash out to each other as a form of
defensive aggression (De Dreu et al., 2010; Simunovic, Mifune, & Yamagishi, 2013;
Spanovic, Lickel, Denson, & Petrovic, 2010). Needless to say, such defensive
aggression quickly inflicts retaliation and parties end up in a negative conflict
spiral. All theories described earlier agree on this fear based explanation for
intergroup conflict. The evolutionary approach suggests that ‘offense is the best
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defense’, thereby encouraging defensive aggression towards the other group. Both
the Group Heuristics Model and the Social Identity Approach state that
cooperation with the own group often goes hand in hand with a fear of exploitation,
hence inviting defensive aggression. According to the Group Heuristics Model,
within group cooperation and the group reputation should be preserved. Threats
from another party to attack this reputation will promote a pre-emptive strike
(Yamagishi & Mifune, 2009). Similarly, according to the Social Identity Approach,
the perception of high self-esteem is important, and when another party threatens
this self-esteem, competitive action is likely to ensue (Hewstone et al., 2002). These
theoretical standpoints are corroborated by repeated findings that in-group love
(parochial cooperation) is a more important trigger than out-group hate for
(defensive) aggression (De Dreu et al., 2010; Halevy et al., 2008; Halevy, Weisel, &
Bornstein, 2012).
In sum, whether or not intergroup conflict ensues largely depends on the
perception of competition between the parties: If no competition and hence no
threat is perceived, parties should be less likely to start a conflict, even when they
show parochial cooperation. At the same time however, they might still be tempted
to exploit the other party and increase the benefits for their own group. The current
dissertation tests how the degree of conflicting interests affects whether
individuals’ parochial cooperation has negative consequences for the other party in
a negotiation setting (Chapter 4) and whether the presence of perceived conflict
may ironically also reduce parochial cooperation if there is a peaceful mutually
beneficial option available (Chapter 5).
The three described cooperative cues do not operate in isolation. Individuals
may, depending on their social value orientation, be differently affected by the
norms communicated by their group members regarding cooperation, or by the
extent to which their groups’ interests conflict with those of the other group. This
dissertation investigates the combination of these cooperative factors and their
interactions, thereby providing a more complete picture of how cooperative cues
internal and external to the individual promote parochial or universal cooperation.
Overview of chapters
The first empirical chapter of this dissertation (Chapter 2) addresses how
parochial cooperation can be shifted towards universal cooperation depending on
intra-group

cooperation

signals.

Specifically,

we

investigated

whether

representatives in a dyadic negotiation with integrative potential would reach
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higher joint outcomes depending on the cooperative nature of messages from their
constituency members. Previous research has indicated that even when a minority
in the constituency advocates a competitive approach towards the counterpart,
representatives will indeed use competitive tactics (Steinel et al., 2009). This
research however used a distributive negotiation task, precluding a collectively
optimal outcome. In our study, we allow for a mutually beneficial agreement by
using an integrative task. We furthermore invoke the concept of relative status
within the group and show that representatives attach more weight to the voice of
the competitive (hawkish) constituency members, even when they are in the
minority, unless they have low status. Results showed that when the majority of the
constituents favored a cooperative approach and the hawkish minority had low
status, representatives were able to reach more integrative, mutually beneficial
outcomes. Thus, a majority of group members with a preference for cooperation
can induce a more universal form of cooperation among representatives as long as
the minority has low status, thereby heightening the chance of a longer lasting
agreement and satisfaction with the agreement among representatives and
constituents of both parties.
In Chapter 3, we investigate representatives’ negotiation behavior in
response to intragroup cooperation signals again. We furthermore address the
question of how the intrapersonal cooperation signal of social value orientation
affects parochial and/ or universal cooperation. We departed from the idea that
pro-socials are more parochial cooperators than pro-selves, but also that approval
from the constituency regarding a cooperative strategy towards the other group
should lead (especially pro-social) representatives to adopt a more universally
cooperative strategy. Hence, we investigated how (dis)approval from the
constituency in terms of emotions following an initial offer affected representatives’
subsequent allocations to the own and the other party, depending on their social
value orientation. We show in a first experiment that without guidance from their
constituency, pro-socials expect their constituency to prefer a more generous offer
towards the counterpart than pro-socials and subsequently propose such a
generous offer. In a second experiment, we manipulated whether the constituency
communicated positive (happiness) or negative (anger) emotions towards the
representative about this offer. Results show that upon positive communication
from their constituency, pro-social more than pro-self representatives extend their
initial generous offer with another generous offer towards the other party, thus
showing universal cooperation. Upon negative communication however, pro22
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socials try to appease their constituency by focusing their cooperation on their own
group. This research indicates that especially pro-socials are firstly focused on
satisfying their own group by parochial cooperation, and will extend their
cooperation to the other party once their own group is satisfied.
Chapter 4 again uses a representative negotiation paradigm to investigate
how their social value orientation (intrapersonal cooperation signal) affects
representatives’ parochial or universal cooperation, and whether intergroup factors
in the form of perceived conflict of interests matter. We investigated whether prosocial representatives would be more or less willing to self-sacrifice for the benefit
of their own group (i.e., display parochial cooperation), or the benefit of both their
own and the other group (i.e., universal cooperation). We manipulated the interest
alignment between the representative, the own constituency and the other party
such that personal interests were either aligned with their own party, with the other
party, or with neither, in which case the two parties had common interests that
were opposed to those of the participant. Results showed that pro-social
representatives were more willing to self-sacrifice for the benefit of their own party
than pro-selves, thus displaying more parochial cooperation. When self-sacrificing
to cooperate with the other party came at the expense of the own group, however,
pro-socials were not more likely than pro-selves to do so. Remarkably, pro-socials
were even more willing to self-sacrifice if this helped their constituency only
compared to when both their constituency and the other party could benefit. This
research importantly shows that pro-socials’ parochial cooperation has a dark side.
Their inclination to protect and promote their own group may come at a cost of the
other party, thereby potentially intensifying the conflict and harming subsequent
intergroup relations.
In the last empirical chapter (Chapter 5) we examine how intergroup factors
in terms of competition between the groups affect individuals’ display of parochial
and universal cooperation in a social decision making game, depending on their
social value orientation. We investigated whether pro-socials would be willing to
harm the other party in their display of parochial cooperation when the alternative
of universal cooperation would be readily available. We let individuals take part in
a nested social dilemma, thereby manipulating the presence of competition
between the subgroups. Pro-socials were found to invest more than pro-selves in
their subgroup, but only when this was not harmful to the other party. When
competition was present and subgroup investments did harm the other party, prosocials invested more in the collective benefit. This universal cooperation was
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calculated however, and decreased under cognitive depletion. We thus show that
although pro-socials are first and foremost willing to benefit their in-group, they
are reluctant to harm the other party and will try to find another way to help their
in-group that is not costly to the other party, namely (calculated) universal
cooperation.
The final chapter of this dissertation (Chapter 6), discusses the findings of
the empirical chapters. We relate back to the questions and theories as described in
the beginning of this chapter and draw conclusions on when and why individuals
show parochial or universal altruism, depending on the intrapersonal, intragroup
and intergroup cooperation signals they receive. We distinguish between and
integrate findings on the described theoretical perspectives based on the two
different paradigms that we researched. Implications of the findings in the
dissertation as well as potential limitations are discussed, followed by an extensive
discussion on future steps within this line of research and its potential theoretical
as well as practical implications.
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Chapter 2
Why Hawks Fly Higher than Doves: Intragroup Conflicts in
Representative Negotiation

This chapter is based on Aaldering, H., & De Dreu, C. K. W. (2012). Why
Hawks Fly Higher than Doves: Intragroup Conflicts in Representative Negotiation.
Group Processes and Intergroup Relations, 15, 712-724,
DOI:10.1177/1368430212441638
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Intergroup conflicts are pervasive social phenomena taking place at all levels
in society. Examples include ethnic conflicts, labor-management disputes or
interstate war. To regulate intergroup conflict, groups often engage representatives
who negotiate agreement on real or perceived divergent interests with the
(representative

of

the)

rivaling

out-group

(De

Dreu,

2010-a).

When intergroup conflicts involve multiple issues, which they often do,
representative negotiations may reduce intergroup conflict and promote intergroup
relations by creating mutually beneficial, integrative solutions. For example, a
typical labor-management dispute (Walton & McKersie, 1965; Friedman, 1994)
involves several issues, such as salary increase, pension plans, vacation days, health
insurance, and so on. These issues are not of equal importance to both parties:
Whereas labor may highly value social security, the employers may place highest
value on reducing vacation days and salary increase. By allowing labor its
preference on social security and the employers their preference on vacation days
and salary increase, parties would integrate their interests in a mutually beneficial
win-win solution. Such integrative agreements allow intergroup relations to thrive
and prosper, and yield economic and social benefits that cannot be reached through
continuous fight and hostile exchange (De Dreu, 2010-a; Rubin, Pruitt & Kim,
1994; Thompson & Hrebec, 1996).
Unfortunately, however, there is hitherto little work on integrative
negotiation in intergroup conflict and we have limited understanding of the
conditions that promote or hinder representatives to settle intergroup conflict
through integrative agreements (Trötschel, Hüffmeier, & Loschelder, 2010).
Moreover, the majority of the research on representative negotiation explicitly or
implicitly assumed constituencies to be monolithic entities that speak with one
voice, and largely ignored the case where negotiators represent a divided
constituency (Demoulin & De Dreu, 2010). Here we address these issues by
examining integrative negotiation by individuals representing constituencies that
contain both dovish and hawkish factions varying in status. We report an
experiment showing that hawkish compared to dovish minorities within a
representative’s constituency have disproportionate influence on the quality of the
negotiated agreement, except when hawks have relatively low status and can thus
be ignored.
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Constituency Influences on Representative Negotiation
There is good evidence that representative negotiations are generally more
competitive than negotiations between individuals (Benton & Druckman, 1974;
Mosterd & Rutte, 2000; Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). This fits the so-called
individual-group discontinuity effect: In conflict and negotiation situations, groups
are more competitive and less cooperative with each other than individuals are.
One explanation is that group members justify their competitiveness in terms of
protecting and helping their in-group against the out-group (De Dreu, 2010bWildschut, Pinter, Vevea, Insko, & Schopler, 2003; Wildschut & Insko, 2007).
And indeed, in intergroup conflict, representative negotiators tend to assume that
their constituency wants them to be competitive and non-conciliatory with the
other side. Only when there is good reason to assume the constituency favors a
cooperative, dovish approach do representatives turn towards a more cooperative
negotiation strategy (e.g., Carnevale, Pruitt, & Selheimer, 1981; Carnevale, Pruitt, &
Britton, 1979; Druckman, 1994; Enzle, Harvey & Wright, 1992; Gelfand & Realo,
1999). From this it follows that, in general, intergroup negotiations are
characterized by relatively high levels of distrust, low levels of open-minded
information exchange between representatives, and a relatively strong focus on
winning rather than collaborating. Distrust, lack of information exchange, and
competitive rather than cooperative goals all undermine the likelihood that
between-group negotiations end in integrative agreements that benefit all rather
than one side (Ben-Yoav & Pruitt, 1984; Carnevale & Lawler, 1986; De Dreu,
Giebels, & Van de Vliert, 1998; Weingart, Bennett, & Brett, 1993. For a review, see
De Dreu, Weingart, & Kwon, 2000).
Divided Constituencies and Asymmetrical Influences
Whereas most work on representative negotiation has thus far assumed that
constituencies consist of members sharing the same preferences, many intergroup
conflicts feature within-group disagreements about what the representatives
should achieve, and how they should approach the between-group negotiation.
Such within-group disagreements may be due to divergent interests within the
constituency, with some factions benefiting from certain types of intergroup
agreements more than others. This may have important consequences for betweengroup negotiation processes and outcomes- a study by Halevy (2008), for example,
showed that negotiating groups who experience intragroup conflict reach lower
quality outcomes than groups without intragroup conflict.
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Within-group disagreements may also emerge because factions within the
constituency have opposing views on the ultimate goals of the between-group
negotiation, with some factions favoring a cooperative approach resulting in an
agreement that benefits both groups (henceforth “doves”) and others favoring a
more competitive approach resulting in an agreement that benefits one’s own
group in particular (henceforth “hawks”). Research by Weingart, Brett, Olekalns,
and Smith (2007) suggests that in such cases, hawkish factions may have a
disproportionate influence on the overall group strategy being pursued or
advocated.

These authors studied small group negotiation, and found that a

minority of competitive group members were more likely to change the orientation
of cooperative group members into a distributive value claiming strategy, than that
cooperative group members were able to persuade competitive group members into
adopting a integrative, value-creating strategy, even when cooperators were in the
majority. In a similar vein, Bonner, Okhuysen and Sondak (2011) investigated how
individual preferences of three member groups influenced the aggregated group
preference in a subsequent negotiation. They found initial hawkish preferences to
have a greater impact on the position subsequently advocated by the group as a
whole than initial dovish preferences.
That these within-group disagreements also occur in representative
negotiation follows from a study by Steinel, De Dreu, Ouwehand, & Ramírez-Marín
(2009). These authors investigated the effects of constituencies that consisted of
either a hawkish minority within a dovish majority, or vice versa. Constituency
members sent messages to the representatives about their preferred negotiation
strategy (for example ‘Don’t negotiate too tough, otherwise we’ll regret it later’
(dovish), and ‘Negotiate tough, otherwise we pay more than necessary’ (hawkish).
Across three experiments, Steinel and colleagues found hawkish minorities to have
a disproportionate influence on representative’s concession making: When the
group consisted of a majority of doves and a minority of hawks, representatives
were significantly less cooperative than when the group consisted of doves only.
The other way around, when the constituency contained a dovish minority,
representatives were as tough as they were when the constituency contained hawks
only. Clearly, a hawkish minority influenced the negotiated agreement, whereas a
dovish minority did not.
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Hawkishness as Implicit Status Cue
An explanation for the disproportionate influence effect of hawkish messages
is that compared to dovish messages, hawkish messages receive more weight and
thereby more importance. The idea is that a competitive approach can be justified
in terms of in-group defense (competitive weighting). Because a hawkish strategy
speaks more directly to in-group interests, hawks may be seen as more loyal and
committed group members than doves, who apparently are willing to sacrifice ingroup interests to settle the intergroup conflict. As a result, hawkish factions within
a constituency have a higher status and their messages are thus afforded more
weight, which in turn explains their disproportionate influence on the
representative’s negotiation strategy (Berger, Cohen, & Zelditch, 1972; Berger,
Fisek, Norman & Zelditch, 1977). If true, it follows that the minority faction’s status
within the constituency moderates its impact on representative negotiation. Put
differently, the disproportionate impact of hawkish minorities on the negotiation
process and outcomes emerges especially when the hawkish minority has high
rather than low status. When hawkish minorities have low status, they can and will
be ignored more easily, and the dovish majority within a constituency will drive the
representative towards a more cooperative negotiation strategy that enables
integrative agreements with the out-group to come about. Specifically, we predicted
that representatives achieve more integrative agreements when their constituency
is predominantly dovish rather than hawkish, but only when the hawkish minority
has low rather than high status (Hypothesis 1). In a similar vein, constituency
composition

should

affect

representatives’

perception

of

constituencies’

cooperativeness. A predominantly dovish constituency, advocating a cooperative
negotiation strategy, should be perceived as more cooperative than a
predominantly hawkish constituency. Again, we expected the status of the minority
member to moderate this effect: Because a hawkish voice receives more weight,
unless it has low status, it should also distort representative’s perceptions of the
constituencies’ cooperativeness. Representatives are thus expected to perceive their
constituency as more cooperative when their constituency is predominantly dovish
rather than hawkish, especially when the hawkish minority has low rather than
high status (Hypothesis 2).
Finally, we reasoned that a competitive negotiation style by the
representative, who thus follows hawkish constituents more than dovish
constituents, can be justified to the entire constituency as an in-group defense
strategy (De Dreu, 2010-b). While hawkish members would not approve of a
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cooperative negotiation agreement, dovish members may be less resistant to a
negotiated agreement that hurts the out-group but benefits the in-group, doves
included. Accordingly, representatives should have more trust that their agreement
will be approved when the majority of their constituency is dovish compared to
hawkish. In line with the previous reasoning, we expected the hawkish minority to
have less effect on representative’s negotiation style and behavior when it would
have low status. Thus, we predicted that representatives will have more trust that
their constituency will approve of their agreement when it is composed of mainly
doves rather than hawks, especially if the hawkish minority has low status
(Hypothesis 3).
Method
Participants and Design
Eighty-six undergraduate students from the University of Amsterdam (Mean
age = 21.66, SD = 3.87; 30 male) participated for course credit or €7. Participants
were randomly assigned to dyads and dyads (N = 43) were randomly assigned to
the four conditions of a 2 x 2 factorial with composition of constituency (majority
hawkish vs. majority dovish) and minority status (high vs. low) as the betweendyad independent variables. Gender composition of dyads had no effects and is
further ignored.
Procedure and Independent Variables: Constituency Composition and
Minority Status
Upon arrival in the laboratory, participants were seated in front of a
computer. They read that the experiment would consist of two parts: a negotiation
part on behalf of their constituency, and a task to measure their visuality, an
important personality trait, related to career success, leadership positions and
status. They were told that their constituency, consisting of four people, had come
to the laboratory earlier and completed this visuality task as well. To manipulate
status differences within the constituency, participants were told that they would
see the visuality scores of the other four individuals who formed their constituency
during the negotiation. Participants were instructed to closely attend to their
constituency’s visuality scores in order to do well on the visuality task themselves.
Then they were shown that constituency member C had a deviant score on
visuality: either very high (73) or very low (27) compared to the other members
who all scored around the average of 50 (for similar manipulations of status see
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e.g., Brewer, Manzi, & Shaw, 1993; Doosje, Ellemers, & Spears, 1995; Dovidio,
Gaertner, & Validzic, 1998; Sachdev & Bourhis, 1991).
Following this status manipulation, participants were told that the
negotiation task would take place first, and that they would do the visuality task
thereafter. They read the instructions for the negotiation task (see below).
Constituency composition was manipulated by providing the participants with
messages from their constituents that they presumably left upon finishing their
laboratory tasks. These messages contained directions on how they wanted the
representative to negotiate (See Table 1). In the hawkish majority condition, three
members sent a competitive message and one member (C, who also had a deviating
visuality score) sent a message suggesting a cooperative approach. In the dovish
majority condition, this was reversed, so that member C sent a competitive
message while the messages of the other constituency members favored a
cooperative approach. As an incentive for the representatives to pay attention to
these messages, they were told that they could earn an additional amount of €30.
Within dyads, representatives had equal constituencies.
Table 1. The messages used in the experiment
Group

Majority hawkish, minority Majority

member

dovish:

Member A:

Try to get a good deal. The Try to get an honest deal. It
doesn’t have to be free.

Don’t be too soft, that will Don’t be too hard, that will
benefit us most

Member C:

minority

hawkish:

less we pay the better.
Member B:

dovish,

benefit us the most

Not all issues are equally We have to win this negotiation,
important, we can give in here on all issues
and there

Member D:

Negotiate tough, otherwise we Don't
pay more than necessary

negotiate

too

tough,

otherwise we’ll regret it later

The negotiation task involved a computer-mediated negotiation between the
representatives of the management and the union of an international organization
about a new collective employment contract (De Dreu, Beersma, Stroebe, &
Euwema, 2006; Pruitt & Lewis, 1975). Participants took the role of the
representative of either union or management and had to reach agreement with the
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other representative on five issues: salary, start date of the new employment
contract, duration of the new employment contract, the upcoming salary increase
and the coverage of health insurance. They received a pay-off schedule (see
Appendix 1) with possible agreements and the value of those agreements in points.
Priorities among these issues differ between the representatives. Four issues have
integrative potential: the labor representative values the start of the contarct and
the health insurance issues most, while the management representative places
highest value on the duration of the contract and the salary increase. The fifth
issue, salary, is a distributive one, in that both representatives have equally valued
but opposed preferences. The maximum individual outcome per representative was
1290 points, the highest possible joint outcome was 810 points for each
representative. The lowest joint outcomes reached by our participants, 1155, was
assigned to the two dyads who failed to reach an agreement within time1. To ensure
that participants understood the instructions, they were provided with several
examples of outcomes and with an exercise question about the points they would
gain in case of a given agreement.
Participants had 15 minutes to negotiate and were told that in case of no
agreement, they would earn nothing. They were also told that they could earn up to
€30 extra depending on the number of points they gained in the negotiation,
provided that their constituency would accept their agreement. Subsequently, they
negotiated for a maximum of 15 minutes using a chat program, and completed a
post-negotiation questionnaire that assessed the adequacy of the experimental
manipulation, as well as negotiator cognitions and motives (see under dependent
variables).
Dependent Variables
The main dependent variable was the joint outcome, obtained by summing
the points of the representatives on the negotiation agreement within each dyad2.
The adequacy of the status manipulation as operationalized in visuality scores was
verified by asking participants to recall the visuality scores of their constituency
members. To check the constituency composition manipulation, participants were
provided with 16 competitive and cooperative messages. They had to indicate
whether this was one of the messages they had seen before (0 = no, 1 = yes) and if
so, how likely it would be that each of their constituency members had left this
message (1 = ‘very unlikely’ to 7 = ‘very likely’). Furthermore, we assessed the
representative’s

cooperativeness with six items (example items: ‘during the
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negotiation, I tried to gain more points than the other (reverse coded)’, ‘During the
negotiation, I tried to take the other into account as well). Ratings were coded such
that higher scores reflect a more cooperative style, and averaged to form one
composite (Cronbach’s α = .73).
For the testing of the hypotheses, the following measures were used:
Representative’s perceptions of their constituent’s cooperativeness was assessed
with six items, examples being ‘My constituency wanted me to make concessions’;
and ‘my constituency wanted me to be cooperative’ (adapted from Steinel et al.,
2009; Cronbach’s α = .94). Representative’s trust that his constituency would
approve of the agreement was assessed with three items (example item ‘I think my
constituency will accept my agreement’). These statements were rated on a seven
point scale, with 1 = ‘completely disagree’ to 7 = ‘completely agree’; Cronbach’s α =
.65).
Results
Treatment of the Data, and Descriptive Statistics
Dyads were used as the level of analysis because individual answers to the
questions could be influenced by the interaction with the negotiation partner
(Kenny & LaVoie, 1985). For all the analyses, answers of the two dyad members
were aggregated. Table 2 shows the correlations, means and standard deviations of
all dependent variables. As can be seen, perceived cooperativeness of the
constituency correlated positively with joint outcomes.
Table 2. Means, standard deviation, correlations and Cronbachs’ alpha of the
dependent variables
Measure

Mean

SD

1. Joint outcome

1352.79

107.38

2. Perceived Coop.

3.70

1.17

3. Perceived trust

4.47

.84

1.

2.

3.

.35*

.25
.31

Manipulation checks
To investigate whether participants correctly recalled that constituency
member C had a lower or higher (depending on condition) score on visuality than
the other constituency members, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed with
the recalled visuality score of each of the four group members as dependent
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variables. In the high status condition, the visuality score of member C was higher
than in the low status condition (Mhigh = 71.64, SDhigh = 7.26, Mlow = 29.89, SDlow =
5.38, F (1, 39) = 446.00, p < .001, ηp2 = .95). The scores of the other members did
not differ between the conditions (Member A: F (1, 39) = .02, p = .90, ηp2 =.00;
member B: F (1, 39) = 1.18, p = .29, ηp2=.05; member D: F (1, 39) = .80, p = .37, ηp2
= .03). We thus conclude that participants’ correctly recalled that member C had a
diverging visuality score, either lower (when status was low) or higher (when status
was high) compared to the other constituency members.
To investigate whether participants correctly recalled the composition of
their constituency in terms of hawkish and dovish messages, two repeated measure
ANOVA’s were performed. Composition of the constituency (majority hawkish
versus majority dovish) and status of the minority member (high or low) acted as
independent variables, nature of the messages as dependent variable and group
member

as

within

subjects

factor.

For

the

cooperative

messages,

the

representatives with a dovish majority in their constituency estimated the
likelihood that member A (F (1, 39) = 15.92, p < .001, ηp2 = .40), B (F (1, 39) =
21.97, p < .001, ηp2 = .48) or D (F (1, 39) = 28.74, p < .001, ηp2 =.55) left this
message as higher than the representative with a hawkish majority in his
constituency, who estimated the likelihood that C (F (1, 39) = 57.05, p < .001, ηp2 =
.70) left this message as higher compared to the representative with a dovish
majority (see Figure 1). No effect of status was found (F (1, 39) = .12, ns, ηp2 = .00).
The reversed pattern emerged for the competitive messages: Participants with a
hawkish majority in their constituency estimated the likelihood that member A (F
(1, 39) = 38.93, p < .001, ηp2 = .62), B ( F (1, 39) = 45.13, p < .001, ηp2 = .65) or D (F
(1, 39) = 68.47, p < .001, ηp2 = .74) would have left this message as higher than
participants with a dovish majority, while participants with a dovish majority
estimated the likelihood that member C (F (1, 39) = 15.68, p = .001, ηp2 = .40)
would have left this message as higher than participants with a hawkish majority
(See Figure 1). Again, status of the minority member did not influence this effect (F
(1, 39) = 1.30, ns, ηp2 = .04). Together, these findings show that participants
accurately recalled which members of their constituency had left hawkish versus
dovish messages, and that the status of the constituency members did not affect
this recall. This suggests that the constituency composition manipulation was
successful.
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Cooperative messages

Competitive messages
Minority Dovish
Minority Hawkish

5,5
5
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
Member A Member B Member C Member D Member A Member B Member C Member D

Figure 1. Different likelihood depending on constituency composition that each of
the members left a cooperative versus competitive message
Joint outcomes
Hypothesis 1 predicted higher joint outcomes when the majority of the
constituency would be dovish, but only if the hawkish minority would have low
status. A 2 (constituency composition: Hawkish majority vs. dovish majority) X 2
(minority status: high vs. low) on joint outcome revealed the expected interaction
effect (F (1, 39) = 4.43, p = .04, ηp2 = .10). Figure 2 shows that dyads reached higher
joint outcomes when the majority of the constituency was dovish rather than
hawkish and the hawkish minority had low status, F (1, 39) = 4.83, p = .03, ηp2 =
.11. When the majority was hawkish, minority status did not matter (F < 1, n.s., ηp2
= .00). Thus, hypothesis 1 was confirmed.
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1550
High status

1500

Low status

1450
1400
1350
1300
1250

1200
Minority
Dovish

Minority
Hawkish

Figure 2. Only when the constituency consists of a dovish majority and the hawkish
minority has low status, high joint outcomes will be reached
Perceptions and Processes
Hypothesis 2 stated that dyads would perceive their constituency as most
cooperative when the majority of the constituency would be dovish, and the
hawkish minority would have a low rather than high status. A 2 X 2 ANOVA
revealed that participants perceived the cooperativeness of their constituency
higher when the majority of the constituency consisted of doves (M = 4.69, SD =
.67) rather than hawks (M = 2.76, SD = .63; F (1, 39) = 96.16, p < .001, ηp2 = .75).
This main effect was qualified by an interaction between constituency composition
and minority status: When the majority of the constituency was dovish, the
constituency was perceived as more cooperative when the hawkish minority had
low rather than high status, F (1, 39) = 5.91, p = .02, ηp2 = .15. When the majority
was hawkish, minority status did not influence perceived cooperativeness of the
constituency, F < 1, ns, ηp2 = .02 (see also Table 3). This confirms hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3 stated that dyads with a dovish majority in their constituency
would have greater trust that their negotiated agreement would be approved than
dyads with a hawkish majority in their constituency, especially when the hawkish
minority would have a low rather than high status. This hypothesis was confirmed
by a 2 X 2 ANOVA with expected trust in approval as dependent variable (F (1, 39)
= 4.17, p = .05, ηp2 = .11). Means and standard deviations are displayed in Table 3.
Simple effect analysis showed that when the majority of the constituency was
dovish and the hawkish minority had low status, representatives had more trust
that their constituency would approve of their agreement than representatives with
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a hawkish majority and a dovish minority with low status in their constituency (F
(1, 39) = 4.50, p = .04, ηp2 = .12). No difference between the constituencies was
found when status of the minority member was high (F < 1, n.s., ηp2 = .02). Thus,
Hypothesis 3 was supported.
Table 3. Means and standard deviations of perceived cooperativeness and trust
Scale

Majority competitive

Majority cooperative

M high status

M low status

M high status

M low status

Perceived Coop.

2.86 (.59)

2.64 (.68)

4.31 (.59)

5.06 (.63)

Trust

4.63 (.93)

4.04 (.82)

4.35 (.60)

4.85 (.86)

General Discussion and Conclusions
Whenever

intergroup

conflict

is

regulated

through

representative

negotiation, within-group disagreements about the representative’s ideal outcome
may emerge and influence the representatives’ negotiation strategy. Expanding
earlier work by Halevy (2008), and Steinel et al. (2009) we created an
experimental paradigm in which representatives negotiated on behalf of a divided
constituency. In some cases, representatives faced a hawkish minority in an
otherwise dovish constituency; in other cases, representatives faced a dovish
minority in an otherwise hawkish constituency. In half of the cases the minority
had high status, and in the other half its status was low. As predicted, we found that
representatives negotiated more integrative agreements that benefited both groups
when their constituency was predominantly dovish, but only when the hawkish
minority had low status. When the hawkish minority had high status,
representatives were as competitive as they were when their constituency was
predominantly hawkish.
Theoretical Contributions
Our results expand past work in at least two ways. Our first contribution relates
to the experimental paradigm developed here. Whereas most intergroup conflicts
involve several issues, previous work on representative negotiations, and on
intergroup conflict more generally, primarily focused on single-issue conflicts and
purely distributive negotiations (e.g., Kamans, Gordijn, Otten, & Spears, 2010). The
multi-issue negotiation task used here allowed for mutually beneficial solutions
that could be achieved when representative negotiators engaged in cooperative
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information exchange, built trust, and were willing to tradeoff gains on some issues
for losses on (less valuable) issues. With this multi-issue task, we showed that
representatives engage in more or less integrative negotiation which in and of itself
provides a host of interesting opportunities for new research on representative
negotiation, and the regulation of intergroup competition and conflict (also see
Halevy, 2008).
Our second contribution to previous work relates to the effects of minority
status on representative negotiation behavior and outcome. Our findings
corroborate earlier work by Steinel et al. (2009; Weingart et al., 2007) who also
showed that hawkish factions have disproportionate influence. Steinel and
colleagues proposed that hawkish messages attract more attention than dovish
ones and are processed faster. Our theory and findings suggest that representatives
may be motivated to attend to hawkish messages more, because hawks within one’s
in-group have (implicitly) higher social status, and are assumed to have stronger
voice in the ultimate approval of the negotiation agreements. In line with this
reasoning, we find robust interactions between numerical and social status on
integrative agreements, and trust in being accepted by one’s constituency.
Together, these findings indicate that hawkish minorities have disproportionate
influence because representatives are motivated to cater for the needs of hawks,
even when they are in the minority. Only when hawkish minorities are explicitly
denoted as low status do representatives ignore them, and pursue the more
cooperative approach towards the regulation of intergroup conflict as pleaded by
the doves.
A potential alternative explanation for the current findings would be that the
disproportionate influence of the hawks is due to a basic perceptual phenomenon,
with primarily cognitive origins – negative information attracts attention more
than positive information, and hence exerts more influence (e.g., Taylor, 1991;
Peeters & Czapinski, 1990). If true, representatives should be better able to recall
hawkish compared to dovish messages. Although we do not find differences in
recall of the messages3, this alternative explanation cannot be ruled out completely.
Participants in this experiment had a strong incentive (the potential reward of 30
euros) to pay close attention to all messages. It thus remains possible that they
would not have paid equal attention to the hawkish and dovish messages without
this explicit incentive. Future research should test this alternative explanation
using a simple recall or recognition task.
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Our study was focused on the disproportionate influence of hawkish
minorities in representative negotiation. The current study does relatively little to
uncover the interpersonal processes that emerged between the representatives and
allowed them to achieve mutually beneficial, integrative agreements. Future
research is needed to settle this issue, and such new work would benefit from the
extant research on integrative negotiation between opposing individuals, whether
or not conducted in an intergroup context (e.g., Halevy, 2008; Trötschel et al.,
2010; for reviews of the interpersonal negotiation literatures see e.g., Bazerman,
Curhan, Moore, & Valley, 2000; Carnevale & Pruitt, 1992; De Dreu et al., 2000;
2007). It would be particularly interesting to see whether individuals approach
multi-issue negotiations differently when negotiating on their own behalf, or on
behalf of a (more or less divided) constituency.
Another avenue for future research relates to the fact that in the current
design, both representatives had the same type of (divided) constituency –
although unknown to each other, each had a dovish (hawkish) minority with high
(low) status. Such symmetries are probably exception rather than rule, and future
work is needed to disentangle the possible influences of one’s own divided
constituency, from the possible influences of the partner’s divided constituency. Up
to now, work has focused on effects of the features of a representative’s own
constituency; new work may take into consideration the fact that representatives
often have information about their partner’s constituencies’ divisions, desires, and
drives. Whether and how such information is used remains an open issue requiring
systematic research.
To regulate intergroup conflict, groups often resort to representative
negotiation. Here we show that representatives may negotiate mutually beneficial
deals that integrate the interests of opposing groups, and allow for economic and
social prosperity. We also showed that such integrative negotiation may be
jeopardized by hawkish minorities, with disproportionate influence that overrules
even a substantial dovish majority. Most likely because hawks receive implicitly
high social status and because their messages are more easily construed as the
reflecting the “loyal” thing to do, it is only when hawks receive low social status that
they are ignored by representatives. Only when hawkish minorities have low status,
do representatives achieve the mutually beneficial deals between their in-group and
the rivaling out-group.
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Notes
1

A commonly used and well-established procedure of treating impasses is to

assign dyads the outcome of the lowest reached agreement. (e.g., Kimmel, Pruitt,
Magenau, Konar-Goldband, & Carnevale, 1980; Lewis & Fry, 1977).
2

A paired sample t-test revealed no difference in total amount of points

gained by union or management representative. (Mmanager = 678, SD = 116.82;
Munion = 674.63, SD = 124.37, t (42) =.106, p = .916.
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Appendix
Pay-off schedule of the Union representative
Salary

Start contract

Duration

Salary

Health

contract

Increase

Insurance

€ 14000 (00)

14 weeks (00) 0,5 year (00)

1% (00)

10% (00)

€ 15000 (90)

12 weeks (60)

1,0 year (30)

2% (15)

20% (45)

€ 16000 (180)

10weeks (120)

1,5 year (60)

3% (30)

30% (90)

€ 17000 (270)

8 weeks (180)

2,0 year (90)

4% (45)

40% (135)

€ 18000 (360)

6 weeks (240)

2,5 year (120)

5% (60)

50% (180)

€ 19000 (450)

4 weeks (300)

6% (75)

€ 20000 (540)

2 weeks (360)

7% (90)

Pay-off schedule of the management representative
Salary

Start contract

Contract

Salary

Health

Duration

Increase

Insurance

€ 14000 (540)

14 weeks (90)

0,5 year (180)

1% (360)

10% (120)

€ 15000 (450)

12 weeks (75)

1,0 year (135)

2% (300)

20% (90)

€ 16000 (360)

10 weeks (60)

1,5 year (90)

3% (240)

30% (60)

€ 17000 (270)

8 weeks (45)

2,0 year (45)

4% (180)

40% (30)

€ 18000 (180)

6 weeks (30)

2,5 year (00)

5% (120)

50% (00)

€ 19000 (90)

4 weeks (15)

6% (60)

€ 20000 (00)

2 weeks (00)

7% (00)
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Chapter 3
In Intergroup Conflict Pro-social Individuals
Condition Self-Sacrifice on In-Group Emotion Signals
More than Pro-selves
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To regulate intergroup competition and settle conflict, groups often engage
representatives who negotiate on their behalf. Representative negotiators face a
multitude of more or less opposing interests, including their own, those of their ingroup, and those of the opposing out-group with whom an agreement needs to be
made (Druckman, 1977). Interests of the in-group may be communicated explicitly
to the representatives, providing clear instructions on what strategies are preferred
(Aaldering & De Dreu, 2012; Steinel, De Dreu, Ouwehand, & Ramirez-Marín,
2009), but they may also be communicated through more indirect, subtle, and
often emotional cues that signal whether the representative’s negotiation strategy is
approved by the in-group (Van Kleef, Steinel, & Homan, 2013).
Whether and how representatives pick up on and respond to such in-group
emotion signals is largely unknown, yet if they do this may substantially impact the
constructiveness of the negotiation and broader inter-group relations (De Dreu,
Aaldering, & Sagyi, 2014; Saygı, Greer, Van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2014). Accordingly,
our goal here was to understand when and how representatives in intergroup
conflict and competition adapt their behavior in response to in-group emotion
signals of (dis)approval. In doing so, we considered that the negotiator’s sensitivity
to in-group emotion signals may depend on their pro-social versus pro-self value
orientation (SVO; De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; McClintock, 1972; Van Lange,
1999). We argue and show that representatives rely on their own SVO to (i) predict
initial in-group preferences and (ii) to interpret in-group emotion signals, so that
(iii) representatives with a pro-social orientation are more sensitive to in-group
emotion signals than are pro-self representatives.
Social Value Orientation and Behavioral Expectations
SVO is a stable dispositional trait associated with different forms of social
behavior (McClintock, 1972; for reviews, see Au & Kwong, 2004; Balliet, Parks, &
Joireman, 2009; Bogaert et al., 2008; Van Lange, De Cremer, Van Dijk, & Van
Vugt, 2007). Pro-socially oriented individuals value equality, fairness and high
outcomes for all parties and tend to initiate cooperation and care for others.
Individuals with a pro-self orientation, in contrast, only value their own outcomes
and opt for non-cooperation unless cooperation yields better personal outcomes
than non-cooperation (for reviews, see e.g. De Dreu, 2010a; Van Lange, 1999;
2000). Compared to pro-selves, pro-socials also contribute more to the provision of
public goods, show more restraint in consuming common resources (Balliet et al.,
2009), make more generous offers and larger concessions when negotiating (De
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Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; De Dreu & Boles, 1998; Van Dijk, De Cremer, &
Handgraaf, 2004), and are more willing to self-sacrifice to protect and promote
their in-group (Aaldering, Greer, Van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2013; Abbink, Brandts,
Herrmann, & Orzen, 2012; De Dreu, 2010b; De Dreu, Greer et al., 2010).
One reason why pro-socials are more cooperative is that pro-socials tend to
expect others to cooperate and reciprocate cooperation, whereas pro-self
individuals anticipate others to be selfish and competitive. Indeed, there is good
evidence for such a correspondence bias, or structural assumed similarity bias,
suggesting that one expects others to have the same ideas, beliefs, and preferences
as oneself (Iedema & Poppe, 1994; 1995; Kuhlman, Carnac, & Cuntra, 1986, see
also false consensus effect, Ross, Greene, & House, 1977).
In interpersonal negotiations, pro-socials assume their interaction partner
to have pro-social beliefs too, leading them to pursue a cooperative strategy. Proself individuals, in contrast, expect their partner to be pro-self and approach them
more competitively (De Dreu & Van Kleef, 2004; Van Kleef & De Dreu, 2002).
Related research on the might versus morality hypothesis similarly shows that
individuals’ social value orientation determines how certain cooperative behaviors
are evaluated. Whereas pro-socials tend to perceive others in terms of morality
(honest and good vs. dishonest and bad), pro-selves perceive others in terms of
might (strong and intelligent vs. weak and unintelligent). Specifically, cooperation
is evaluated by pro-socials as moral and good, yet by pro-selves as weak and
unintelligent (De Bruin & Van Lange, 2000; Liebrand, Jansen, Rijken, & Suhre,
1986; Van Lange & Kuhlman, 1994; Van Lange & Liebrand, 1989). Thus, prosocials should expect others to be moral and cooperative too, while pro-selves
expect others to be strong and competitive. Furthermore, there is some evidence
that this biased projection is stronger for pro-selves (cone model, Aksoy & Weesie,
2012, Iedema, 1993), in part because both pro-selves and pro-socials expect others
to want and think the same as they do (Iedema & Poppe, 1994, 1995). However,
pro-socials are less biased and more open to the possibility that other preferences
than their own pro-social orientation are not only possible but also quite likely.
Presumably, they approach others with a more cooperative orientation than proselves, thereby experiencing both cooperation and competition in return. Proselves on the other hand always approach others with competition, which
automatically leads to a reciprocation of competition (also among pro-social
others) (Kelley & Stahelski, 1970; Van Lange, 1992).
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That people project their social value orientation onto others, and that prosocials’ biased projections may be more easily modulated by situational cues than
those of pro-self individuals, has two implications for representative negotiation
and intergroup competition. Representatives' social judgments and behavior may
be shaped by their social value orientation: Compared to pro-self representatives,
pro-social representatives expect their constituency to prefer cooperation towards
the out-group more (H1); make more generous offers towards the out-group (H2);
and these more generous offers are mediated by their expectations regarding their
constituents’ preferences (H3).
Experiment 1
Method
Sample and design. Sixty-one undergraduate students participated for
course credit or 10 euro. A total of 55 (mean age 22.90, SD = 4.97, 75.4% female)
could be reliably classified as pro-social or pro-self and were retained in the
analyses. Half of the participants completed the SVO measure before, and half after
the dependent measures, but this had no effects and is further ignored. We
measured participants' expectations regarding the preferred offer by their
constituency, and their own offer in the Ultimatum Bargaining Game.
Procedure, measures, and tasks. Participants provided written
informed consent and were seated in individual cubicles. From then onwards, the
experiment was entirely computer-guided and self-paced. It started or ended with
the need to belong scale (Leary, Kelly, Cottrell, & Schreindorfer, 2001; not
analyzed), and the decomposed-game measure to assess SVO (De Dreu & Van
Lange, 1995; Van Lange & Kuhlman, 1994; also see Parks, 1994; Eisenberger,
Kuhlman, & Cotterell, 1992). In this measure, participants are asked to make
decisions in nine decomposed games. In each game, three options of point
distributions between themselves and another person were provided: a pro-social
option (e.g., 500; 500 points to self; other), an individualistic option (e.g., 560;300
points to self; other) and a competitive option (e.g., 500;100 points to self; other).
Participants were categorized as pro-social (n = 25) or as pro-self (combined
individualistist n = 25 with competitors, n = 5) if they made at least six choices
consistent with one of the three orientations (also see Aaldering et al., 2013; De
Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; Van Dijk et al., 2004; Van Lange, 1999).
Before the intergroup negotiation task (Ultimatum Bargaining Game, see
below) started, participants were assigned to either group ‘Triangle’ or group
‘Square.’ All participants were asked to act as Triangle’s representative in a
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negotiation with the representative of Square (for similar procedures, see Aaldering
et al., 2013; Saygı et al., 2013; Steinel et al., 2009, 2010; Van Kleef, Steinel, Van
Knippenberg, Hogg, & Svensson, 2007; Van Kleef, Steinel, & Homan, 2013).
The negotiation task consisted of a one-shot asymmetrical Ultimatum
Bargaining Game (UBG; Van Dijk & Vermunt, 2000). In this task, 30 chips need to
be divided between two parties. One of the parties is the allocator, the other the
recipient. Participants were always assigned the role of allocator, and were told that
each chip was worth €0,20 to Triangle (their own constituency) and €0,10 to
Square (the out-group). Participants were informed that Triangle knew about this
value difference, while Square did not. Using an asymmetrical UBG enabled us to
discriminate between strategic fairness (which would lead to offers around 15-15)
and genuine fairness (which would lead to offers around 10-20). Van Dijk et al.
(2004) observed more genuine fairness among pro-social compared to pro-self
individuals.
Participants answered seven comprehension questions regarding the value of
the chips for each party, the awareness of their own and the other party of this
value, whether their constituency could see their offer, and the consequences if the
other party would accept or reject the offer. To enhance experimental realism,
participants then received a few pre-written messages from their constituency that
were selected to not provide any strategic direction regarding how to negotiate (i.e.,
"Ehm… Try your best?"; "I find it hard to say something" and "Make the best out of
it!").
We elicited participants’ expectations of their constituents’ preferred offer in
two ways. First, participants were presented with eleven possible distributions of
points between their own and the out-group, one after another. The distributions
ranged from zero chips for the out-group and 30 chips for the in-group to 30 chips
for the out-group and zero chips for the in-group, with number of chips for the outgroup increasing by 3 chips in each following distribution. The distributions of
most interest were the seemingly fair (15-15) and the almost genuinely fair (18-12)
ones. Participants indicated with a slider (ranging from 0 to 100) how likely they
thought it would be that at least two out of their three constituency members would
approve of the presented distribution. Second, participants indicated which offer
they thought their constituency would want them to make by typing in the amount
of chips for the own group and for the out-group.
Finally, participants made their actual offer, again by typing the amount of
chips for the own group and for the out-group. They received explicit instructions
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that if the out-group representative accepted the offer, the chips would be divided
as proposed by the participant. If the out-group representative rejected the offer,
neither Triangle (in-group) nor Square (out-group) would receive anything.1 Upon
finishing this task, participants were debriefed, paid, and dismissed.
Results
Pro-socials expected the majority of their in-group constituency to approve
of the seemingly fair (15-15) distribution more (M = 80.52, SD = 20.67) than proselves (M = 61.33, SD = 26.12, F(1, 53) = 8.86, p = .004, ηp2 = 0.14). Pro-socials
also expected the majority of their constituency to endorse the (almost) objectively
fair 18-12 distribution marginally more (M = 48.44, SD = 34.53) than pro-selves (M
= 32.00, SD = 28.08, F(1, 53) = 3.79, p = .06, ηp2 = 0.07). No effects of social value
orientation emerged on the non-focal distributions. Finally, pro-socials expected
their constituency to want a more generous offer towards the out-group (M = 15.12,
SD = 3.14) than pro-selves (M = 11.83, SD = 5.43, F(1, 53) = 7.14, p = .01, ηp2 =
0.12). Combined, these results support H1. In line with H2, pro-socials
subsequently made more generous offers towards the out-group than pro-selves
(Mpro-socials = 15.56, SD = 4.09 vs. Mpro-selves = 12.83, SD = 5.22), F(1, 53) = 4.50, p =
.038, ηp2 = 0.08.
Although both expectation measures were correlated with the actual offer
participants made (r = .28, p = .03 for the 15-15 distribution, and r = .35, p = .06
for the general expectation measure), a bootstrap analysis (Preacher & Hayes,
2008) revealed no significant mediation: The 95% bias corrected accelerated
confidence interval did not differ from zero with 5000 bootstrap resamples for
either of the expectation measures. H3 is thus rejected.
Discussion and Introduction to Experiment 2
Experiment 1 uncovered that pro-socials (i) expect their constituency to
prefer a more generous offer and (ii) propose a more generous distribution to the
out-group than pro-selves. We thus highlight how representatives rely on their own
SVO and associated assumptions about their in-groups’ values to inform their
negotiation behavior. In line with theory about the structural assumed similarity
bias (Kuhlman et al., 1986), we found pro-socials to expect their constituency to
prefer more cooperation, and to display more cooperation themselves. In line with
the cone hypothesis, we found pro-socials to expect more preferred cooperation
from their constituency both in a real and in a seemingly fair distribution, showing
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that they anticipate some diversity in cooperation preferences from their
constituency. We did not find expectations of preferences to mediate own behavior,
suggesting that there are other factors at play that guide representatives’ initial
cooperation behavior: Their own social value orientation predicts behavior directly
and beyond its effect on constituencies’ preference expectations. Alternatively, our
sample

may

not
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negotiation

big

enough

process,

to

obtain
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mediation
signals

effects.

may

lead

representatives to question and, perhaps, revise their assumptions about their ingroup’s preferences, and to adapt their negotiation strategy accordingly.
Complementing earlier work on explicit and direct strategic communications from
groups to their representatives (Aaldering & De Dreu, 2012; Benton & Druckman,
1973; Steinel et al., 2009), we focused in Experiment 2 on less explicit and more
affective cues communicated to representatives. Emotional displays communicate
evaluations and appraisals (Frijda, Kuipers, & Ter Schure, 1989; Van Kleef, De
Dreu, & Manstead, 2010), and signal preferences regarding how to act in certain
situations, including negotiations (Lelieveld, Van Dijk, Van Beest, & Van Kleef,
2013; Sinaceur & Tiedens, 2006; Van Kleef, De Dreu, & Manstead, 2004a, 2004b,
2006). For example, a positive emotion signal such as happiness from one’s ingroup signals satisfaction with the current course of action (Parrott, 1993; Van
Kleef et al., 2004b). In contrast, a negative, angry emotion signal indicates
frustration, and calls for behavioral adjustment (Averill, 1982; Van Kleef et al.,
2010) and concessions (Van Kleef, De Dreu, & Manstead, 2004a, 2004b), especially
when communicated by an in-group member (Lelieveld et al., 2013).
We argue that the direction of the adjustment depends on representatives’
interpretation of the emotion signal. As predicted by the structural assumed
similarity bias, and supported by our results in Experiment 1, individuals make
sense of their environment through the lens of their social value orientation
(Iedema & Poppe, 1994; 1995). This means that pro-social representatives will
project their pro-social orientation on their in-group, and therefore interpret
positive, happy in-group signals as reflecting approval of their cooperative
approach. Pro-socials are therefore expected to continue their cooperation when
receiving positive emotional signals from their in-group. Conversely, angry signals
may imply that the in-group is frustrated with the representative’s offer (Averill,
1982; Van Kleef et al., 2010). Projecting their own orientation on the in-group, prosocials will likely interpret negative, angry in-group signals as a sign of frustration
with their cooperation and as a request for a better deal for the in-group. Hence,
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pro-socials should pick up the frustration communicated by negative in-group
emotion signals and seek ways to compensate, ingratiate, or otherwise positively
impress their in-group constituency by concentrating on their welfare and/or by
enhanced competition towards the out-group.
Pro-self representatives should also interpret emotional feedback from their
in-group through the lens of their own pro-self tendencies (Iedema & Poppe, 1994;
1995). Therefore, when pro-self representatives receive positive, happy in-group
signals, they are likely to interpret this as endorsement of their competitive
behavior, leading them to stay their competitive course in the negotiation.
However, when receiving angry feedback from their in-group, pro-selves are likely
to infer that their competitive approach requires adjustment, leading them to adopt
a more cooperative strategy.
Lastly, we anticipated such behavioral adjustment to be stronger among prosocial than pro-self individuals. According to the cone model (and in line with the
findings from Experiment 1), pro-socials expect a larger range of behaviors from
other individuals and adapt their behavior more readily to the situation (Aksoy &
Weesie, 2010; Iedema & Poppe, 1995; 1995; Van Lange, 1992; De Cremer & Van
Lange, 2001; Steinel & De Dreu, 2004). Furthermore, pro-social compared to proself individuals are more concerned about the welfare of their in-group and are
more willing to contribute, at a personal cost, to their in-group (Aaldering et al.,
2013; Abbink et al., 2012; De Dreu, 2010b; De Dreu et al., 2010; De Cremer & Van
Dijk, 2002). Finally, according to the might vs. morality hypothesis, pro-selves
perceive cooperation as a sign of weakness (Van Lange & Liebrand, 1989) and may
therefore be reluctant to serve their weak constituency by changing their
competitive behavior to cooperation after negative in-group emotion signals. Thus,
pro-social (compared to pro-self) representatives should be more attuned to
constituency cues as well as more willing to adapt their behavior accordingly.
In Experiment 2, we firstly aimed to replicate the finding of Experiment 1
pertaining to Hypothesis 2, namely that pro-social representatives make more
generous UBG offers than pro-selves. Secondly, we expected pro-social
representatives (more than pro-selves) to adjust their initial pro-social behavior
based on emotional signals from their in-group. Specifically, we hypothesized that
after positive in-group emotion signals, pro-social representatives invest more in
the out-group than pro-selves (Hypothesis 4a); and that after negative in-group
emotion signals, pro-social representatives benefit their in-group more than proselves do (Hypothesis 4b).
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Method
In Experiment 2 we extended Experiment 1 in two ways. First, we presented
emotional in-group messages immediately after the (pro-social or pro-self)
representatives made their ultimatum offer to the out-group to test Hypotheses 4a
and 4b. Second, we then provided participants twice with 10 lottery tickets and
asked them to make a donation (range 0 – 10) to their in-group, and another
donation (range 0 – 10) to the out-group. Because tickets represented a chance of
winning extra money, donations were personally costly and beneficial to the
recipient. Enhanced motivation to benefit the in-group, for example because the ingroup expressed anger following the representative’s generous offer to the outgroup, should therefore lead to increased donations to the in-group. Conversely,
enhanced motivation to benefit the out-group, for example because the in-group
expressed happiness following the representative’s generous offer to the out-group,
should lead to increased donations to the out-group. Rather than their expectations
about constituencies’ initial cooperation preferences, we now included measures
regarding representatives’ interpretation of their in-groups’ emotion feedback and
preferences (see below).
Sample and design. One hundred eighty-five undergraduate students
participated for course credit or €10. A total of 160 (mean age 21.38, SD = 3.66,
67.5 % female) could be reliably classified as pro-social or pro-self, and were
randomly assigned to the positive or negative in-group emotion signal condition.
Main dependent variables were participants' offers and their (personally costly)
allocations

of

lottery

tickets

to

out-group

and

in-group

members.2

Procedure, measures, and tasks. The procedure was similar to that of
Experiment 1. Participants filled out the SVO measure (72 pro-socials, 88 proselves; the 15 that could not be classified were dropped from the analyses) and were
allocated to the position of representative of group Triangle. Instructions
concerning the negotiation task (UBG) and pre-negotiation messages from the
constituency were the same as before, but this time participants were not asked to
indicate their expectations about constituency preferences. Also, chips now
represented real money and one out of three participants (randomly selected)
received

additional

pay

depending

on

decision-making

outcomes.

Following their UBG proposal, participants were told that their constituency
had selected up to three prewritten messages for them about the offer they had just
made. Participants learned that all three constituents had selected a certain
message in their top three, and two of them had selected this message as their top
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choice. In the negative in-group emotion signal condition, this message was: "I saw
what you offered the other group. I am angry about your offer." In the positive ingroup emotion signal condition it was: "I saw what you offered the other group. I
am happy about your offer." Similar verbal emotion statements have been
successfully employed in past research (e.g., Lelieveld et al., 2013; Sinaceur &
Tiedens, 2006; Van Kleef et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2013).
Following the emotion signals from their in-group, participants learned that
each member of both Triangle and Square, themselves included, would receive 20
lottery tickets. Tickets would go into a raffle for one of two prizes of €50, so the
more tickets one has, the higher one’s chance of winning. Participants were given
the opportunity to donate tickets to others. First, they were provided with the
possibility to donate any number of 10 tickets into Pool X, where each ticket
invested would return as one ticket for each of the members of their constituency,
the participant excluded. Donations to Pool X thus reflect personally costly ingroup cooperation (De Dreu, 2010b; Halevy et al., 2008). Second, participants
were given the possibility to donate any number out of the other 10 tickets into Pool
Y, where each ticket contributed would return as one ticket for each out-group
member. Donations to Pool Y thus reflect personally costly out-group cooperation.
Note that in-group cooperation and out-group cooperation are independent in this
paradigm.
Following donation decisions, we explored participants’ interpretations of
the constituency's emotion signals. We firstly investigated to what extent
representatives expected their constituency to prefer an equal distribution in the
UBG with three items (“My constituency wanted me to be fair”; “My constituency
thought it was immoral of me to be unfair”; and “My constituency considered it
unfair if I would give them more than the out-group”, α = .72. Furthermore, the
extent to which participants felt that their in-group had received too little was
measured: My constituency felt that… "they should have gotten more", "they got
too much (reverse coded)", "I should have given them more", "I should have given
them less (reverse coded)" and "I favored them too much" (reverse coded; all items
1 = fully disagree to 7 = fully agree, α = .74; items adapted from Van Kleef et al.,
2006).3 At the end of the experiment we checked whether participants correctly
recalled the in-group emotion signals they had received. They indicated for seven
emotions how their constituents said they felt after the Ultimatum Bargaining
Task. The two emotions of interest were ‘Happy’ and ‘Angry’ (1 = not at all, 7 =
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very much). This concluded the experiment, and participants were debriefed, paid,
and dismissed.
Results
Confirmatory: Manipulation Checks
A 2 (representative’s social value: pro-social vs. pro-self) x 2 (in-group
emotion signal: positive vs. negative) ANOVA on recall of constituencies’ emotions
showed that participants in the negative in-group emotion signal perceived more
anger in their constituency (M = 6.55, SD = 0.82) than participants in the positive
in-group emotion signal condition (M = 1.60, SD = 0.67), F(1, 156) = 1707.80, p <
.001, ηp2 = 0.92. Likewise, participants in the positive in-group emotion signal
condition perceived more happiness (M = 5.78, SD = 0.83) than participants in the
negative in-group emotion signal condition (M = 1.57, SD = 0.80), F(1, 156) =
1049.39, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.87. No other effects were significant and we conclude
that the manipulation was successful.
Confirmatory: Ultimatum Offer and Investment Decisions
A oneway ANOVA with social value orientation as between subjects factor
showed that pro-socials made more generous ultimatum offers (M = 14.82, SD =
3.14) than pro-selves (M = 13.92, SD = 2.45), F(1, 158) = 4.13, p = .044, ηp2 = 0.03.
This replicates Experiment 1 and supports Hypothesis 2.4
To test Hypotheses 4a and 4b, we computed a mixed-model ANOVA with
contributions to in-group and out-group as within-subjects factor. A main effect of
Pool showed higher contributions to the in-group (M = 4.50, SD = 3.01) than to the
out-group (M = 3.04, SD = 2.89), F(1, 156) = 40.17, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.21, and a main
effect of SVO showed that pro-socials contributed more overall than pro-selves, F(1,
156) = 9.41, p = .003, ηp2 = 0.06. Specifically, pro-social representatives
contributed more than pro-selves to the in-group (Mpro-social = 5.11, SD = 2.30 vs.
Mpro-self = 4.00, SD = 2.98, F[1, 156] = 5.59, p = .019, ηp2 = 0.04) as well as to the
out-group (Mpro-social = 3.78, SD = 3.06 vs. Mpro-self = 2.44, SD = 2.61, F[1, 156] =
9.07, p = .003, ηp2 = .06).
As predicted in Hypotheses 4a and 4b, both main effects were qualified by a
SVO x Emotion Signal x Pool interaction, F(1, 156) = 4.03, p = .046, ηp2 = 0.03.
Following positive in-group emotion signals, pro-socials and pro-selves contributed
similarly to the in-group, F(1, 156) < 1, ns, yet pro-social representatives allocated
more to the out-group than pro-selves, F(1, 156) = 7.36, p = .007, ηp2 = 0.05. This
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pattern is shown in Figure 1 and supports Hypothesis 4a. Following negative ingroup emotion signals, pro-socials and pro-selves made similar allocations to the
out-group, F(1, 156) = 2.33, p = .13, yet pro-socials contributed more to their ingroup than pro-selves, F(1, 156) = 6.08, p = .02, ηp2 = 0.04. This pattern is shown
in Figure 2 and supports Hypothesis 4b. No other simple effects were significant. In
short, positive in-group emotion signals led pro-social representatives to benefit
the out-group, whereas negative emotion signals led pro-social representatives to
benefit the in-group. Pro-selves, in contrast, were relatively unresponsive to the
constituents' emotion signals.
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Figure 1. Investments following positive emotion signals
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Figure 2. Investments following negative emotion signals
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Exploratory: Interpretation of Emotion Signals
To shed some light on the representative’s respective interpretation of their
in-group emotion signals depending on their social value orientation, a 2 x 2
ANOVA was conducted on the extent to which representatives thought their
constituency preferred an equal distribution. No main effects were obtained for
social value orientation (F[1, 156] = 1.10, p = .30) or emotion valence (F[1, 156] < 1,
ns), but there was a significant interaction, F(1, 156) = 11.48, p = .001, ηp2 = .07.
Simple effects showed that pro-socials believed their constituency to prefer an
equal distribution more after communicated happiness (M = 3.23, SD = .85) rather
than anger (M = 2.57, SD = 1.38), F(1, 156) = 4.33, p = .039, ηp2 = .03. Conversely,
pro-selves believed that their constituency preferred an equal distribution more
after communicated anger (M = 3.52, SD = 1.85) rather than happiness (M = 2.73,
SD = .96), F(1, 156) = 7.57, p = .007, ηp2 = .05. This is in line with the expectation
findings of Experiment 1 and corroborates our interpretation that pro-socials
believed their constituency to prefer a cooperative, equal distribution, and
accordingly interpreted the constituency's happiness as approval of their
cooperative behavior. Pro-selves on the other hand initially expected their
constituency to prefer a competitive approach, yet interpreted their anger as a sign
that they would have preferred a more equal division.
Additional exploratory analyses on representatives’ perception that their
constituency had received too little in the UBG showed main effects of both
emotion communication and social value orientation. Representatives who received
negative in-group emotion signals felt that they hadn’t given their constituency
enough in their ultimatum offer to a greater extent (M = 5.19, SD = 1.47) than those
who received positive in-group emotion signals (M = 4.50, SD = 0.40), F(1, 156) =
17.02, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.09. Similarly, pro-socials felt that they hadn’t given their
constituency enough (M = 5.06, SD = 1.15) more than pro-selves did (M = 4.69, SD
= 1.11), F(1, 156) = 3.71, p = .056, ηp2 = 0.02 (marginal). Finally, an Emotion Signal
x SVO interaction, F(1, 156) = 4.21, p = .065, ηp2 = .022 (marginal), suggested that
pro-socials more than pro-selves felt that they hadn’t given their constituency
enough after negative in-group emotion signals especially, F(1, 156) = 7.43, p =
.007, ηp2 = .05 (Mpro-social = 5.53, SD = 1.34; Mpro-self = 4.88, SD = 1.53). SVO had no
effect following positive in-group emotion signals, F(1, 156) < 1, ns. Thus, with
some caution, it seems that negative in-group emotion signals were interpreted by
pro-social representatives (more than by pro-selves) as a sign of felt deprivation
among in-group members.
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General Discussion
In intergroup conflict and competition, representatives have to serve their
in-group interests while striking a deal with a competing out-group. The current
experiments show how representatives rely on their social value orientation by
making an initial offer and by interpreting implicit emotion cues they receive from
their constituencies, based on which they adapt their negotiation strategies. Results
supported the hypotheses that (i) pro-social representatives expect their
constituency to prefer a more cooperative approach towards the out-group than
pro-selves, (ii) pro-social representatives make more cooperative initial offers
towards the rivaling out-group than pro-self representatives, and (iii) pro-social
representatives

adapt

more

to

in-group

emotion

signals

than

pro-self

representatives, so that (iv) especially pro-social representatives showed greater
out-group cooperation following positive in-group emotion signals, and greater ingroup cooperation following negative in-group emotion signals. Compared to proself representatives, those with a pro-social orientation thus appear more sensitive
to the social context within which they operate and are more likely to adapt their
strategic behavior to the social context. Pro-socials (more than pro-selves) are
inclined to benefit the out-group and/or their in-group at a personal cost,
depending on what they expect their in-group to prefer. Interestingly, however, we
found pro-selves to interpret negative in-group emotion signals as a preference for
a more equal distribution, which was not reflected in their cooperative behavior
towards the out-group. Previous research has shown pro-selves to be less willing to
serve their in-group, which could explain their lack of behavioral reaction despite
this interpretation (Aaldering et al., 2013). Possibly, this unwillingness results from
their perception of the constituency and their cooperation wishes as weak (De
Bruin & Van Lange, 2000; Van Lange & Kuhlman, 1994).
Overall, our results fit traditional findings that pro-social individuals are
more cooperative and willing to make costly contributions than pro-selves (for
reviews, see Bogaert et al., 2008; Balliet et al., 2009; Van Lange, 1999), as well as
being more likely to adapt to others (e.g., Kelley & Stahelski, 1970; Steinel & De
Dreu, 2004; Van Lange, 1992) and to value fairness and honesty (De Bruin & Van
Lange, 2000; Van Lange, 1999). This may seem inconsistent with recent work
showing that pro-socials, more than pro-selves, tend towards parochial altruism—
the tendency to serve one’s in-group and to aggress against rivaling out-groups
(e.g., Bowles, 2008; Choi & Bowles, 2007; see also Aaldering et al., 2013; Abbink et
al., 2012; De Dreu, 2010b; De Dreu, Greer et al., 2010). In the present experiments,
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however, pro-social representatives tended towards out-group cooperation,
especially after positive in-group emotion communication.
One way to reconcile these seemingly opposite findings is that pro-socials
closely monitor their in-group's preferences, and their tendency towards out-group
cooperation follows their belief that this is what their in-group wants them to do.
Experiment 1 showed that pro-socials expected their in-group to prefer a more
cooperative offer than pro-selves did, and in Experiment 2 we found that prosocials made even more generous offers to the out-group after constituency
approval and expected their constituency to favor fairness and a cooperative
approach. Furthermore, when the in-group showed disapproval

of the

representative's (generous) strategy by communicating negative emotions, prosocials interpreted this as a sign that they hadn’t given their in-group enough and
adjusted their behavior towards benefitting their in-group. These findings together
suggest that pro-social individuals are primarily concerned with satisfying the ingroup and, in absence of cues suggesting otherwise, believe that cooperation with
the out-group is in line with their in-groups’ preferences. Alternatively, they could
have reacted with enhanced competitiveness towards the out-group following
negative emotion signals. However, benefitting the in-group by hurting the outgroup is not an effective strategy in a negotiation where hurting the out-group too
much will result in no agreement (in the current study: rejection of the ultimatum
offer), rendering worse outcomes to both parties (Pruitt, 2007). In short, our
findings suggest that pro-socials are parochial altruists who prefer a constructive
approach to the out-group unless this hurts their in-group. This fits with work
showing pro-socials’ willingness to sacrifice their self-interests more than proselves (both in intergroup conflicts, see Abbink, 2012; De Dreu, 2010b; De Dreu et
al., 2010 as well as in social dilemmas, see Bogaert et al., 2008; Van Lange et al.,
2007).
Our findings bear practical as well as theoretical relevance to representative
negotiations. Whereas most work on representative negotiation has been limited to
rather explicit instructions and communications from in-group constituencies to
their representative (e.g., Aaldering & de Dreu, 2012; Benton & Druckman, 1973;
Steinel et al., 2009; Van Kleef et al., 2007), ours is the first to address the impact of
less explicit emotion signals. Furthermore, our findings qualify the widespread
assumption that representatives in general use competitive strategies, unless their
constituency clearly communicates a preference for a more cooperative strategy
(Klimoski & Asch, 1974; Steinel et al., 2010; Van Kleef et al., 2007). We identify
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representatives’ SVO as determinant for initial cooperation, and constituencies’
indirect and emotion-laden approval as qualifier for subsequent behavior. Overall,
pro-social representatives should be a good choice in an intergroup negotiation or
conflict situation where interests between in- and out-group are opposed: Prosocials are more motivated than pro-selves to satisfy the interests of both groups,
and hence may be able to reach a high quality solution. They are also more
receptive to subtle cues from their constituency: Once they offer too much to the
out-group, they will easily adjust their behavior to benefit the own group again.
Future research should investigate why pro-selves are less receptive to constituency
information. Our findings suggest that they are able to interpret emotion signals as
a sign to extend their cooperation to the out-group, yet they are reluctant to do so.
Literature on the might versus morality hypothesis can explain these findings by
highlighting pro-selves’ tendency to perceive cooperation (including others’ valuing
cooperation) as weak (Van Lange & Liebrand, 1989; Van Lange & Kuhlman, 1994).
More research into representatives’ use of indirect constituency cues would
help to increase understanding of how these cues are interpreted and reacted upon
by representatives. Such work could focus on the interpretation of more specific
emotions (such as distinguishing between self-directed emotions like shame and
guilt or other-directed emotions like contempt and envy), but also on other forms
of indirect (non)verbal feedback. How do such cues affect representatives’
interpretation

of

constituencies’

preferences

and

subsequent

behavior?

Furthermore, little research has investigated when and why constituencies approve
of a representative and endorse a negotiated agreement (Julian, Hollander, &
Regula, 1969; Klimoski, & Breaugh, 1977). Such research could uncover whether a
representative’s interpretation and reaction to constituents’ feedback is effective in
the long run and leads to approval, rewards, and re-election (cf. Heerdink, Van
Kleef, Homan, & Fischer, 2013).
Conclusion
When intergroup relations are regulated through representative negotiation,
constituencies monitor and guide their representatives with direct and clear-cut
strategic advice or, instead, with more indirect and emotion-laden cues and signals.
We uncovered that representatives with a pro-social value orientation (more than
those with a pro-self orientation) tune in on those cues and benefit the rivaling outgroup at a personal cost when their in-group responds positively to their initially
cooperative strategy, or self-sacrifice to benefit their constituency when their in58
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group responds negatively to their initially cooperative strategy. The current
experiments thus provide insight into how representatives’ SVO determines selfsacrificial contributions in an intergroup conflict. Moreover, we provide initial
evidence of pro-socials’ extended parochialism: Pro-socials defend and promote
their in-group's interests, but if the situation permits, extend their pro-sociality
towards the out-group as well. This ultimately increases the probability of highquality negotiation agreements and successful resolution of intergroup conflict.
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Notes
1

We also included, for exploratory purposes, measures of representatives’

perceived motivation and ability to fulfill constituencies’ wishes and self-reported
competitiveness. The measures were included at the end of the experiment.
Analyses revealed no additional insights pertinent to the current conclusions and
are further ignored. Materials and results are available from the first author upon
request.
2

The design also included a manipulation of task interdependence, where

participants were informed before making their investment decisions that the outgroup already had decided on whether to accept their UBG offer or not. This
manipulation produced no significant effects and including it as a factor in the
analyses did not change any of the results.
3

We also included, for exploratory purposes, measures of representatives’

greed, concern for the collective, identification with their in-group and with the
out-group, and interpretation of the feedback as generally positive or negative. The
measures followed those reported in the main text, and preceded the manipulation
check questions. Analyses revealed no additional insights pertinent to the current
conclusions and are further ignored. Materials and results are available from the
first author upon request.
4

We believe that the differences depending on social value orientation in the

initial UBG task are important for the subsequent token division task. However, the
results of the analyses do not differ when we control for the UBG offer (F[1, 156] =
6.79, p = .01, partial ηp2 = .042 for the interaction).
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Chapter 4
Interest (Mis)Alignment in Representative Negotiations:
Do Pro-social Agents Fuel or Reduce Intergroup Conflict?

This chapter is based on Aaldering, H., Greer, L. L., Van Kleef, G. A., & De Dreu, C.
K. W. (2013). Interest (mis)alignment in representative negotiations: Do pro-social
agents fuel or reduce inter-group conflict? Organizational Behavior and Decision
Processes, 120, 240 – 20, DOI: 10.1016/j.obhdp.2012.06.001.
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To reduce inter-group tension, to facilitate dispute resolution, or to strike
mutually beneficial deals, competing groups often engage representatives who
negotiate on their behalf. These representatives may be core members of the group,
but can also be external agents with specific skills, knowledge or expertise in the
relevant negotiation domain. A potential problem arises when the interests of the
representative are not unequivocally aligned with the interests of the represented
party. Such a conflict of interest exists, for example, among investment bankers
representing bidding firms during merger negotiations: They receive compensation
based on the premium paid for target firms. While it is in the target firms’ interest
to reach a maximum possible premium, the bidding firm strives for a premium as
low as possible, potentially resulting in lower compensation for the investment
banker (Kesner, Shapiro, & Sharma, 1994).
The problem of interest (mis)alignment is often referred to as the principalagent problem, in which the agent (representative) has other preferences than the
principal (represented group or organization) (Allcock & Filatotchev, 2010;
Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976) and may even have personal
preferences more aligned with the opposing group. This may lead the
representative to negotiate agreements that benefit him- or herself at the expense
of the group he or she represents (Bazerman, Neale, Valley, Zajac, & Kim, 1992;
Valley, White, Neale, & Bazerman, 1992). Here we integrate theory on the
principal-agent problem with the growing body of research on representative
negotiations in intergroup competition and conflict (e.g., De Dreu, 2010b;
Druckman, 2004; Steinel, De Dreu, Ouwehand, & Ramírez-Marín, 2009; Steinel,
Van Kleef, Van Knippenberg, Hogg, Homan, & Moffitt, 2010; Trötschel, Hüffmeier,
& Loschelder, 2010; Van Kleef, Steinel, Van Knippenberg, Hogg, & Svensson,
2007). In two experiments we examine how representative negotiation behavior
varies as a function of interest alignment between the representative, the
constituency represented, and the opposing negotiator (henceforth: adversary).
Importantly, we investigate whether representatives’ willingness to sacrifice their
self-interest to benefit their constituency is contingent upon their interpersonal
motivation. We argue and show that individuals with a natural tendency to act prosocially will be more willing than those with a pro-self motivation to sacrifice their
self-interest to benefit their constituency and to compete against the other group.
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The Principal-Agent Problem and Interdependence Theory
The principal-agent problem refers to the situation in which the agent or
representative has, or may have, interests misaligned with those of the principal or
constituency he or she is supposed to serve. This misalignment of interests creates
a problem for the principal or constituency who delegates its decision control to an
agent that may be more or less trustworthy. This problem has inspired a large
number of studies testing possible means to ensure that representatives act in the
interests of the group or organization they represent (for reviews, see Dalton, Hitt,
Certo, & Dalton, 2007; Devers, Canella, Reilly, & Yoder, 2007). Much of this work
has focused on monitoring the representative’s behavior or using incentives to align
self-interest with the interests of the represented constituency (Allcock &
Filatotchev, 2010; Bottom, Holloway, Miller, Mislin, & Whitford, 2006; Hunton,
Mauldin, & Wheeler, 2008; McLean Parks & Conlon, 1995). However, monitoring
can be both expensive and logistically impractical, and incentives do not always
have the intended effects (Bottom et al., 2006; Eisenhardt, 1989; Mulder, Van Dijk,
De Cremer, & Wilke, 2006; O’Reilly & Main, 2010).
One reason underlying the failure to adequately design incentive and/or
monitoring systems is that we still have a rather poor understanding of when and
why representatives sacrifice their self-interests to benefit their constituency. The
current study was designed to fill this void. In contrast to much of the work on the
principal-agent problem, which is based on the assumption that agents will follow
their self-interest whenever they have the opportunity to do so (Eisenhardt, 1989),
a growing body of work in social psychology, organizational sciences, and
behavioral economics shows that humans violate assumptions of rationality,
sacrifice self-interest to help others, and are influenced by norms of fairness and
reciprocity (Camerer & Fehr, 2006; De Dreu, 2010a; Henrich, Boyd, Bowles,
Camerer, Fehr, Gintis, & McElreath, 2001; Van Lange, De Cremer, Van Dijk, & Van
Vugt, 2007). Such tendencies can be understood in terms of Interdependence
Theory (Kelley & Thibaut, 1978; Rusbult & Van Lange, 2003), which holds that
individuals (i) transform the objective interdependence structure between
themselves and one or more others (the “given matrix”) into a subjective structure
(the “effective matrix”), and (ii) behave according to the effective matrix more than
according to the objective, given structure. Such transformations are driven by
temporarily activated or chronically available social goals, or motivational
orientations.
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Although many different motivational orientations are conceivable (e.g.,
McClintock & Liebrand, 1988, Van Lange et al., 2007), most research and theory on
motivational orientation relies on the broad dichotomy between pro-self and prosocial orientations. Individuals with a pro-self orientation often opt for noncooperation and only value high own outcomes, whereas those with a pro-social
orientation have a desire for equality and reciprocity, tend to initiate cooperation,
and care for others (for reviews, see e.g., De Dreu, 2010a; McClintock, 1977; Van
Lange, 1999, 2000). Indeed, in distributive bargaining and negotiation where
individuals need to strike a balance between their self-interests and those of their
adversary, the stronger desire for equality and fairness often leads negotiators with
a pro-social orientation to demand less and concede more than negotiators with a
pro-self orientation (e.g., Beersma & De Dreu, 1999; De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995;
Gillespie, Weingart, & Brett, 2000; Olekalns & Smith, 2003; Schei & Rognes, 2003;
Trötschel & Gollwitzer, 2007).
Social Value Orientation and Interest (Mis)Alignment in Intergroup
Negotiations
When negotiators represent a constituency, they need to take into account
two additional types of interests – those of the constituency they represent, and
those of the overarching collective comprising both one’s own and the opposing
group. In this complex set of interdependencies, the representative’s self-interest
may or may not be aligned with the interests of his constituency. In fact, it is
conceivable that constituencies’ and adversaries’ interests are aligned, yet both are
at odds with those of the representative. When, for example, both groups desire
quick resolution of a costly conflict, yet their representatives are compensated on
an hourly basis, the representatives may be motivated to prolong the conflict and to
slow down dispute resolution. Along similar lines, the representative’s self-interest
may be quite compatible with the interests of the adversary, yet opposed to the
representative’s constituency - as in the opening example of investment bankers.
The fact that a representative’s self-interest, the interests of the
constituency, and those of the adversary may be differentially aligned or misaligned
should be relatively unimportant to representatives with a pro-self orientation.
After all, pro-selves focus on self-interest more than pro-socials. As representatives,
they will sacrifice their constituencies’ interests when these are misaligned with
their self-interest, inasmuch as they will be tough with their adversary when the
adversary’s interests oppose their own. Put differently, we expected pro-self
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representatives to behave in line with Agency Theory, which assumes that
representatives are driven by self-interest and will serve their constituencies’
interests only when these converge with their self-interests (Bazerman et al., 1992;
Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Valley et al., 1992).
For pro-social representatives, matters are more complicated. Pro-socials
make large concessions and are relatively cooperative towards their adversary
across different settings (e.g., De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; De Dreu & Boles, 1998;
Giacomantonio, De Dreu, Shalvi, Sligte, & Leder, 2010; Van Dijk, De Cremer, &
Handgraaf, 2004). This suggests that pro-social representatives are willing to
accommodate the interests of the opposing group at a cost to themselves. However,
past research has not considered how the interests of the representative’s
constituency may interact with the representatives’ personal motives to determine
their eventual negotiation behavior.
Here we propose that pro-socials are more likely than pro-selves to sacrifice
their self-interest to benefit their adversary, but only if this benefits their
constituency as well. In developing this idea, we draw on research on social
dilemmas which shows that pro-socials make more self-costly contributions to
common goods than pro-self individuals (for reviews, see Au & Kwong, 2004;
Balliet, Parks, & Joireman, 2009; Bogaert, Boone, & Declerck, 2008; Van Lange,
Van Dijk, De Cremer, & Van Vugt, 2007). This finding holds across different
experimental settings, using different social dilemma games as well as across field
settings. For example, pro-socials are more than pro-selves willing to engage in
pro-environmental behavior such as signing petitions or contributing money as
well as to travel with public transport rather than by car (which is in the short term
less convenient and flexible, but in the long term better for the collective
environment and health) (Bogaert et al., 2008). Following the transformationhypothesis in Interdependence Theory (Kelley & Thibaut, 1978), the reasoning here
is that pro-self individuals define the social dilemma in terms of individual
rationality, leading them towards non-cooperation, whereas pro-social individuals
define the dilemma in terms of collective rationality, leading them towards
cooperation (Liebrand, 1984; Van Lange, Liebrand, & Kuhlman, 1990). Indeed,
increased identification with the collective does not affect pro-socials’ level of selfsacrificing cooperation because they already focus on collective welfare, yet
strongly increases cooperation among pro-selves (e.g., De Cremer & Van Dijk,
2002). Thus, pro-socials’ tendency to accommodate their adversary at a personal
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cost is driven by the motivation to serve the overarching collective of in-group and
out-group together, rather than the adversary and his or her constituency only.
Pro-social representatives would thus be most willing to sacrifice themselves
when this benefits constituency as well as adversary (the ‘collective’). However, a
problem arises when there is no collective and the different subgroups
(constituency group and adversary group) have divergent interests. Cooperating
with the adversary in this scenario implies sacrificing not only one's own, but also
the constituents’ interests. Pro-socials thus need to choose which subgroup to
cooperate with: constituency or adversary. Research into so-called nested social
dilemmas, in which individuals choose to benefit their sub-group and/or an
overarching collective, shows that individuals are likely to sacrifice personal
interests by contributing to the subgroup level (Wit & Kerr, 2002). However, when
the salience of the overarching collective is enhanced, self-sacrificial cooperation
shifts from the subgroup to the overarching collective level, thus benefitting both
in-group and out-group (Polzer, Stewart, & Simmons, 1999; Wit & Kerr, 2002).
Relating these findings to the transformation hypothesis, which holds that the
collective level is more salient to pro-social than to pro-self individuals (Bogaert et
al., 2008; Van Lange et al., 2007), we propose:
Hypothesis 1: Pro-social representatives will make greater concessions than
pro-selves when concessions serve collective interests (own constituency and
adversary combined) and not when concessions serve the adversaries’ interests
only.
Experiment 1
To test Hypothesis 1, we developed a new inter-group conflict game in which
individuals negotiated on behalf of their constituency with the representative of the
adversary group. To allow for the most straightforward test of our hypothesis, the
negotiation involved a single issue, where the representative’s self-interest was
either opposed to or aligned with the interests of the represented constituency, and
always opposed to the adversary. Concession making towards the adversary thus
always hurt the representative’s self-interest and always benefitted the adversary.
Depending on condition, concession making either benefitted or hurt the
constituencies’ interests. Our hypothesis was that pro-self individuals would be
relatively immune to such interest (mis)alignment, and that pro-social individuals
would be more conciliatory towards the adversary, but only when this conciliatory
behavior would benefit their constituency as well. Self-sacrificial concession
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making was operationalized in terms of (i) the first offer participants made, with
higher (i.e., more generous) offers being more personally costly, and (ii) the
number of rounds representatives took to reach an agreement. Because
participants interacted with a pre-programmed

adversary

who matched

concessions (see below), fewer rounds reflect greater self-sacrificial concession
making by the participant.
Method
Participants and Design
Forty-eight undergraduate students from the University of Amsterdam
(mean age 22.58, SD = 5.45, 72% female) participated for course credit or €7.
Participants were randomly assigned to the interest alignment conditions of a 2 x 2
factorial with structure of the negotiation task (interests opposed to adversary only
or to both constituency and adversary) and social value orientation (pro-social or
pro-self) as the between-subject variables.
Procedure and Negotiation Task
Upon arrival in the laboratory, participants were seated in individual
cubicles behind a computer. They read that they would fill out some questionnaires
and subsequently engage in a negotiation between two groups, and that the groups
would be formed based on two personality questionnaires. Participants then
proceeded with two questionnaires, one of which assessed their social value
orientation.
We used the decomposed game measure (Van Lange & Kuhlman, 1994), a
measure that has good internal consistency (Liebrand & Van Run, 1985; Parks,
1994), test-retest reliability (Eisenberger, Kuhlman, & Cotterell, 1992) and
construct validity (Van Lange, 1999). The measure was introduced as follows:
‘Below you see nine decisions in which you have to make a choice. Your choice
influences the amount of points you and some other person will get. Think of the
points as something that is valuable to you, to which you attach great importance.
The other person also attaches great importance to the points’. Participants were
subsequently asked to make decisions in nine decomposed games. In each game,
there were three options of point distributions between themselves and another
person. Each of the options represents a particular social value orientation. An
example is the choice between option 1 (500 points for self and 500 points for
other), option 2 (560 points for self and 300 for other) and option 3 (500 points for
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self and 100 for other). In this example, option 1 represents the pro-social
orientation because it provides an equal distribution of outcomes and the highest
joint outcome (1000). Option 2 represents the individualistic orientation because
the own outcomes are higher (560) than in option 1 or 3 (500). Option 3 represents
the competitive choice because it maximizes the differences between own and
other’s outcomes. (500 – 100 = 400 in option 3; whereas 500 – 500 = 0 in option 1
and 560 – 300 = 260 in option 2). Participants were classified as pro-social,
individualist or competitor if they made at least six choices consistent with one of
the three orientations. All participants were classifiable: 18 were classified as prosocial and 30 as individualists or competitors. Because in the current context no
differences in behavior were expected between individualists and competitors,
these two groups were combined into one ‘pro-self’ category (Van Lange, 1999).
After completion of the second questionnaire, the need for cognitive closure
scale (Webster & Kruglanski, 1994), which served as a filler task, participants were
told that based on their score on the questionnaires, they were a member of group
O, which would negotiate against group P. Participants were informed that the
computer would randomly determine who would represent the groups in the
upcoming negotiation. In reality, each participant was assigned the role of
representative of group O, and would negotiate with the unknown representative of
group P. The adversary representative was computer simulated. This type of
minimal (inter)-group paradigm is adapted from other past research on
representative negotiation (Van Kleef et al., 2007; Steinel et al., 2010)
The negotiation consisted of one distributive issue, with thirteen levels of
agreement, ranging from 0 to 36 points with increasing steps of 3 points per level.
The representative would always get the highest amount of points (36) for an
agreement at level 1 and the lowest amount of points (0) for an agreement at level
13. Next to their own individual point schedule, participants saw the point schedule
of their constituency, group O. In the condition where representatives’ interests
were opposed to the adversary only, this schedule was exactly the same as the
schedule of the participants. Thus, in this condition concessions towards the
adversary equally hurt the participants’ self-interest as the interests of his or her
constituency. In the condition where representatives’ interests were opposed to
both their constituency and the adversary, the schedule of the constituency was the
opposite: group O would get the most (36) points for an agreement on level 13, and
the least (0) points for an agreement on level 1. This difference in point schedules
created misalignment of interests between the representative and his constituency:
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Concessions towards the adversary would still hurt the participants’ self-interest
yet benefit the interests of the constituency.
The condition where the representative’s interests were aligned with the
constituency but opposed to the adversary contained 10 pro-social and 17 pro-self
participants. The condition where representative’s interests were opposed to both
constituency and adversary consisted of 8 pro-social and 13 pro-self participants.
To increase their motivation, participants were led to believe that the points
represented real money, both for them and for the constituency and adversary, and
that they could earn up to an extra 7€ depending on their negotiation outcome.
They were also told that their constituency would evaluate the agreement they
would make and that failure to reach an agreement would result in no extra money
for any participant (whether constituent, representative, or adversary). It was made
clear that the constituents had no insight in the point schedule of the representative
and the point schedule of the adversary from group P was never shown. The
adversary was simulated to make reciprocal offers depending on the offer of the
participant, who initiated the negotiation. This style was chosen due to its
credibility to participants and its neutrality in terms of competition or cooperation.
A contingent reciprocal style is a common tactic in bargaining and it is transparent
and intelligible for the negotiation partner (Axelrod, 1984; Osgood, 1962; Van
Lange & Visser, 1999).
The adversary was programmed such that proposals for an agreement on
level 7 or higher would be accepted. When an agreement was reached or ten
minutes had passed, participants answered manipulation check questions, were
debriefed, paid and dismissed.
Dependent Variables
The main dependent variable was the extent to which participants engaged
in self-sacrificing cooperation towards the adversary. Main indicators were the first
offer that representatives made with higher (i.e., more generous) first offers
reflecting greater self-sacrifice, and the number of rounds it took participants to
reach an agreement. Because the simulated adversary reciprocated participants’
offers, more rounds reflect smaller concessions towards the adversary.
A manipulation check was included to verify whether participants correctly
perceived the structure of the negotiation differently depending on interest
alignment. This measure consisted of four items, an example being ‘My group and I
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had the same goals during the negotiation’ (1 = not at all to 7 = very much;
Cronbach's α= .91).
Results
Manipulation Check
Answers to the manipulation check were submitted to a 2 (structure: selfinterest opposed to adversary only, or to both constituency and adversary) x 2
(social value orientation: pro-social or pro-self) ANOVA. Participants whose
interests were opposed to both constituency and adversary perceived more interest
misalignment between their self-interest and the interests of their constituency (M
= 5.46, SD = 1.25) than participants whose self-interest was opposed to the
adversary only (M = 2.07, SD = .96, F (1, 44) = 115.59, p < .001, ηp2 = .72). No other
effects were significant. The manipulation was considered successful.
Negotiation Behavior
First offers and number of rounds were submitted to a 2 (structure: selfinterest opposed to adversary only, or to both groups) x 2 (social value orientation:
pro-social or pro-self) MANOVA. Effects for social value orientation showed that
pro-socials made more generous first offers (M = 3.78, SD = 2.34 vs. M = 2.20, SD
= 1.79, F (1, 44) = 6.46, p = .015, ηp2 = .13) and negotiated fewer rounds (M = 4.28,
SD = 2.65 vs. M = 7.20, SD = 4.34, F (1, 44) = 6.48, p = .015, ηp2 = .13) than proselves. We also obtained an interaction between social value orientation and
interest alignment for first offers (F (1, 44) = 4.769, p = .034, ηp2 = .098) and a
marginal interaction for the number of rounds (F (1, 44) = 2.870, p = .097, ηp2 =
.061). Figure 1 and 2 show the nature of these interactions. Only when
representatives’ interests opposed those of their constituency did pro-socials
engage in more cooperative behavior than pro-selves: They made more generous
first offers (M = 4.80, SD = 2.04 vs. M = 2.08, SD = 1.55, F (1, 44) = 11.38, p = .002,
ηp2 = .21) and negotiated fewer rounds (M = 3.20, SD = 1.99 vs. M = 8.00, SD =
4.98, F (1, 44) = 9.16, p = .004, ηp2 = .17). When self-sacrifice benefitted the
adversary only, pro-socials did not differ from pro-selves in first offers (M = 2.50,
SD = 2.14 vs. M = 2.29, SD = 1.99, F (1, 44) = 0.63, p = .80, ηp2 = .001) and number
of rounds (M = 5.63, SD = 2.89 vs. M = 6.59, SD = 3.83, F (1, 44) = .36, p = .55, ηp2
= .008). These results support Hypothesis 1.
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Figure 1. First offer making as a function of interest alignment and social value
orientation in Experiment 1
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Figure 2. Number of negotiation rounds as a function of interest alignment and
social value orientation in Experiment 1
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that pro-social representatives’
cooperative behavior is limited to a situation where parties’ interests are not
aligned. Pro-socials did not engage in more self-sacrificing cooperative behavior
than pro-self representatives when doing so would benefit their adversary and
harm their own group. Rather, pro-social representatives negotiated as
competitively as pro-selves when only their adversary benefitted from concessions.
However, as predicted, when concessions benefitted the constituency as well, pro71
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social representatives conceded more than pro-self representatives. Thus, even in a
competitive negotiation situation, pro-socials appear more willing than pro-selves
to self-sacrifice to benefit the adversary, provided this benefits their constituency as
well.
While our results offer an important first insight into the interaction
between representative motives and the interest alignment structures of
representative negotiations, there are several limitations. First, and probably
because of the relatively small sample size, the interaction effect for number of
rounds was only marginally significant. Second, the reciprocal strategy employed
by the preprogrammed adversary could have potentially influenced the number of
rounds it took representatives to reach an agreement. A competitive first offer by
the representative would be reciprocated by a competitive offer from the adversary,
thereby potentially increasing the duration of the negotiation, while a cooperative
offer would be reciprocated by a cooperative offer, increasing the likelihood of a
quick agreement. Therefore, in this setting, first offers and number of rounds
cannot be treated as entirely independent measures of negotiation behavior.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed, first of all, to remedy the limitations noted
about Experiment 1 –to examine the robustness of the effect by testing the same
contrasts with a larger sample size, and to examine whether the effects on number
of rounds are not merely driven by the adversaries’ strategy. Additionally, we
adapted the procedure in Experiment 2 to obtain a measure of agreement level that
complements the focus on negotiation processes.
Experiment 2 was designed also to test a possible qualification of the
findings obtained in Experiment 1. The interest (mis)alignment conditions used in
the experiment not only differed in terms of interest alignment between
representative and constituency, but also between constituency and adversary. In
the condition where representatives experienced misalignment with their
constituency, the interdependence between constituency and adversary was
cooperative (i.e., a positive correlation). Because pro-social individuals are more
likely to perceive cooperative outcome interdependence (Batson, 1998; De Dreu,
2007; Van Lange, 1999), their tendency to concede to their adversary may reflect
greater sensitivity to this positive interdependence, which increases cooperation (in
the current setting, concession making towards the adversary). Alternatively, the
observation that pro-socials self-sacrifice more than pro-selves when doing so
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benefits the collective may reflect their desire to benefit their represented
constituency and “accept” that doing so also benefits the adversary group. Put
differently, in Experiment 1, pro-social representatives’ unwillingness to selfsacrifice when doing so would benefit the adversary only may reflect (i)
unwillingness to sacrifice the self for the benefit of the adversary, (ii) unwillingness
to sacrifice the constituency for the benefit of the adversary, or (iii) both. Rather
than promoting collective interests, pro-socials’ self-sacrifice may reflect a desire to
defend and promote the interests of the own constituency. It is conceivable that,
compared to pro-selves, pro-social individuals have a stronger tendency towards
parochial altruism: The willingness to sacrifice oneself to benefit the own group,
especially if this concurrently hurts a competing other group (Boyd & Richerson,
2009; Choi & Bowles, 2007; De Dreu, 2010b; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd, & Fehr, 2003).
The possibility that instead of serving the overarching collective, pro-socials
are particularly motivated to self-sacrifice when this serves their in-group resonates
with several recent findings. In an intergroup conflict game developed by Halevy,
Bornstein, and Sagiv (2008), De Dreu (2010b) examined the contributions of prosocials versus pro-selves to a "within-group" and a "between-group" pool. While
contributions were personally costly, they would benefit the in-group and, in the
case of the between-group pool, hurt the out-group. Results showed that prosocials contributed more to the within-group pool (henceforth “in-group love”), and
non-significantly less to the between-group pool (henceforth “out-group hate”). De
Dreu interpreted this pattern of results as showing that pro-socials more than proselves were parochial altruists—they cooperated but only to benefit their in-group
and not the overarching collective. However, pro-socials did not exhibit more outgroup hate, which would be expected from parochial altruists. Rather, there was a
non-significant decline in out-group hate among pro-socials. If this effect would
have been significant, it would have followed that pro-socials self-sacrifice to
benefit the overarching collective (a finding that would fit the pattern we observed
in Experiment 1).
Other evidence for increased parochial altruism among pro-social
individuals derives from a recent study by Abbink, Brandt, Hermann, and Orzen (in
press). These authors assessed individual value orientations using a one-shot
prisoner’s dilemma (with those choosing the cooperative alternative being
categorized as pro-social), and then introduced participants to a contest between
their own and a rivaling four-person group for a given prize of 2000 money units,
shared evenly among the members of the winning group. To win the contest,
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individuals contributed out of their personal endowments to a common pool.
Results showed that especially pro-social individuals were inclined to contribute to
the common pool that enabled their group to win the contest. Put differently, prosocials - more than pro-selves - displayed parochial altruism in intergroup conflict
games.
Whereas these studies by De Dreu (2010b) and Abbink et al. (in press)
suggest that especially pro-social individuals self-sacrifice to benefit their in-group
rather than the overarching collective, a number of critical differences exist
between the settings of those studies, and the representative negotiation setting
examined here. First, the experimental games used in earlier work on parochial
altruism are so-called coordination games, in which individuals make private
decisions to self-sacrifice that are non-contingent upon the decisions made by other
in-group members and/or members of the out-group. The outcomes in these
situations thus result from independent decision making. Negotiation games are
qualitatively different because opposing individuals move back-and-forth until they
reach a commonly acceptable agreement, which subsequently results in outcomes
to both sides (for a discussion of the differences between coordination and
agreement games, see e.g., De Dreu & Carnevale, 2003). Whether findings from
coordination games involving independent decision making comfortably generalize
towards agreement games involving communication and joint decision making
remains to be seen.
Another important difference between earlier work on parochial altruism
and the current negotiation context is that individual representatives are to a larger
extent tuned towards their out-group protagonist with whom they seek some form
of agreement. This incentivizes a cooperative approach, and may detract from the
implicit or explicit desire to serve the constituency, especially when representatives’
interests are opposed to their constituency but aligned with the adversary. Put
differently, especially in representative negotiations the individual may capitalize
more on the features and characteristics of his adversary and less on tendencies
towards parochial altruism. The current experiment investigates whether parochial
altruism also emerges in such relatively weak (i.e., more cooperative) settings and
whether it is then exhibited especially by pro-social individuals.
Taken

together,

Experiment

1

showed

that

especially

pro-social

representatives made, at a cost to themselves, concessions that benefitted their ingroup as well as their adversary’s group, which is consistent with the wellestablished finding that pro-socials more than pro-selves self-sacrifice to benefit an
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overarching collective. However, recent studies on experimental games (Abbink et
al., 2012, De Dreu, 2012b) point towards the possibility that pro-socials’ increased
concession making could also reflect parochial altruism—their enhanced
willingness to self-sacrifice for the benefit of their in-group (and accept the benefit
to the rivaling out-group as “collateral damage”). Experiment 2 was designed to
tease apart these two possible explanations for the pro-socials’ increased
willingness to self-sacrifice. To the design of Experiment 1 we added a condition in
which the representative’s self-interest was aligned with that of the adversary, and
opposed to that of the constituency. Participant concession making would now
promote the constituencies’ welfare, at a cost to both self-interest and the adversary
group’s interest. In Experiment 2 we thus compare representative’s concession
making when concessions are self-costly and (i) benefit the adversary and hurt the
constituency, (ii) hurt the adversary and benefit the constituency, and (iii) benefit
both adversary and constituency. Furthermore, we now measured representatives’
motives for their behavior to uncover whether their different self-sacrificing
behavior can be explained by the motivation to serve their constituencies’ interests,
as is suggested by previous work on the discontinuity effect and representative
negotiations (Aaldering & De Dreu, 2012, Steinel et al., 2009; Wildschut & Insko,
2007).
Method
Sample and Design
One hundred thirteen undergraduate students from the University of
Amsterdam (Mean age 22.20, SD = 4.55, 67.3% female) participated in exchange
for course credit or €7. Participants were randomly assigned to the interest
alignment conditions of a 3 x 2 factorial design with structure (interests opposed to
adversary only, interests opposed to both constituency and adversary, or interests
opposed to constituency only) and social value orientation (pro-social or pro-self)
as between subjects independent variables. Main dependent variables were first
offers, negotiation rounds, and agreement level. Based on their choices in the
decomposed game measure, fifteen participants could not be classified as either
pro-social or pro-self. These participants were excluded from the analyses,
decreasing the number of cases to 98 (49 pro-socials and 49 pro-selves) in total.
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Procedure, Task, Manipulations, and Measures
The procedure and negotiation task were identical to the previous
experiment, with three exceptions. Firstly, a condition was added in which the
adversary group had the same preferences as the representative (both preferred an
agreement on level 1), while the constituency (group O) preferred an agreement on
level 13. Large concession making in this condition would reflect self-sacrificing
directed towards the own constituency only.
Secondly, the simulated adversary was no longer programmed to use a
reciprocal strategy. Instead, the adversary now made linear concessions of one step
per round away from its opening offer of 1, irrespective of the concession made by
the representative. As a result, the agreement reached is indicative of the
participants’ self-sacrifice, as higher agreement values reflect greater self-sacrifice
to benefit the constituency and/or adversary, depending on condition. This strategy
was changed for two reasons. Firstly, a reciprocal strategy would not be possible in
the condition were interests of representative and adversary are aligned:
reciprocating a self-serving offer would immediately end the negotiation.
Furthermore, as previously discussed, the reciprocal strategy of the opponent could
affect the number of rounds representatives needed to reach an agreement via their
first offers (competitive offers eliciting a competitive reciprocal offer, thereby
increasing the number of rounds, and vice versa).
Thirdly, not the participant but the adversary now made the opening offer.
In the new condition in this experiment, in which the representatives’ interests
were aligned with the other group and not with the constituency, this offer was in
line with the representative’s self-interest. Accepting such a tempting offer from the
adversary would serve both own and adversaries’ interest yet hurt those of the
represented constituency. By changing which party made the first offer, we could
ensure that participants understood that the other party had preferences similar to
themselves, and thereby increase the temptation to accept such a personally
favorable offer.
The number of pro-socials and pro-self participants were distributed as
follows over the different conditions: The condition in which representatives’
interests were aligned with their constituency but opposed to the other group
contained 13 pro-socials and 17 pro-selves. The condition in which the interests of
the representatives were opposed to both parties comprised 15 pro-socials and 17
pro-selves. Finally, the condition where the interests of the representatives were
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aligned with the other party but opposed to the constituency contained 21 prosocials and 15 pro-selves.
Dependent Variables
As in Experiment 1, the behavioral measures of self-sacrificing behavior
included the size of the first offer by the representative (which was now a
counteroffer to the preprogrammed offer of 1 by the adversary) and the number of
rounds it took the representative to reach an agreement. Due to the change in
strategy employed by the pre-programmed negotiation adversary, we could now
also use the final agreement level as a dependent variable.
Higher first offers would again signal self-sacrifice from the part of the
representative. Similarly, an agreement on a high level would be against the
interests of the representative. Finally, in the condition where the adversaries’
interests were opposed to those of the representative, a high number of rounds
formed an indication of tough concession making with the adversary. In the new
condition where interests of the representative were opposed to those of the
constituency only, number of rounds should be interpreted differently: Because
interests of representative and adversary were now aligned, a beneficial agreement
for these parties could be reached quickly. A high number of negotiation rounds
between representative and adversary would thus indicate an unwillingness to
close such a beneficial agreement out of concern for the interests of the
constituency.
In an attempt to shed more light on the motives underlying representatives'
behavior, we added a scale assessing representatives’ willingness to serve their
groups’ interests. This motive was assessed with four items. An example item is ‘I
tried to fulfill the wishes of my group’. Cronbach’s alpha of this scale was .96. The
same manipulation check items as in Experiment 1 were used to verify the extent to
which representatives experienced interest misalignment between themselves and
their constituency during the negotiation (Cronbach’s alpha = .88).
Results
Manipulation Check
A 3 (structure: interests opposed to adversary only, interests opposed to
both parties, or interests opposed to constituency only) x 2 (social value
orientation: pro-social or pro-self) ANOVA revealed a main effect of structure:
When interests of representative and constituency were aligned, participants
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reported to have preferences more similar to their constituency (M = 5.84, SD =
1.15) compared to participants whose interests were not aligned with those of their
constituency (M = 2.85, SD = 1.41 for misalignment with constituency only and M =
3.20, SD = 1.50 for misalignment with both, F (2, 95) = 44.76, p < .001, ηp2 = .49).
No other effects were significant.
Negotiation Behavior
Behaviors reflecting self-sacrificing behavior were submitted to a 3
(structure: interests opposed to adversary only, interests opposed to both parties,
or interests opposed to constituency only) x 2 (social value orientation: pro-social
or pro-self) MANOVA.
Replicating the findings of Experiment 1, main effects of social value orientation
showed that compared to pro-selves, pro-socials made more generous first offers
(M = 5.90, SD = 3.22 vs. M = 2.83, SD = 2.69, F (1, 92) = 14.56, p < .001, ηp2 = .14)
and negotiated an agreement on a higher level (M = 6.35, SD = 2.18 vs. M = 3.98,
SD = 2.36, F (1, 92) = 22.72, p < .001, ηp2 = .20). The 3 X 2 interaction between
social value orientation and interest alignment was significant for number of
rounds F (2, 91) = 14.44, p = .000, ηp2 = .24), but not for first offers (F (2, 91) =
1.104, p = .336, ηp2 = .023), or agreement level (F (2,91) = 1.142, p = .324, ηp2 =
.024).
Because our hypotheses involved specific contrasts rather than overall
interaction effects, we proceeded with testing directional contrasts (Rosenthal &
Rosnow, 1985). These replicated the findings of Experiment 1. When
representatives’ interests were opposed to those of both their constituency and the
other group, pro-socials made more generous first offers than pro-selves (M = 5.27,
SD = 3.22 vs. M = 2.88, SD = 1.93, t (92) = -2.11, p = .019), negotiated fewer rounds
(M = 4.07, SD = 1.10 vs. M = 5.00, SD = .87, t (92) = 2.26, p = .013) and reached
higher agreements (M = 7.53, SD = 1.99 vs. M = 5.47, SD = 1.81, t (92) = -2.42, p =
.01). Pro-socials did not differ significantly from pro-selves when their interests
were aligned with their constituency and opposed to the other group in first offers
(M = 4.54, SD = 3.26 vs. M = 3.18, SD = 1.93, t (92) = -1.151, p = .250), number of
rounds (M = 4.77, SD = 1.36 vs. M = 5.35, SD = 1.58, t (92) = 1.350, p = .180), and
final agreement (M = 6.15, SD = 3.36 vs. M = 4.53, SD = 3.24, t (92) = -1.829, p =
.07). Their self-sacrificing behavior was thus directed to benefit both their
constituency and the other group, rather than to benefit the other group only,
supporting Hypothesis 1. However, and as predicted in Hypothesis 2, when
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representatives’ interests were opposed to those of their constituency only, prosocials made more generous first offers (M = 7.38, SD = 2.80 vs. M = 3.67, SD =
3.86, t (92) = -3.44, p < .001), negotiated more rounds (M = 3.81, SD = .81 vs. M =
1.93, SD = 1.22, t (92) = -4.76, p < .001), and reached higher (i.e., self-harming)
agreements (M = 5.95, SD = 1.60 vs. M = 2.60, SD = 2.26, t (92) = -4.11, p < .001)
than pro-selves: They sacrificed themselves for the benefit of their constituency,
even when facing a strong temptation to do otherwise (See Figure 3 – 5).
In line with our expectations, pro-socials engaged in even more selfsacrificing behavior when this benefitted the constituency only compared to when it
benefitted both the constituency and the adversary group. This is reflected in larger
initial concession making, demonstrated with more generous first offers (t (92) =
1.96, p = .027). Pro-selves on the other hand sacrificed their constituency to benefit
themselves: When their interests were opposed to the constituencies’ interests only
rather than to both constituency and the other group, they negotiated fewer rounds
(t (92) = -7.42, p < .001) and reached a lower (i.e., more self-benefitting) agreement
(t (92) = -3.36, p < .001). The effect on first offers was not significant (t (92) = .694,
p = .25).
Taken together, these findings provide support for Hypothesis 2. Pro-social
representatives were especially likely to self-sacrifice to promote the interests of
their constituency only (as opposed to benefitting the overarching collective), while
pro-selves neglected the interests of their constituency and closed a personally
favorable deal with the other group when possible.
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Figure 3. First offer making as a function of interest alignment and social value
orientation in Experiment 2
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Figure 4. Number of negotiation rounds as a function of interest alignment and
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Figure 5. Agreement level as a function of interest alignment and social value
orientation in Experiment 2.
Motives
We explored whether the motivation to serve the constituency could account
for the interaction between social value orientation and interest alignment on
representative’s self-sacrificing behavior. We tested this using directional contrast
analysis with social value orientation as the between subjects factor. We found that
pro-socials were more motivated to act in the interests of their constituency than
pro-selves when their interests were opposed to both their constituency and the
adversary (M = 5.42, SD = .88 vs. M = 4.49, SD = 1.74, t (92) = -1, 963, p = .027),
and even more so when their interests were opposed to their constituency only (M
= 5.23, SD = 1.33 vs. M = 3.40, SD = 1.89, t (92) = -4.034, p < .001), but not when
their interests were aligned with their constituency (M = 5.56, SD = .90 vs. M =
6.16, SD = .80, t (92) = 1.224, p = .224).
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These analyses were followed up by a test for mediation. In a regression
analysis, social value orientation was marginally related to the motivation to serve
the constituency when interests were opposed to both constituency and adversary
(B = 0.468, SE = .251, t (31) = -1.865, p = .07). While motivation to serve the
constituency was not related to the size of the first offers made by the
representative (B = .308, SE = .349, t (31) = .882, p = .385), motivation to serve the
constituency did predict the number of rounds it took representatives to reach an
agreement (B = -.362, SE = .117, t (31) = -3.104, p = .004). A bootstrap analysis
yielded a 95% Confidence Interval ranging from .0014 to .4116, indicating that the
mediated effect on number of rounds was significantly different from zero (1000
resamples).
When interests of the representative were opposed to constituency but in
line with adversary, social value orientation was a significant predictor of
motivation to serve the constituency (B = -.917, SE = .269, t (35) = -3.407, p
= .002), which in turn significantly predicted size of first offers (B = 1.341, SE
= .269, t (35) = 4.981, p < .001) and number of rounds (B = .541, SE = .090, t (35)
= 6.028, p < .001). We thus proceeded with bootstrapping analyses for both
dependent variables (1000 resamples). The 95% Confidence Interval for first offers
ranged from -2.14 to -.32, indicating that the mediated effect was significantly
different from zero. For number of rounds, we obtained a 95% Confidence Interval
ranging from -.66 to -.11, which also differed significantly from zero. In sum, these
findings largely support the idea that motivation to serve the constituency mediates
the representatives’ self-sacrificing behavior.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 support Hypotheses 1 and 2. Using a priori
contrast analyses, we found that pro-social representatives self-sacrificed more
than pro-self representatives when doing so served the interests of both
constituency and the other group and, especially, when doing so served the
interests of the constituency only. Additionally, we found representatives’
willingness to serve their constituency to underlie their self-sacrificing behavior. It
fully explained the effect that pro-socials negotiated fewer rounds than pro-selves
when representatives’ interests were opposed to those of the constituency and the
adversary, as well as the effect that pro-socials negotiated more rounds than proselves when their interests were opposed to their constituency only. However, it
could only account for the higher first offer making by pro-socials compared to pro81
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selves when representative’s interests were opposed to those of their constituency
and aligned with the adversary. Taken together, these results are largely consistent
with our argument that pro-socials are more concerned about their constituency
than are pro-selves, and that pro-socials are more willing to sacrifice themselves to
serve the constituency's interests.
A somewhat surprising finding is that pro-social representatives reached an
agreement on a higher level (i.e., more favorable to the constituency) when their
interests were opposed to both their constituency and the adversary group, rather
than opposed to the constituency only. We attribute this to the paradigm we used.
When representatives’ interests are opposed to their constituency only, the range of
concession making was, although not theoretically, practically smaller than when
their interests opposed those of the adversary group as well. The adversary group
now did not make an offer that diverged strongly from representatives’ interests,
but instead had the same preferences as the representative: to close a deal on a low
level. Although we found that representatives made larger initial concessions, as
reflected in higher first offers when this benefitted their constituency only, this left
them with a smaller range to negotiate compared to their relatively low selfbenefitting first offer and the high counteroffer when their interests were opposed
to those of the other group. Because the range was relatively small, an agreement
would inevitably be reached on a level more favorable to both representative and
adversary. Future research using a design that takes this into account would
provide stronger support for the conclusion that pro-socials are also parochial
altruists in the final agreements they make.
General Discussion
In intergroup competition and conflict, groups often engage a representative
to negotiate on their behalf. In such negotiation situations, representatives’
interests are not always aligned with those of the constituency they represent. The
current research highlights when and why representatives decide to sacrifice their
self-interest to benefit their constituency. Across two studies we found that social
value orientation interacted with interest alignment to moderate representative’s
concession making. Compared to those with a pro-self orientation, pro-social
representatives were more inclined to sacrifice their own interests to promote the
interests of their constituency. Experiment 2 showed that this tendency was even
stronger when pro-social representative’s interests were opposed to those of their
constituency only, and their self-interest was actually aligned with the interests of
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the adversary group. In contrast, pro-self representatives behaved selfishly
regardless of their constituencies’ preferences – when their interests opposed those
of their constituency, they betrayed their constituency when they had the
opportunity to close a quick and self-beneficial deal with the other party.
Theoretical Implications
The current studies provide an extension and integration of several theories.
Firstly, the results show that pro-socials are not indiscriminately cooperative.
When interests of representative and constituency were aligned, but opposed to the
adversary negotiation party, pro-social representatives did not engage in more
conciliatory behavior than pro-selves. This finding qualifies earlier results on
interpersonal negotiation showing that in the ordinary situation where self-interest
opposes adversary interests, pro-socials make larger concessions than pro-selves
(Beersma & De Dreu, 1999; De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; Gillespie et al., 2000;
Olekalns & Smith, 2003; Schei & Rognes, 2003; Van Dijk et al., 2004). This line of
research has not examined the influence of the presence of a constituency.
Conceding to the other group would in this situation not only imply sacrificing the
self, but also sacrificing the constituency. Pro-social representatives were reluctant
to engage in such sacrificial behavior that would hurt not only themselves, but also
their constituency.
It seems that pro-socials’ cooperative tendencies are geared towards their
constituency, while deliberately or inadvertently hurting the other group. The
tendency to engage in self-sacrificing behavior to promote one’s own group is an
important motivator of human behavior in conflict situations (e.g., Halevy, Weisel,
& Bornstein, 2011; Lowery, Unzeta, Knowles, & Goff, 2006) and the behavioral
pattern of pro-social representatives resembles parochial altruism, an adaptive
strategy in enduring inter-group conflicts. An inter-group conflict is won by the
group with the most members willing to sacrifice themselves: self-sacrificing to
benefit one’s own group often implies hostile behavior towards the competing other
group. Parochial altruists thus have a competitive advantage in inter-group
conflicts and as such contribute to the survival of the group in the long run (Arrow,
2007; Boyd & Richerson, 2009; Choi & Bowles, 2007; Gintis et al., 2003). Prosocial individuals may be especially susceptible to such self-sacrificing behavior
because of their general inclination towards equality and reciprocity. They
reciprocate cooperativeness within the own group, potentially leading to selfsacrificing behavior but at the same time strengthening the group. They also
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reciprocate competitiveness when facing a competitive interaction partner
(behavioral assimilation, Kelly & Stahelski, 1970; Liebrand, Jansen, Rijken, &
Suhre, 1986; Parks & Rumble, 2001; Van Lange, 1992) and are as such not easily
exploitable by hostile groups.
Pro-selves seem to have evolved according to a different survival
mechanism. Although they are not willing to sacrifice themselves to benefit their
own group, which may lead to disapproval and eventually removal from this group,
they also refrain from damaging the competing group, especially when this could
potentially incur personal losses: They always follow the strategy that leads to
highest personal benefit (Balliet et al., 2009; De Dreu, Weingart, & Kwon, 2000;
Van Lange et al., 2007). Thus, within inter-group conflicts, pro-selves follow a
strategy that is relatively indifferent towards the other parties, and as such they
manage to avoid personal losses in conflict escalation.
Our findings send an important message to Agency Theory (Eisenhardt,
1989; Dalton et al., 2007; Devers et al., 2007), namely that agents do not always
pursue their self-interest. While pro-self representatives behaved in accordance
with Agency Theory, roughly 50 % of the human population consists of people with
a pro-social orientation (Van Lange, De Cremer, Van Dijk, & Van Vugt, 1997). We
found this other half of the population to self-sacrifice for the benefit of the own
group, rather than to forsake their constituency to benefit themselves. As such, it
appears that the principal-agent problem applies less to pro-social individuals, who
are willing to self-sacrifice to benefit the principals’ interests. Pro-social agents thus
should be a good choice when one needs a representative intrinsically motivated to
serve the interests of the principal, rather than their own interests. A potential risk
involved in such a decision is that pro-social representatives may be willing to hurt
the interests of the other group, thus potentially worsening the conflict and
intergroup relations.
Avenues for Future Research
The present research provided a first step towards uncovering the dynamics
that play a role in principal-agent-adversary interactions, and we were able to
develop a straightforward paradigm to cleanly test our hypotheses. Manipulating
interest (mis)alignments as done here allowed strong inferences about the
motivations underlying the representative’s behavior. However, we studied a
negotiation with one issue on which interests were inevitably opposed. Many
negotiations involve multiple issues, and different parties may have opposing
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preferences on some, but aligned preferences on other issues (De Dreu, 2010a).
Such multiple issue negotiations allow for representatives to craft beneficial
integrative solutions for more than one party. Specifically pro-social individuals
have been shown to prefer high joint outcomes when possible (Stouten, De Cremer,
& Van Dijk, 2005; Van Lange, 1999; Van Lange et al., 2007; Van Beest, Wilke, &
Van Dijk, 2003). However, the increased complexity of a situation where
representative, constituency and adversary have diverging preferences on various
issues, poses a challenging situation for the representative to reach a win-win
solution. As such, predicting and interpreting outcomes reached in a complex
negotiation setting with multiple issues and even more diverging preferences would
be difficult and less clean than results obtained in a distributive single issue
negotiation task. The current design therefore allowed us to draw clear inferences
about the motives of the representatives. Future research should investigate how
representatives manage such complex negotiation situations and to what extent
their social value orientation affects their ability to reach a beneficial solution for
each of the parties involved.
Another avenue for future research would be to increase the cooperation
level of pro-selves. The current studies show that pro-self representatives ignore
their constituency and act only according to their self-interest. However,
negotiation studies revealed time and time again that pro-self individuals operate
according to pro-social motives when they are instructed or rewarded to do so (e.g.,
De Dreu et al., 2000). Similarly, research on social dilemmas and the goal
transformation hypothesis has shown that pro-selves’ self-costly contribution level
can be raised by increasing their identification with the group (e.g., De Cremer &
Van Dijk, 2002; De Cremer, Van Knippenberg, Van Dijk, & Van Leeuwen, 2008).
In the current study, representatives were led to believe they were part of a group
based on a personality questionnaire to induce some sense of identification with
their constituents (Tajfel, 1970). This categorization was very minimal, and
increasing the level of identification of the representative, for example by
increasing the relevance or salience of their group membership, provides fruitful
ground for future research on (temporarily) altering pro-selves’ self-interested
motives.
Finally, new work could investigate when and why pro-socials become
hostile and aggressive towards the adversary. In the current research we
demonstrated that pro-social representatives are not cooperative to their adversary
if this is not beneficial for their constituency. However, we cannot show the driving
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force behind this parochial altruism: Pro-socials could be mainly motivated by a
desire to promote their constituencies’ interests, to decrease the outcomes of the
adversary (if these are negatively correlated with those of their constituency) or a
combination of both. The findings of our experiments suggest that pro-socials are
not willing to give up their constituency to hurt their adversary. If the adversary
benefits from the same outcomes as their constituency, pro-socials seem to accept
this as collateral damage. It thus seems more likely that their behavior is driven by
a tendency to defend their in-group, which indeed emerged as an important
underlying motive in Experiment 2. Even so, more research is required to
investigate why pro-socials engage in parochial altruism, and whether their
defensive aggression towards the adversary is rooted in fear of exploitation or in
greed for better outcomes for the own group. Especially the latter option is very
counterintuitive given the established literature on pro-socials’ preference for
equality and joint outcomes (Van Lange, 1999, Van Lange et al., 2007, De Dreu,
Weingart, & Kwon, 2000; Van Dijk et al., 2004). However, the presence of a
constituency to please and defend (perhaps in combination with the presence of a
salient outgroup) may substantially alter our current view on pro-socials’
benevolence by revealing their potential dark side.
Conclusion
In conclusion, these studies demonstrate that the role of social value
orientation in a representative intergroup negotiation depends on interest
alignment. Whereas pro-self representatives always act selfishly, pro-social agents
are willing to sacrifice themselves – but not indiscriminately. They prefer to
provide their constituency with a competitive advantage over the other group and
thereby show that they might not always be as pro-social as is often thought.
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Humans are a cooperative species. Pro-social behavior is nearly universal
(Henrich et al., 2001), and accumulating evidence suggests that it occurs
automatically and intuitively (Rand, Greene, & Nowak, 2012; Zaki & Mitchell,
2013) and already at a very early age (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006). Especially
towards members of their own group, people are willing to contribute valuable
resources at a cost to themselves (Efferson, Lalive, & Fehr, 2008; Fu, Tarnita,
Christakis, Wang, Rand, & Nowak, 2012; Hammond & Axelrod, 2006; Hewstone,
Rubin, & Willis, 2002).
Evolutionary theory as well as game theoretic analyses suggest that such
parochial cooperation can be understood as a consequence of intergroup
competition: The group with the most members making personally costly
contributions to their in-group wins the competition. Seen this way, groups with
more parochial cooperators have an adaptive advantage, because self-sacrifice
enhances within-group functioning and general wellbeing (Bowles, 2008; 2009;
Choi & Bowles, 2007; Lehmann & Feldman, 2008). Indeed, evolutionary models as
well as experimental research indicate that intergroup competition can fuel withingroup (= parochial) cooperation (Arrow, 2007; Bernhard, Fischbacher & Fehr,
2006; Erev, Bornstein & Galili, 1993; Gneezy & Fessler, 2012; Gunnthorsdottir &
Rapoport, 2005). People’s inclination to parochial cooperation is widespread and
strongly internalized (Balliet, Wu, & De Dreu, 2014; De Dreu, Balliet, & Halevy,
2014). Individuals favor fellow group members over members of other groups and
even discriminate against or derogate other groups (Brewer, 1999). Such in-group
favoring and out-group derogating behavior may in turn fuel intergroup conflict,
thereby harming the intergroup relations and the broader population in which the
competing groups are embedded (De Dreu, 2010a). Parochial cooperation thus
helps strengthening the own group in an intergroup competition, but this could
come at the expense of the other party, for example when partaking in civil or
military service for one’s country, especially during an interstate conflict or war.
Many intergroup competitions however allow for a mutually beneficial (universal)
way of cooperation; for example through diplomacy and negotiations. Examples
include to negotiate bilateral arms reduction or, in a less severe conflict, to
negotiate free trade agreements between parties and improve relations and trade
outcomes for all parties involved. Thus, parochial cooperation may help the own
group but possibly in doing so increase tension and conflict between the competing
groups. Alternatively, universal cooperation could decrease intergroup tension and
yield good outcomes for both parties.
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Using two experiments, the current research investigates manifestations of
parochial cooperation depending on the structure of the conflict, i.e., presence or
absence of intergroup competition. Parochial cooperation is described from three
different theoretical viewpoints, based on which two experiments are reported to
test when individuals resort to parochial cooperation, and under what
circumstances their cooperation can be shifted towards more universal cooperation
efforts. We investigate the modulating role of individuals’ natural tendency to
cooperate (social value orientation) to test which individuals are particularly
sensitive to the structure of the intergroup setting and prone to each form of
cooperation. We thereby uncover whether individuals are willing to display
parochial cooperation at a cost to the other party, thereby increasing tension and
conflict, or resort to universal cooperation, benefitting both their own and the other
party.

Parochial cooperation
Whether intergroup competition is necessary to elicit parochial cooperation
or not is debatable and differs between theoretical viewpoints. Below, three
theoretical perspectives regarding the motivational underpinnings of parochial
cooperation will be discussed.
Firstly, the evolutionary model of ‘Group Selection Theory’ (Bowles & Gintis,
2011) suggests parochial cooperation as an explanation for the evolvement of
altruism and cooperation. Although generosity and self-sacrifice in general are not
adaptive to the individual fitness and survival, parochial cooperation is. According
to the Group Selection Theory, a larger number of cooperators in a group has an
adaptive function and helps the group to survive and prosper. Theoretical models
based on archeological data as well as simulation models have supported this
theory, showing that groups with a larger number of members willing to selfsacrifice for their group in the face of warfare, were more successful. Conversely,
aggression towards members of another group promoted the welfare of the own
group, suggesting that parochial cooperation evolved due to its functionality in
times of war, and that intergroup competition was both necessary and sufficient to
promote parochial cooperation (Arrow, 2007; Bowles, 2008; Bowles, 2009; Choi &
Bowles, 2007; De Dreu et al., in press; Lehmann & Feldman, 2008). Intergroup
competition thus fuels the display of parochial cooperation.
A second theoretical perspective on parochial cooperation is related to
Group Selection Theory, and proceeds on the basis of the evolutionary tenable
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assumption that humans are social animals. Throughout the times, individuals
have learned to cooperate with each other by trusting one another and relying on
each other’s skills. This cooperative interdependence is needed for survival of the
group. Such cooperative interdependence however cannot be unlimited: Only
members of the own group are trusted to reciprocate this cooperation, which limits
on the one hand the amount of individuals that receive and give cooperation, while
on the other hand also limiting the risks associated with unreciprocated
cooperation. This conditional cooperation thus creates a social category of a group
with members willing to cooperate with each other (Brewer, 1999).
The occurrence of such bounded or parochial cooperation has been
confirmed multiple times by Yamagishi and colleagues, showing that cooperation
with the own group only occurs in a setting where the receiver is not only a group
member, but also knows that the sender is a group member too (Kiyonari &
Yamagishi, 2004; Yamagishi, Mifune, Liu, & Pauling, 2008; Yamagishi & Mifune,
2008; Yamagishi & Mifune, 2009; Yamagishi, Jin, & Kiyonari, 1999). The authors
suggest reputation concerns to play an important role in this effect: One does not
want to risk the loss of reputation and sanctions imposed by other group members
by refusing to cooperate. However, cooperating with a member of another group
does not impose reputational concerns and is furthermore unlikely to yield positive
outcomes for oneself or the own group. Other studies support the importance of
reputation in bounded cooperation (Milinski, Semmann, Bakker, & Krambeck,
2001; Nowak & Sigmund, 1998) as well as the idea that cooperation to own group
members has become an institutionalized heuristic (Efferson, Lalive, & Fehr,
2008). Based on this ‘Group Heuristics Model’, it can be concluded that individuals
engage in indirect reciprocity, or parochial cooperation, to further the interests of
their group, including their own interests. This approach deviates from Group
Selection Theory in that it considers intergroup competition neither a necessary
nor sufficient precursor of parochial cooperation. In fact, according to the Group
Heuristics Model, the conception of an out-group is not even needed to instigate
indirect reciprocity: Reputation concerns are sufficient to regulate parochial
cooperation without the necessary presence of an intergroup setting. However,
cooperation can only really be perceived as parochial when there is a comparison
available with another group to which the reciprocal behavior does not extend. In
an intergroup setting, the Group Heuristics Model acknowledges that intergroup
aggression and conflict may occur as ‘by-product’ of parochial cooperation.
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Individuals will not refrain from parochial cooperation when this has negative side
effects for another party (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008).
A last and quite different theoretical perspective is the Social Identity
Approach. It suggests that individuals categorize themselves as part of a group (the
in-group), automatically leading people not belonging to that group to form the
out-group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). The theory states that individuals largely derive
self-esteem from their group, rendering it important for them to develop and
maintain a positive group identity. One way to do so is by favoring the in-group and
emphasizing its positive characteristics (in-group favoritism; viz. in-group love).
Another, closely related way is by derogating the out-group and discriminating
against them: emphasizing their negative features and the distinctions between the
in- and the out-group (out-group derogation; viz. out-group hate; Brewer, 1999).
Both tendencies are expressed in and give rise to intergroup bias: Devaluing the
other group by valuing the own group. Research supporting this behavior is
abundant, and indicates that prejudice and stereotyping largely originate from ingroup favoritism; the tendency to positively distinguish the own group (see for
reviews Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002; Hornsey, 2008). The Social Identity
Approach does not include the concept of indirect reciprocity and reputation
concern, but states that mere categorization is enough to create in-group favoritism
and therefore parochial cooperation1 (De Dreu et al., 2014).
According to the Social Identity Approach, intergroup competition is not
necessary to promote in-group favoritism or out-group derogation; instead both
tendencies are the outcome of positive social identity striving. However, such
positive identity striving may invite negative evaluations of the other group, which
in turn can fuel intergroup competition and conflict (Brewer, 1999; De Dreu et al.,
2014, in press). An important difference between the Social Identity Approach and
the Group Heuristics Model is the necessary presence of an out-group for the
former: Without an out-group, there is no categorization between and
identification with the groups, hence no in-group favoritism and no parochial
cooperation (whether or not including out-group derogation).
In sum, Group Selection Theory (Bowles & Gintis, 2011; henceforth GST),
the Group Heuristics Model (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008; henceforth GHM), and
the Social Identity Approach (Ellemers & Haslam, 2012; henceforth SIA) all suggest
that individuals are strongly motivated or even predisposed to show parochial
cooperation. The perspectives differ however in the extent to which they assume
that parochial cooperation is fueled by intergroup competition. Whereas GST states
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intergroup competition to be both necessary and sufficient to engender parochial
cooperation, SIT presumes that the mere presence of another group is enough to
elicit in-group favoritism and according to GHM, indirect reciprocity is based on
reputation concerns and does not strictly require the presence of another group to
occur. Furthermore, none of these perspectives considers individuals’ willingness
to display universal cooperation once intergroup competition is present. The
current experiments will test to what extent intergroup competition fuels or
reduces parochial as well as universal cooperation. More specifically, we investigate
how individuals’ natural inclination towards cooperation affects their cooperation
efforts in an intergroup setting, depending on the presence or absence of
competition with another group.
Social Value Orientation and Cooperation in Intergroup Conflict
In an intergroup conflict, cooperation constitutes a dilemma. Each
individual is faced with a conflict of interest regarding how to invest their resources
(time, money, etc.): What might be best for themselves is not best for their group,
and what is best for the group is not best for both groups together (Bornstein, 1992;
Halevy et al., 2008; Wit & Kerr, 2002). Contributing personal resources to the own
group will strengthen its position, yet may simultaneously harm the other group.
Investing in or cooperating with the other group or the collective of both groups
combined (universal cooperation) may lead to disapproval and exclusion by the
own group members who perceive this behavior as disloyal or even treacherous (De
Dreu, 2010b). Individuals’ choice of cooperation largely determines the course of
the conflict: Towards an arms race where both of the groups increase their strength
and threat towards each other, or towards a collectively beneficial outcome and
conflict resolution (De Dreu, 2010a).
People’s disposition to cooperate is reflected in their social value orientation:
the dispositional tendency to prefer good outcomes for oneself only (pro-self
orientation) or for both oneself and others (pro-social orientation; Messick &
McClintock, 1968; Van Lange, 1999). Pro-socials value equality and reciprocity and
tend to cooperate with others, while pro-selves only value personal success and
tend to exploit others by non-cooperation (for reviews, see Van Lange, 1999;
2000). Research has repeatedly demonstrated the predictive value of social value
orientation for cooperation: Pro-socials are more willing to sacrifice their selfinterest for the benefit of the collective in social dilemma games (for reviews, see
Au & Kwon, 2004; Balliet, Parks, & Joireman, 2009; Bogaert, Boone, & DeClerck,
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2008; Van Lange, De Cremer, Van Dijk, & Van Vugt, 2007), make more generous
concessions in negotiations and bargaining settings (De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995;
Van Dijk, de Cremer, & Handgraaf, 2004), expect others to cooperate more (De
Dreu & Van Kleef, 2004; Iedema & Poppe, 1994; 1995; Van Kleef & De Dreu, 2002)
and recall more cooperative heuristics than pro-selves (De Dreu & Boles, 1998).
They are also more willing to sacrifice themselves in close relationships (Van
Lange, Agnew, Harinck, & Steemers, 1997) and to sacrifice personal interests to
pursue organization-wide goals (Nauta, De Dreu, & Van der Vaart, 2002). This can
and often has been interpreted as supportive of the idea that pro-socials would
invest in universal cooperation and prefer to cooperate with as many people as
possible.
In an intergroup setting, where in- and out-group have competing interests,
the dynamics of the situation complicate the meaning and consequences of
cooperation. Although universal cooperation would yield best outcomes for both
parties, fellow group members may perceive this form of cooperation as disloyal
and, unlike parochial cooperation, not in the direct best interests of the own group.
Accumulating recent research evidence suggests that especially pro-socials are
parochial cooperators, limiting their cooperation to their own group (Aaldering,
Greer, Van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2013; Aaldering, Van Kleef, Greer, & De Dreu, 2014;
Abbink, Brandt, Hermann, & Orzen, 2012; De Dreu, 2010b, De Dreu et al., 2010).
This research repeatedly found pro-socials willing to sacrifice themselves for the
benefit of their group, in some cases even at the expense of the other group
(Aaldering et al., 2013; Abbink et al., 2012).
When faced with the cooperation dilemma in an intergroup conflict, prosocials may thus opt for parochial cooperation, thereby actually fueling the conflict
and subsequently harming intergroup relations (Aaldering et al., 2013). Although
this conclusion seems at odds with the rich tradition of research suggesting that
pro-socials are concerned with the collective welfare (for reviews, see Au & Kwon,
2004; Balliet et al., 2009; Bogaert et al., 2008; Van Lange et al., 2007), it can be
explained in light of the research paradigms in these respective literatures.
Two important differences between these paradigms can be distinguished.
Firstly, studies supporting the conception of pro-socials as universal cooperators in
social dilemmas did not consider the dynamics of an intergroup setting. Most
studies investigated individuals’ willingness to self-sacrifice personal interests for
another group, where no distinction was made between in- and out-group. Thus,
what seems to be universal cooperation may have been a display of parochial
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cooperation, in line with the GHM: Cooperation with other individuals within a
group (or ‘the collective’ in many of these studies) where reputation concerns are at
stake. The absence of an out-group in this paradigm precludes definite conclusions
about the nature of pro-socials’ cooperation (parochial or universal).
Secondly, studies indicating that pro-socials are parochial cooperators
willing to harm the other party did not include a clearly available alternative option
for mutually beneficial, universal cooperation. An exception to the latter includes
the experiments by De Dreu and colleagues (De Dreu, 2010b; De Dreu et al., 2010).
They employed the Intergroup Prisoner’s Dilemma Maximizing Differences Game
(Halevy, Bornstein, & Sagiv, 2008) to investigate differences in in-group love and
out-group hate among pro-social and pro-self individuals. Individuals could choose
to make costly (but potentially profitable) investments in their own group (in-group
love), or in a between-group pool, where investments in the own group would
reduce profit of the out-group members (out-group hate). Pro-socials consistently
showed more in-group love than pro-selves. In this game, universal cooperation
could have been displayed by a reduction in out-group hate next to the obtained
increase in in-group love among pro-socials, which was not found, suggesting
parochial instead of universal cooperation among pro-socials. However, this
universal cooperation option is not easily accessible and thus does not provide
convincing evidence that pro-socials are parochial only. Furthermore, although
there was no difference in out-group hate depending on social value orientation,
investments in out-group hate altogether were very low, suggesting a possible floor
effect. Whether parochial cooperation was fueled or reduced by the presence of
intergroup conflict was not investigated, hence results are consistent with all of the
previously described theoretical perspectives.
The current experiments incorporate an intergroup setting with and without
competition as well as a collectively beneficial option into the design. This
paradigm therefore allows for a clear test of the occurrence of parochial
cooperation under competition and the modulating role of social value orientation
with respect to parochial versus universal cooperation.
The Nested Social Dilemma (NSD; Halevy, Chou, Cohen, & Livingston,
2012; Wit & Kerr, 2002) models an intergroup setting, where individuals are
member of one of two groups, which in turn form a common collective. Interests on
each of these levels are conflicting: Individuals are best off by keeping their
endowments if other group members do invest, but everyone is worse off if nobody
invests. Personal investments on the in-group level yield equal returns for all in94
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group members, while personal investments on the collective level yield equal
returns for all members of both groups. Highest individual outcomes are reached
either if all group members invest everything in their group, or if all group
members invest everything in the collective. Highest in-group outcomes are
reached if all group members invest everything in their group; highest collective
outcomes are reached if all group members invest everything in the collective. In
sum, individuals have to decide whether to withhold resources, to invest them in
their own group (parochial cooperation), or to invest them in the collective
(universal cooperation). Research using the NSD has shown that individuals are
generally most willing to sacrifice for their group (Wit & Kerr, 2002). Such results
have been obtained with minimal-group laboratory experiments, where individuals’
group membership consisted of nothing more than mere categorization yet strongly
affected decision making (Polzer, Stewart, & Simmons, 1999; Wit & Kerr, 2002).
These results support the notion of people’s proclivity towards parochial
cooperation (Rand & Nowak, 2013).
Findings regarding effects of social value orientation in an NSD are
inconclusive, with one study finding pro-socials to invest more in the collective (but
not the own group) than pro-selves (De Pauw, Wit, & Van Den Broeck, 2014), a
second one showing them to invest more in the own group (but not in the
collective) than pro-selves (Polzer, 2004) and another one showing that it depends
on the personal contribution costs associated with investments in each pool (Bӧhm,
Bornstein, & Koppel, 2014). While investments in an NSD reflect parochial or
universal cooperation and can thus reveal pro-socials’ inclination towards
benefitting the own group or the collective compared to pro-selves, this game does
not mirror an intergroup conflict where parochial cooperation comes at the
expense of another party. To investigate the extent to which the presence of
competition in an intergroup setting would fuel or reduce pro-socials’ parochialism,
we adapted the standard NSD to a competitive version (based on the Intergroup
Prisoners’ Dilemma, see Bornstein, 1992). Investigating the effect of intergroup
competition on cooperation would firstly show whether intergroup competition is
needed to elicit parochialism, especially among pro-socials. It would furthermore
provide more knowledge on pro-socials’ cooperation efforts: Are pro-socials
parochial cooperators, even when this incurs a cost on the other group or will they
primarily display universal cooperation? The presence of competition between the
two groups could lead pro-socials to either stand up for their group and show their
dark side by investing in their own group, thereby harming the other group, or to
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shift their focus to the collective, displaying universal cooperation and a reluctance
to hurt the other party.
In conclusion, with the current experiments we show whether intergroup
competition fuels or reduces parochialism and how individuals’ social value
orientation affects their cooperation decisions.
Experiment 1
Based on the extant literature suggesting that individuals have a general
tendency towards parochial cooperation (e.g., Rand & Nowak, 2013), we predicted
overall more investments in the in-group compared to the collective (Hypothesis 1).
We furthermore predicted two main effects of social value orientation. Based on
recent literature suggesting that pro-socials are parochial cooperators (Abbink et
al., 2012; De Dreu, 2010b), we expected pro-socials to invest more in their in-group
than pro-selves (Hypothesis 2a). At the same time, and based on the long-standing
research tradition showing that pro-socials are more willing than pro-selves to
sacrifice personal interests for the collective benefit (e.g., Bogaert et al., 2008), we
expected pro-socials to invest more in the collective than pro-selves (Hypothesis
2b).
Next, we explored whether the presence of intergroup competition
(competitive NSD) would increase or decrease the occurrence of parochialism per
sé compared to an intergroup setting without competition between the groups
(regular NSD). According to SIA and GHM, the presence of competition should not
increase parochialism, which also occurs without competition. However, according
to GST and in line with research showing that between-group competition boosts
within-group

cooperation

(Bowles

&

Gintis,

2011;

Erev

et

al.,

1993;

Gunnthorsdottir & Rapoport, 2005), intergroup competition should increase
parochialism. Finally, it is also conceivable that individuals prefer to display
parochialism without harming the other party. In-group love rather than out-group
hate has been shown to be the primary motivator of parochial behavior (Balliet et
al., 2014; De Dreu et al., 2014; De Dreu, 2010b; Dovidio & Gaertner, 2010; Halevy
et al., 2008; Halevy, Weisel, & Bornstein, 2012). Individuals may be reluctant to
help their own group when this simultaneously hurts the other party, especially
when there is a mutually beneficial alternative available. We propose that
individuals’ social value orientation plays a key role in directing their cooperation
behavior. Two contrasting hypotheses were developed based on two different
perspectives.
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The first perspective is in line with the GST that intergroup competition
should increase parochialism. Especially pro-socials should be parochial
cooperators at the expense of the conflicting other party, and studies have
confirmed that especially pro-socials are willing to harm the out-group in an
intergroup conflict if this will benefit their own group (Aaldering et al., 2013;
Abbink et al., 2012). According to this perspective, pro-socials’ tendency towards
parochial cooperation is so strong that they will focus on defending the best
interests of their in-group, possibly even when another solution to the conflict may
be available. Stronger competition between the groups should thus actually fuel
parochial cooperation. We therefore hypothesized that pro-socials would show
more parochial cooperation, i.e., invest more in their in-group, when there is
competition between the two parties. No difference in investments in their in-group
depending on competition is anticipated for pro-selves (Hypothesis 3a).
The other perspective suggests that pro-socials are willing to sacrifice
personal interests for as many people as possible (Bogaert et al., 2008). Given the
unavailability of a mutually beneficial option in the previously described studies
(Aaldering et al., 2013; Abbink et al., 2012), we argue that pro-socials, although
initially parochial, prefer not to harm the out-group and will only do so if there is
no other way to benefit their in-group. This is in line with recent literature
suggesting that pro-socials’ behavior is largely driven by a desire for equality, more
than by benevolent intentions towards others (Haruno & Frith, 2010; Van Lange &
Van Doesum, 2012). Given this concern for equality, pro-socials should be reluctant
to incur losses on the out-group. Instead, if there is an option for mutual benefit,
they will direct their cooperation there, thereby still helping their in-group. Based
on this perspective, we hypothesized less investments in the in-group by pro-socials
when competition is present versus absent (Hypothesis 3b), and, as a corollary,
more universal cooperation- investments in the collective to benefit both parties
together (Hypothesis 3c).
Furthermore, we probed pro-socials’ motives for their investments.
According to the GHM, (indirect) reciprocity drives parochial cooperation.
Expectations about group members’ investments in each pool should therefore
predict own investments in the respective pools (Hypothesis 4a). Pro-socials have a
strong tendency towards reciprocity and despite their initial inclination towards
cooperation, they will reciprocate encountered competition (Kelley & Stahelski,
1970; Van Lange, 1992). Research has shown that pro-socials expect others to act
pro-socially too, whereas pro-self individuals expect others to act like pro-selves
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(Iedema & Poppe, 1994; 1995). Combining these results suggests that pro-socials,
more than pro-selves, would expect similar investments from their other group
members (Hypothesis 4b). From this it follows that the predicted effects of social
value orientation on parochial as well as on universal cooperation are mediated by
pro-socials’ higher expectations about their in-group members’ investments
(Hypothesis 4c). We finally explored whether the presence of competition would
affect expectations about in- and out-group members’ investments.
Lastly, we investigated individuals’ identification with their in-group.
According to the SIA, one should identify highly with other in-group members,
which should lead to in-group favoritism (and in turn parochial cooperation)
(Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Hewstone et al., 2002; Hornsey, 2008). We thus tested
whether higher identification predicted higher in-group investments (Hypothesis
5a). Additionally, we tested whether social value orientation and the presence of
competition would influence identification. Pro-socials tend to identify on a group
(or collective) level more than pro-selves, as has repeatedly been shown by research
into social dilemmas (De Cremer & Van Dijk, 2002; Van Lange, Liebrand &
Kuhlman, 1990). Pro-socials should thus identify more with their in-group than
pro-selves (Hypothesis 5b) which should mediate their higher in-group
investments (Hypothesis 5c). Exploratively, we also investigated the effect of
competition on identification. Although intergroup competition is according to SIA
not a prerequisite for in-group identification and displays of in-group favoritism, it
is conceivable that the presence of intergroup competition enhances the salience of
one’s in-group and as such increases identification and respective investments.
Intergroup competition might thus increase identification with the own group,
leading to higher displays of parochial cooperation.
Method
Participants and design
Initially, one hundred seventeen undergraduate students from the
University of Amsterdam participated in this experiment in exchange for 10 euro or
course credit. Sixteen participants were not classifiable as either pro-socials or proselves and were therefore removed from the analyses. The hundred-one remaining
pro-social and pro-self participants (74.4% female, mean age = 21.98, SD = 4.30)
were randomly assigned to the NSD or NSD with between-group competition
condition of a factorial design. Main dependent variables were investments in the
own group and the collective.
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Procedure and Task
Upon arrival in the laboratory, participants signed informed consent and
were seated in individual cubicles behind a computer. The experiment was
computer-based and self-paced. It started with the well-validated decomposedgame measure to assess Social Value Orientation (SVO; De Dreu & Van Lange,
1995; Van Lange & Kuhlman, 1994; also see Eisenberger, Kuhlman, & Cotterell,
1992; Parks, 1994). Participants were asked to make decisions in nine decomposed
games. In each game, three options of point distributions between themselves and
another person were provided. They were asked to imagine that this person was an
unknown other, someone they would never meet, and that the points were
valuable. Each option represents a particular SVO. An example is the choice
between option 1 (500 points for self and 500 points for other; pro-social), option 2
(560 points for self and 300 for other; individualistic) and option 3 (500 points for
self and 100 for other; competitive). Participants were categorized as pro-social (n
= 54) or as pro-self (n = 47 combined) if they made at least six choices consistent
with one of the three orientations. We combined individualists and competitors
into one category of pro-self orientation because no differences in behavior among
these subtypes were expected, relatively few classified as competitor (n = 6), and
results can thus be more easily compared to previous work (Aaldering et al., 2013;
De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; Van Dijk et al., 2004; Van Kleef & Van Lange, 2008;
Van Lange, 1999).
Following the decomposed game measure, participants completed a filler
task before the decision making task started. Participants then learned that they
were randomly assigned by the computer to Team Triangle or Team Square, each
consisting of four members who were not necessarily all present at the same time
but would all play the same game. Participants received task instructions that they
would receive ten chips which they could invest in Pool X or in Pool Y, or keep to
themselves. Following the nested social dilemma game as used by Halevy and
colleagues (2012; henceforth NSD), one chip invested in Pool X (the in-group pool)
would be multiplied by four and divided by four among all group members; thus
each group member would receive one chip. One chip invested in Pool Y (the
collective pool) would be multiplied by four and divided by eight: All members of
both the own and the other group would receive 0.5 chips. Finally, participants
could choose not to invest any money, in which case the chips kept to themselves
would be multiplied by two. Each chip was worth € 0.50 and one third of the
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participants received the money they earned with their investments based on the
chip divisions of themselves and the seven consecutive participants in the same
condition. Personal investments costs were equal for investments in the in-group
and in the collective pool, thus there was no rational economic incentive on the
individual

level

to

invest

more

in

either

pool

(Böhm

et

al.,

2014).

The competition condition consisted of an adapted NSD game following the
structure of an Intergroup Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD), in which an investment in the
own group automatically inflicts a loss on the out-group (Bornstein, 1992;
henceforth: NSD IPD). In this game, investing a chip in the group pool (Pool X)
would not only be multiplied and divided by four among the group members, but
also multiplied by minus two and divided by four among the members of the other
group. One chip invested in the own group would thus not only lead to a gain of one
chip for each of the group members but also incur a loss of 0.5 chips for each of the
members of the other group. The other instructions remained the same.
Participants were told in both conditions that all members of both groups would
make decisions regarding their ten chip endowment, and that their final outcomes
would be determined by their own as well as by the other group members’
decisions.
Before the actual investments were made, participants answered practice
questions about consequences of hypothetical chip divisions to make sure they
understood the task correctly. Afterwards, participants made three choices on
investments of their chips in Pool X (group pool), Pool Y (collective pool), and the
amount of chips they wanted to keep to themselves. Subsequently, they indicated
the amount of chips they expected their fellow group members as well as the
members of the other group to invest in each of the pools. Finally, a manipulation
check was assessed. Upon finishing the experiment, participants were thanked,
paid and debriefed. The participants who earned extra money based on their
decisions were informed after all data was gathered and the extra pay-offs were
computed.
Measures
Main dependent variables were the amount of chips invested in the group
pool and the collective pool.
The manipulation check for intergroup structure consisted of four items.
Participants were asked to indicate what reason there would be for members of
their group as well as for the other group members to invest in Pool X and in Pool
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Y. They could choose between (1) to generate profit for Team Triangle; (2) to
generate loss for Team Square; (3) both 1 and 2; (4) neither 1 nor 2 nor 3); (5) to
generate profit for both Team Triangle and Team Square; (6) to prevent Team
Square from losing chips; (7) both 5 and 6; (8) neither 5 nor 6 nor 7. If they had
understood the task instructions correctly, participants in the NSD IPD should
have higher scores than participants in the NSD on item 3 for investments in Pool
X and on item 7 for investments in Pool Y.1
Participants’ expectations about their in-group members’ investments were
measured by requesting them to type in the amount of chips they expected their
group members to invest in each of the pools. Additionally, they were asked to
indicate how many chips they expected the members of the other group to invest in
each of the pools.
Identification with the own group was measured with four items on a seven
point scale (adapted from Doosje, Ellemers, & Spears, 1995): ‘Me and the other
members of Team Triangle are alike’, ‘I feel connected to Team Triangle’, ‘I would
like to meet the other members of Team Triangle again’ and ‘I would like to do
another task with the members of Team Triangle’ (1 = not at all, 7 = very much
Cronbach’s alpha = .87).2
Results
Manipulation Check
Answers to the manipulation check were compared with a Chi-square test.
Participants playing the NSD IPD more often indicated ‘to help the own group and
to harm the other group’ than participants who played the NSD as reason to invest
in their group (χ2 [1, N =101] = 11.74, p = .001). Participants playing the NSD IPD
reported more often ‘to prevent harming the other group and to help both groups
together’ as a reason to invest in the collective than participants who played the
NSD (χ2 (1, N = 101) = 10.05, p = .002). This shows that participants correctly
understood the structure of the games and thus supports the manipulation.
Correlations between the investment decisions, expectations of in- and outgroup members’ investments and identification with the in-group are displayed in
Table 1. Investments in each of the pools are strongly negatively correlated.
Individuals’ expectations about both in- and out-group members’ investments in
each of the pools are strongly related to their own investment in the respective
pool, which fits GHM. Finally, more identification with the in-group is neither
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associated with more investments in the in-group, nor with any of the expectation
measures. This is inconsistent with a core derivation from SIA.
Table 1. Correlations between investments, expectations and own group
identification (Experiment 1)

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. Inv in-gr
2. Inv coll

-.401*

3. Inv self

-.489* -.603*

4. Exp ingr

.414* -.335 -.041

5. Exp coll

-.263* .648* -.388* -.450*

6. Exp self

-.069 -.397* .439* -.362* -.670*

7. Exp og ig

.429* -.239* -.146

8. Exp og coll

-.234* .628* -.395* -.219* .688* -.537* -.537*

9 Exp og self

-.208* -.399* .561* -.166

-.367* .521* -.491* -.471*

10. Ident. Ingr

.091

.063

.170

.375* -.329* .031

-.242* .093

-.143

-.023 .011

.012

*p < 0.05

Investments
A 2 (social value orientation: pro-social vs. pro-self) X 2 (game structure:
NSD vs. NSD IPD) mixed-model ANOVA was performed with investments in the
in-group pool and the collective pool as within-subject variables. The main effect of
pool supported Hypothesis 1: More investments were made in the in-group than in
the collective pool (Msubgroup = 3.21, SD = 2.22 vs Mcollective = 2.03, SD = 2.42, F [1,
97] = 14.95, p < .001,

ηp2 = .13). A main effect of social value orientation

furthermore indicated that pro-socials’ overall investments were higher than proselves’ (F [1, 97] = 16.09, p < .001, ηp2 = .14).
ANOVAS on the separate pools showed that competition affected
investments in both pools: More investments were made in the in-group without
(NSD) compared to with (NSD IPD) competition (F [1, 97] = 4.47, p = .04, ηp2 =
.04, MNSD = 3.72, SD = 1.87 vs MNSDIPD = 2.75, SD = 2.41), and more investments in
the collective pool were made with (NSD IPD) compared to without (NSD)
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competition (F [1, 97] = 4.94, p = .03, ηp2 = .05, MNSDIPD = 2.56, SD = 1.44 vs MNSD
= 1.44, SD = 1.97). These results are not in line with GST, which would predict
higher in-group investments under competition.
Contrary to Hypothesis 2a, there was no effect of social value orientation on
in-group investments, F (1, 97) < 1, ns. Pro-socials did however invest more in the
collective pool than pro-selves, which supports Hypothesis 2b (Mpro-social = 2.99, SD
= 2.79, Mpro-self = 0.92, SD = 1.19, F [1, 97] = 21.50, p < .001, ηp2 =.18).
Finally, of interest for the contrasting Hypotheses 3a and 3b, main effects
were qualified by a three-way interaction between social value orientation, game
structure and pool, F (1, 97) = 6.89, p = .010, ηp2 = .066. To investigate the exact
nature of the interactions, simple-effects analyses were conducted. Our contrasting
Hypotheses 3a and 3b stated that pro-socials would either invest more (H3a), or
less (H3b) in the in-group pool in the NSD IPD compared to the NSD. Results
supported Hypothesis 3b: Pro-socials invested less in their in-group in the NSDIPD compared to the NSD (F [1, 97] = 11.26, p = .001, ηp2 = .10) (See Figure 1a). In
addition, Hypothesis 3c was supported, showing that pro-socials invested more in
the collective pool in the NSD IPD compared to the NSD, (F [1, 97] = 8.910, p =
.004, ηp2 = .08) (See Figure 1b).
All in all, these results show that parochialism was especially apparent when
competition between the two groups was absent (the regular NSD) compared to
when it was strongly present (the NSD-IPD). Especially among pro-socials did
competition decrease parochial cooperation. Intergroup competition increased
investments in the collective, rather than the in-group pool.
5
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Figure 1a. Investments in the own group pool (Experiment 1)
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Figure 1b. Investments in the collective pool (Experiment 1)

Perceptions
Regressing investments in the in-group and the collective pool on
individuals’ expectations about in-group members’ investments in these respective
pools showed the predicted effects in line with GHM. Expectations of group
members’ investments in the in-group pool predicted own investments in this pool
(B = .55, SE = .12, t[99] = 4.52, p < .001, Adj. R2 = .16) and expectations of ingroup members’ investments in the collective pool predicted own investments in
this pool (B = .75, SE = .09, t[99] = 8.46, p < .001, Adj. R2 = .41). Hypothesis 4a
was supported.
To test Hypothesis 4b, a 2 (social value orientation: pro-social vs. pro-self) X
2 (Task structure: NSD vs. NSD IPD) Manova was conducted on the expected
investments of in-group and out-group members on both the in-group and the
collective pool.
Expectations regarding in-group members’ investments in the in-group did
not differ depending on either social value orientation (F (1, 98) < 1, ns.) or game
structure (F (1, 98) = 2.3, p = .113). Expectations regarding in-group members’
investments in the collective pool were higher for pro-socials compared to proselves (Mpro-socials = 2.25, SD = 2.48, Mpro-selves = .98, SD = 1.31, F (1, 98) = 9.11, p =
.003, ηp2 = .086) and also for participants playing the NSD IPD compared to the
NSD (MNSD IPD = 2.08, SD = 2.30, MNSD = 1.20, SD = 1.78, F (1, 98) = 3.73, p = .056,
ηp2 = .037). These expectations thus reflect own behavior and partially support
Hypothesis 4b. To test Hypothesis 4c, a Bootstrapping analysis with 5000
resamples was conducted, showing that pro-socials invested more in the collective
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pool than pro-selves because they expected higher investments from their in-group
members in this pool (95% CI: -1.56 to -.29, Z = -2.92, p = .004). No differences
depending on social value orientation or presence of competition were found on
expectations regarding out-group members’ investments in either pool. Overall,
results are in line with the GHM: Expectations about in-group members’
cooperation decisions predict own cooperation behavior. For pro-socials, but not
pro-selves, expectations about group members’ investments drive their own
investments in the collective pool.
To investigate the effect of identification on parochial cooperation, a
regression analysis was conducted. Identification did not predict in-group
investments (B = .15, SE = .16, t[99] = .91, p = .36, Adj. R2 = -.00), rejecting
Hypothesis 5a. A 2 (svo) X 2 (task structure) Anova revealed a main effect for social
value orientation on group identification: pro-socials identified more strongly with
their in-group members than pro-selves (Mpro-socials = 3.69, SD = 1.29, Mpro-selves =
3.10, SD = 1.40, F (1, 98) = 4.76, p = .032, ηp2 = .047), supporting Hypothesis 5b.
No effect of task structure nor an interaction was found for identification with the
own group. As could be expected given the lack of direct effect of svo on in-group
investments, a 5000 resample Bootstrapping analysis (95% CI) showed no
mediation of identification on the relation between svo and in-group investments.
(CI: -.41 - .06), rejecting Hypothesis 5c. Taken together, these results yield only
weak support for SIA: Although pro-socials identified more with their in-group
members than pro-selves, identification did not drive subsequent parochial
behavior.
Discussion Experiment 1
The results of Experiment 1 show that humans generally tend towards
parochial rather than universal cooperation, corroborating evolutionary and socialpsychological theories (Bernhard, Fischbacher, & Fehr, 2006; Brewer, 1999;
Efferson et al., 2008). Parochialism however decreases under intergroup
competition, which is at odds with GST suggesting that intergroup competition
drives parochialism (Gintis & Bowles, 2011). In line with abundant literature on
social value orientation and cooperation, results furthermore show that pro-socials
are more than pro-selves willing to invest their personal resources into the
collective benefit and expect their group members to do the same. The latter
supports research suggesting pro-socials strongly care about reciprocity and expect
this from others as well (Iedema & Poppe, 1994; 1995; Van Lange, 1992). These
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findings are also in line with the GHM on indirect reciprocity (Yamagishi & Mifune,
2008) Interestingly and surprisingly, we did not find pro-socials to invest more
than pro-selves in their in-group, a sign that pro-socials may not be especially
parochial. This corroborates recent findings by De Pauw et al (2014) but seems at
odds with several studies suggesting that, overall, pro-socials have a parochial
nature (Aaldering et al., 2013; Aaldering et al., 2014; De Dreu, 2010b, de Dreu et
al., 2010).
The nature of pro-socials’ limited parochial cooperation became apparent,
however, when qualifying the findings of intergroup competition: Pro-socials only
showed parochial cooperation when this would not hurt the other group. When
parochialism would come at a cost to the other group, pro-socials shifted their
investments towards universal cooperation. This initial evidence points to the
conclusion that pro-socials are not willing to help their group at all costs and
instead invest in the collective good, helping both groups and yielding the most
optimal results. They thus choose a more difficult pathway to indirectly still benefit
their in-group, yet without associated costs to the out-group. This pattern of
behavior can be interpreted as a display of collective concern, and/ or a reluctance
to harm the other group, and/or an indirect form of parochial cooperation.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed, first of all, to replicate the findings of
Experiment 1 and thereby add to the robustness and reliability of the effects. We
expected a general tendency towards parochialism by observing overall more
investments in the in-group than in the collective pool (Hypothesis 1a) and
increased parochialism in absence compared to in presence of intergroup
competition (Hypothesis 1b). We further expected pro-socials to invest more than
pro-selves in both their in-group (Hypothesis 2a) and the collective (Hypothesis
2b), to invest more in their in-group without compared to with intergroup
competition (Hypothesis 3a), and to invest more in the collective with compared to
without intergroup competition (Hypothesis 3b).
Given the mixed results obtained in Experiment 1 for individuals’ and
especially pro-socials’ motivation underlying their cooperation, we again tested the
mediating role of expectations about group members’ investments (GHM) and
identification (SIA). Following the GHM, we expected that individuals’ expectations
about group members’ investments in both the in-group and the collective pool
would predict their own investments (Hypothesis 4a); that pro-socials would
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expect higher investments from their in-group members than pro-selves in both
pools (Hypothesis 4b) and that the main effect of social value orientation on
investments would be mediated by expectations about in-group members’
investments (Hypothesis 4c).
Following SIA, we predicted identification to predict in-group investments
(Hypothesis 5a); pro-socials to identify more with their in-group than pro-selves
(Hypothesis 5b) and identification to mediate the effect of social value orientation
on in-group investments (Hypothesis 5c).
A related goal of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether pro-socials’
universal cooperation is an automatic reaction (which would provide support for
the notion that they are universal rather than parochial cooperators), or whether it
is a calculated strategy to serve the own group without harming the other group too
much. If the latter is true, pro-socials should decrease collective investments when
they do not have sufficient time or resources to calculate this strategy. Put
differently, if they are really parochial, pro-socials will only display universal
cooperation when they are able to weigh the different options and look for the
optimal strategy.
To test this idea, we replicated the design of the first experiment and added a
mental depletion manipulation for half of the participants. Research has repeatedly
shown that mental depletion hampers self-control (Baumeister, Braslavsky,
Muraven, & Tice, 1998; Masicampo, & Baumeister, 2008). Under mental depletion,
the ability for cognitive deliberation decreases and individuals rely more on
heuristics (Hagger, Wood, Stiff, & Chatzisarantis, 2010; Masicampo & Baumeister,
1998; Pohl, Erdfelder, Hilbig, Liebke, & Stahlberg, 2013). Recent research suggests
that ego depletion can also increase cooperative behavior (Halali, Bereby-Meyer, &
Meiran, 2013; Rand et al., 2012; Schulz, Fishbacher, Thöni, & Utikal, 2012).
Cooperation and reciprocity are highly valued by pro-social individuals and should
thus affect their decision making to a greater extent than pro-selves’ (Van Lange,
1999). Indeed, compared to pro-selves, pro-socials show more other-regarding
behavior under cognitive load compared to no cognitive load (Cornelissen, Dewitte,
& Warlop, 2011). By exploring the changes in their investment behavior under
cognitive load, we hope to uncover whether i) pro-socials’ universal cooperation is
deliberate or automatic, and whether ii) their reluctance to inflict harm on the outgroup is strong and intuitive enough to shift their cooperation to investing in the
collective under competition, even after mental depletion. If our interpretation of
their universal cooperation as a calculated strategy to help their in-group without
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harming the other group is correct, it follows that pro-socials should invest less in
the collective in the NSD IPD under cognitive load compared to no cognitive load
(Hypothesis 6). This study will thus contribute to our understanding on whether
pro-socials are intuitively universal cooperators or harm-averse parochialists.
Method
Sample and Design
One hundred ninety-one participants, mostly undergraduate students from
the University of Amsterdam, took part in the experiment in exchange for €5 showup fee or course credit. Seventeen participants were not classifiable as either prosocial or pro-self and were consequently removed from the data, leaving a sample
of 174 (64.9% female, mean age = 22.33, SD = 5.40). Pro-social and pro-self
participants were randomly assigned to the conditions of a 2 (NSD vs. NSD IPD) x
2 (mental depletion vs. no mental depletion) factorial. Main dependent variables
were investments in the in-group and in the collective.
Procedure and Measures
The procedure and tasks in the experiment were exactly the same as those in
Experiment 1, with the addition of the mental depletion manipulation as the only
exception. Following the instructions and practice questions of the game (NSD or
NSD IPD depending on condition), participants were introduced to a Stroop task,
which has previously been successfully used as mental depletion manipulation
(Halali et al., 2013; Halali, Bereby-Meyer, & Ockenfels, 2013; Mead, Baumeister,
Gino, Schweitzer, & Ariely, 2009). The task was introduced as a visual processing
task after participants had read the instructions for the decision making task.
Participants were presented with color words (“blue”, “green”, “red” or “black”) on
the screen and were asked to report the color in which the word appeared, using
the appropriate color-coded key on the keyboard. After a trial with 12 stimuli, the
alleged real task consisting of 24 stimuli started. In the no depletion condition, the
words were congruent with the color in which they were presented. In the depletion
condition, the words did not match the color, and participants had to suppress
their automatic tendency to press the key for the color that the word spelled, rather
than the ink color. Following the Stroop task, participants received a summary of
the instructions in the decision making task as reminder, and proceeded by making
their decisions. Two manipulation checks for the Stroop task were administered.
One followed directly after the investment decisions, consisting of two questions:
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“It took effort to indicate the color of the word” and “Indicating the color of the
word was tiring”, with a 7 point answering scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .66). The
second one consisted of four questions at the end of the experiment: "I found this
task difficult/ frustrating/ tiring/ fun" on a 7 point scale (The last item was reverse
coded, Cronbach’s alpha = .70). The same questions were assessed to measure
expectations and identification with the own group (For the latter scale, Cronbach’s
alpha = .85)2.
Results
Manipulation Check
A Chi-square analysis was conducted to check the manipulation of game
structure. Participants who played the NSD IPD more often indicated ‘to help the
own group and to harm the other group’ than participants who played the NSD as
reason to invest in Pot X (χ2 [1, N = 174] = 20.22, p < .001). Due to a technical
problem, data for reasons to invest in Pool Y were not correctly saved. However,
based on the results on reported reasons to invest in Pool X and on the fact that the
manipulation worked well in Experiment 1, we conclude that the participants
correctly understood differences in game structure and that the manipulation was
successful.
To check the manipulation of resource depletion, a 2 (mental depletion yes
vs. no) x 2 (game structure: NSD vs. NSD IPD) x 2 (SVO: pro-social vs. pro-self)
mixed-model ANOVA was conducted with the two scales measuring depletion as
within-subject factors. Results supported the manipulation, revealing main effects
of depletion: Participants indicated that indicating the color of the word was more
tiring in the depletion (M = 3.37, SD = 1.38) compared to the non-depletion
condition (M = 1.98, SD = 1.10, F [1, 166] = 51.13, p < .001, ηp2 = .24. They also
indicated afterwards that they found the task harder, more frustrating, and less fun
after depletion (M = 3.38, SD = 1.23) compared to no depletion (M = 2.67, SD =
1.09, F [1, 166] = 13.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .075).
Correlations between the investment decisions, expectations of own and
other group members investments and identification with the own group are
displayed in Table 2. Investments in each of the pools are strongly negatively
correlated. Expectations about investments by both in- and out-group members in
each of the pools are positively related to own investments in the respective pools.
Identification with the in-group is positively related to own investments in the in-
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group. Except for the latter finding, these correlations are highly similar to those
observed in Experiment 1.
Table 2. Correlations between investments, expectations and own group
identification (Experiment 2)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Inv in-gr

1

2. Inv coll

-.306*

3. Inv self

-.538* -.638*

4. Exp ingr

.603* -.088 -.409*

5. Exp coll

-.289* .531*

6. Exp self

-.331* -.328* .558* -.680* -.487*

7. Exp og ig

.478* -.069 -.325* .631* -.181* -.440*

8. Exp og coll

-.181* .419* -.225* -.127

9 Exp og self

-.274* -.302* .489* -.459* -.404* .733* -.587* -.541*

10. Ident. Ingr.

.269* -.145

9

-.237* -.309*

-.089 .124

.653* -.387* -.363*
-.132

-.012

.036

-.089 .045

*p < 0.05

Investments
To test the hypotheses, a 2 (SVO: pro-social vs. pro-self) x 2 (game structure:
NSD vs. NSD IPD) x 2 (mental depletion vs. no mental depletion) mixed-model
ANOVA was performed with investments in in-group and in collective as withinsubjects factor.
Main effects supported Hypothesis 1a: More investments were made in the
in-group pool (M = 3.015, SD = 2.25) compared to the collective pool (M = 1.94, SD
= 2.46, F [1, 166] = 14.95, p < .001, ηp2 = .083). Furthermore and also replicating
the results of Experiment 1, pro-socials overall invested more than pro-selves (F [1,
166] = 24.18, p = .237, ηp2 = .008) and, supporting Hypothesis 1b, in-group
investments were higher without compared to with competition (F [1,166] = 4.53, p
= .04, ηp2 = .03, MNSD = 3.56, SD = 2.15 vs MNSDIPD = 2.74, SD = 2.29). No main
effect of competition was observed for investments in the collective (F [1, 97] < 1,
n.s.).
In line with Hypothesis 2a, pro-socials invested more in their in-group than
pro-selves (M = 3.56, SD = 2.26, and M = 2.73, SD = 2.17, respectively, F [1, 166] =
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4.92, p = .028, ηp2 = .029). Supporting Hypothesis 2b and replicating the results of
Experiment 1, pro-socials also invested more in the collective than pro-selves (M =
2.51, SD = 2.48, and M = 1.37, SD = 2.32, respectively, F [1, 166] = 11.21, p = .001,
ηp2 = .063).
A three-way interaction of social value orientation, game structure, and pool
was obtained (F [1, 166] = 6.96, p = .009, ηp2 = .040) and followed up by simpleeffects analyses to qualify the effects of social value orientation and competition on
each of the pools. Replicating the findings of Experiment 1, and in line with
Hypothesis 3a, pro-socials invested more in their in-group in the NSD than in the
NSD IPD (F [1, 166] = 9.61, p = .002, ηp2 = .055). No difference was obtained for
pro-selves (F < 1). For a graphical representation, see Figure 2a. Supporting
Hypothesis 3b and replicating the findings of Experiment 1, pro-socials invested
more in the collective in the NSD IPD compared to the NSD (F [1, 166] = 3.98, p =
.048, ηp2 = .023; see Figure 2b). No effect of game structure was obtained for proselves (F < 1, ns.). In sum, investment decisions support the hypotheses and
replicate the effects of Experiment 1. The presence of intergroup competition
decreases parochialism while increasing universal cooperation- especially among
pro-socials. Results thus support both GHM and SIA, yet not GST.

5
4,5
4
3,5
3
NSD

2,5
2

NSD IPD

1,5
1
0,5
0
Pro-social

Pro-self

Figure 2a. Investments in the own group pool (Experiment 2)
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Figure 2b. Investments in the collective pool (Experiment 2)

Finally and of interest for Hypothesis 4, a three-way interaction between
social value orientation, game structure, and mental depletion on investments in
the collective was found (F [1, 166] = 3. 77, p = .054, ηp2 = .022). There was no
three-way interaction for investments in the in-group (F < 1, ns). Simple effects on
collective investments revealed significant contrasts depending on mental
depletion: The two-way interaction indicated that pro-socials only invested more in
the collective in the NSD IPD compared to the NSD when they were not mentally
depleted (F ]1, 166] = 3.85, p = .051), see Figure 3a. This contrast was much weaker
and non-significant after depletion (F [1, 166] < 1, ns, supporting Hypothesis 5.
To explore what happened with the resources pro-socials did not invest in
the collective after mental depletion, we added investments in self to the design.
This yielded a marginal three-way interaction of game structure, social value
orientation and mental depletion on investments in the self (F [1, 166] = 3.57, p =
.061, ηp2 = .021). Simple effects on investments in self revealed that pro-selves
invested more in themselves than pro-socials in the NSD IPD (F [1, 166] = 14.47, p
< .001). However, this effect disappeared after depletion (F [1, 166] = 1.65, p = .20),
see Figure 3b. In sum, these results suggest that after mental depletion, pro-socials
invested less in the collective. Rather than investing more in their in-group,
however, they kept their investments to themselves such that they no longer
differed from pro-selves in that respect.
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Figure 3a. Investments in the collective pool depending on depletion (Experiment
2)
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Figure 3b. Investments in self depending on depletion (Experiment 2)
Perceptions
Expectations about in-group members’ investments predicted actual
investments both in the in-group pool (B = .63, SE = .06, t[172] = 9.91, p < .001,
Adj. R2 = .36) and in the collective pool (B = .73, SE = .09, t[172] = 8.21, p < .001,
Adj. R2 = .28), supporting Hypothesis 4a. A 2 (social value orientation: pro-socials
vs. pro-self) x 2 (Task structure: NSD vs. NSD IPD) x 2 (Mental depletion: absent
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vs. present) Manova was conducted on the expected investments of in-group and
out-group members in both the in-group and the collective pool to test Hypothesis
4b. Expectations regarding in-group members’ investments in the in-group did not
differ depending on social value orientation (F (1, 166) = 1.42, p = .24). However,
expectations about in-group members’ investments in the in-group pool were
higher for participants playing the NSD (M = 3.94, SD = 1.91) compared to those
playing the NSD IPD (M = 3.24, SD = 2.31, F (1, 166) = 3.91, p = .05, ηp2 = .02).
Expectations regarding in-group members’ investments in the collective pool again
did not differ depending on social value orientation, rejecting Hypothesis 4b.
However, they were higher for participants playing the NSD IPD (M = 1.70, SD =
2.08) compared to participants playing the NSD (M = 1.22, SD = 1.44, F (1, 166) =
3.97, p = .05, ηp2 = .02). Given the lack of direct effects of social value orientation
on mediations, no mediation analyses were conducted, rejecting Hypothesis 4c. No
differences depending on social value orientation or task structure were found on
expectations regarding out-group members’ investments. No interactions or effects
of mental depletion were found either. In sum, although these findings partially
mirror individual investment behavior and replicate the findings of Experiment 1,
Hypothesis 4b and 4c are not supported.
Finally, a regression analysis showed identification to predict in-group
investments (B = .43, SE = .12, t[172] = 3.66, p < .001, Adj. R2 = .07.), supporting
Hypothesis 5a. A 2 x 2 x 2 Anova revealed an interaction between svo and mental
depletion on identification with the in-group (F (1, 166) = 4.59, p = .03, ηp2 = .03).
Simple effects analyses showed that pro-socials identified marginally more with
their in-group under depletion compared to no depletion (F (1, 166) = 3.72, p =
.055, ηp2

=

.02). No effect of depletion was observed for pro-selves’ identification

with the in-group (F (1, 166) = 1.23, p = .27). No main effects of svo on
identification were obtained (Mpro-social = 3.77, SD = 1.37, Mpro-self = 3.67, SD = 1.43,
F (1, 166) = .16, p = .69, ηp2 = .001). Hypothesis 5b and 5c, which predicted a main
effect of social value orientation on identification and a mediation of identification
on the effect of social value orientation on in-group investments are not supported.
However, as detailed below, the current results are still somewhat supportive of
SIA.
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Discussion Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 2 generally supported the hypotheses and
replicated the findings of Experiment 1. Individuals have a general tendency
towards parochial cooperation, and pro-socials are more willing than pro-selves to
self-sacrifice and invest in their in-group as well as in the overarching collective.
We furthermore replicated the effects of Experiment 1 showing decreased
parochialism under competition, and the modulation of this effect by social value
orientation. Pro-socials were reluctant to directly benefit their in-group at the cost
of the other party; only when this was not harmful to the other group did they
invest their resources in their in-group. When there was competition between the
parties and in-group investments would come at a cost to the other party, they
invested into the overarching collective of both parties combined, showing
universal cooperation. Finally, our results indicate that pro-socials’ universal
cooperation is calculated: When they do not have sufficient cognitive resources
available to compute this collectively optimizing strategy, their universal
cooperation declines and their identification with their in-group increases. They are
no longer able to compute the strategy that benefits both parties. This suggests that
although pro-socials are not intuitively universal cooperators, inequality aversion
and reluctance to incur a loss on the other group is a primary mechanism that
cannot be overridden by mental depletion. We thus conclude that humans and
especially pro-socials are parochial cooperators, but not at all costs: They try to
come up with a collectively optimal outcome and show harm aversion when
parochialism comes at a strong cost to the other group.
The reported experiments indicate that pro-socials do under particular
circumstances invest resources in universal cooperation, thereby improving
outcomes for both parties. We decided to investigate the outcomes generated by the
parties based on individuals’ investments. By doing so, we could test whether a
higher number of pro-socials indeed predicts higher outcomes on the collective
level, reflecting superior functioning. This would be in line with evolutionary work
suggesting that groups with more parochial cooperators are more likely to survive
and spread (Choi & Bowles, 2007). One could also argue that pro-selves may have
the best survival strategy. Their focus on high personal profit without regard for the
outcomes of the other parties in the conflict may help them to avoid personal
losses. By exploiting their (pro-social) group members’ cooperation they could
actually be the ones taking the highest profit home. We exploratively tested how the
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composition of individual members’ social value orientation in the groups would
influence the total outcomes generated by the collective of the two groups
combined.
Exploratory Analyses: Collective Outcomes
To test how the number of pro-socials affects the efficiency of the collective
of the two groups combined, we combined the datasets from Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 and aggregated investments to the collective level of eight persons. In
this dataset, participants not classifiable as pro-social or pro-selves were included
too, resulting in a total number of 38 collective entities.3 These collective entities
were formed based on entrance order of each participant, however we
distinguished between participants who played the NSD and those who played the
NSD IPD. Collective entities thus consisted of eight members who all had played
the same game.
We investigated how the number of pro-socials as well as the presence of
competition influenced total outcomes for the collective entity: This includes
combined investments from all in-group members, the combined investments in
their in-group by the out-group members, and investments in the collective by
members of both groups. Although the sixteen not-classifiable subjects were
included in the analyses, the number of pro-socials and pro-selves still strongly
correlated negatively (r = -.840, p < .001). It therefore suffices to only look at the
predictive value of the number of pro-socials, the focal interest of these additional
analyses. To correctly compute outcomes of the collective, the total investments in
the in-group pool as well as the other group pool were multiplied by four according
to the rules of the game.
A linear regression with the presence of competition and number of prosocials in the collective as predictors showed two main effects: Collective outcomes
were higher when participants played the no competition NSD rather than the
strong-competition NSD IPD (B = 50.43, SE = 10.83, t[36] = 4.66, p < .001). More
importantly, collective outcomes were higher when there were more pro-socials in
the collective, B = 9.58, SE = 3.72, t[36] = 2.57, p = .014, R2 = .43. Collective
efficiency thus increases with the number of pro-socials as well as with a less
competitive version of the game.
When including the amount of chips individuals decided to keep to
themselves (multiplied by two according to the rules of the games), results did not
differ: Higher outcomes were predicted by collective entities playing the NSD (B =
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45.80, SE = 6.16, t[36] = 7.44, p < .001) and by a higher number of pro-socials
within the collective (B = 5.68, SE = 2.12, t[36] = 2.68, p = .011, R2 = .63). Thus,
even when including the pro-self strategy of keeping money to oneself, combined
outcomes for the collective were still predicted by the number of pro-socials.
General Discussion
Parochial cooperation has a potential negative side in intergroup
competition, where helping the own group comes at the expense of the competing
other party. Theoretical perspectives differ in the extent to which they perceive
intergroup competition necessary and sufficient for the occurrence of parochial
cooperation. The current experiments show that the presence of intergroup
competition actually decreases the occurrence of parochial cooperation when there
is a mutually beneficial option available. Particularly pro-social individuals show
this behavior: Under intergroup competition, they prefer to take an alternative
route towards serving their in-group by investing in the overarching collective of
both groups combined. In the second experiment, we further demonstrate that this
is a calculated strategy to benefit the own group while avoiding harm to the other
group.
Theoretical Implications
These findings firstly suggest that the Group Selection Theory is too
stringent. According to our results, intergroup competition is not necessary for
parochial cooperation and can even decrease its occurrence, at least when there is
an alternative route to benefiting the in-group. Results are more in line with both
the Group Heuristics Model and the Social Identity Approach, showing that i)
intergroup competition is not necessary to evoke parochial cooperation and ii)
expectations’ about reciprocity (GHM) and identification (SIA) are related to
individuals’ investments in the in-group.
Furthermore, the findings of these experiments point to the important
effects of social value orientation on cooperation in intergroup conflicts and
reconcile two inconsistent research lines. One line of research suggests that prosocials are overall more cooperative than pro-selves and willing to make costly
contributions to as many people as possible (Bogaert et al., 2008; Van Lange,
1999), and one shows that pro-socials have a dark side and are willing to fight for
their own group to the point where the other group suffers and inferior outcomes
are reached (Aaldering et al., 2013; Abbink et al., 2012; De Dreu et al., 2010).
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Current results show that rather than being intuitively driven towards universal
cooperation, pro-socials are first and foremost concerned with the wellbeing of
their own group. However, when competition increases and serving their in-group
comes at a cost to the out-group, pro-socials deliberately look for a more
collectively optimal option through which such cost can be avoided. This partially
fits with recent work showing that cooperation is intuitive (Rand et al., 2012), but
qualifies it by showing that pro-socials’ intuitive cooperation does not necessarily
extend to all individuals involved. When pro-socials do not have sufficient cognitive
resources to look for the option to avoid harm, or if no such option is available, they
seem willing to accept harm to the other group as collateral damage (Aaldering et
al., 2013; Abbink et al., 2012).
Pro-selves, in contrast, appear to be generally unaffected by the dynamics of
the conflict situation and prefer to keep their resources to themselves.
Interestingly, results show that pro-selves invested quite some resources in the own
group as well. An explanation could be that, given the rules of the games, they
expected a higher personal profit by distributing their resources. Indeed, investing
in the own group yielded a relatively large return for all group members, assuming
that all did invest some of their resources. This is in line with abundant research
showing that pro-selves adopt the strategy leading to highest personal benefit
(Balliet et al., 2009; Van Lange et al., 2007).
We furthermore showed that higher collective efficiency is realized when the
NSD compared to the NSD IPD is played. This is not surprising, given the structure
of the games: In the NSD IPD, resources inevitable go lost due to the competitive
element where investments in the in-group come at a cost to the out-group. More
importantly, however, we show that the number of pro-social individuals within a
collective of two groups combined predicts higher outcomes. Apparently, investing
resources in the in-group and the collective pays off in the long run in the form of
higher overall profits. This conclusion still holds when the amount individuals
(especially pro-selves) decide to keep to themselves is added to the collective
outcomes. Thus, pro-socials’ cooperation is rewarded by high investment outcomes
– an indication of good functioning and wellbeing of the two groups together.
In sum, a pro-social mindset pays off in intergroup conflicts and, at least
when there is a mutually beneficial alternative available, guards against the
potential negative sides of parochialism: Especially pro-social individuals serve the
interests of their in-group but not at the expense of the opposing party, which
ultimately leads to better functioning of the two parties together and reduced
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conflict and associated costs. Finally, our results shed light on the underlying
mechanisms of parochial cooperation. According to GHM, expectations of indirect
reciprocity guide investments. We obtained strong supported in both studies for
the predictive value of expectations about in-group members’ investments on own
investments. We argued that especially pro-socials, with a natural inclination
towards reciprocity, would be driven by their expectations about in-group
members’ investments in their own investments. We found support for these
predictions in Experiment 1, yet only for investments in the collective. Pro-socials
did not display more parochial cooperation than pro-selves in general, and in turn
did not expect their group members to do so.
According to SIA, identification should underlie parochial cooperation. Our
results yield mixed support. Only in Experiment 1 did we find identification to
predict parochial cooperation. Although we argued that pro-socials should identify
more with their in-group than pro-selves and therefore show more parochialism,
our data did not support these predictions. However, we found higher
identification among pro-socials compared to pro-selves under mental depletion.
When they lacked cognitive resources to compute mutually beneficial outcomes,
this apparently increased the salience of their in-group- yet did not lead to more
parochialism. Taken together, we find relatively weak support for identification as
mechanism underlying parochial cooperation.
Avenues for Future Research
The current experiments provide an important first step in discovering the
role of competition and social value orientation on cooperation in intergroup
conflict. We developed a new paradigm that allowed for the different cooperation
options faced by individuals in intergroup conflicts. By manipulating the presence
of competition between the parties we were able to cleanly test whether parochial
cooperation would be fueled or reduced by heightened intergroup competition in
which case parochial investments would hurt the opposing party, as well as
whether these effects are particularly present among pro-social individuals. The
replication of the results of Experiment 1 by Experiment 2 adds to the reliability
and robustness of the observed effects. These findings however also beget new
research questions. For example, we found support that parochialism decreases
under intergroup competition, suggesting that individuals will use alternative
options to serve their in-group when these are readily available. More research is
needed to identify when and why parochialism is triggered by intergroup
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competition, and to what extent individuals are willing to inflict harm on another
party if this can benefit their in-group. Situations where intergroup conflicts do not
easily allow for collectively beneficial options, or where individuals do not have
sufficient cognitive resources available to detect such options are easily
conceivable. Although the current results suggest that pro-socials would keep their
investments to themselves rather than invest in their own group if this would harm
the other group, this stands in contrast with previous studies showing that prosocials are willing to benefit their in-group at the expense of the other party when
no collectively beneficial option was available (e.g. Abbink et al., 2012). Possibly,
their universal cooperation was a calculated strategy not especially to avoid harm to
the other party, but to secure longer term benefits for the own party. After all,
investing in the in-group under competition leads to a net waste of resources rather
than to gaining more positive outcomes (see also Abbink et al., 2012). More
research is needed to provide conclusive evidence regarding the circumstances
under which pro-socials are willing to accept harm to the other party as collateral
damage if that serves the interests of their own group, and to what extent their
universal cooperation is disguised parochialism. Furthermore, research could focus
on more benign forms of competition, where parochial cooperation increases
chances to gain something for the in-group, rather than incurring a loss on the outgroup. If pro-socials are harm-averse but parochial, they may show increased
parochialism under such gain-framed competition.
More research could also specifically test predictions of each of the
theoretical viewpoints. Our data do not support Group Selection Theory but find
some evidence both for the Group Heuristics Model and the Social Identity
Approach- at least for pro-social individuals. Future research should more
specifically design an experiment to precisely capture the mechanisms underlying
parochial cooperation.
Within an intergroup conflict, parochialism is not always the only possible
form of cooperation. A collectively beneficial option in a conflict is often available,
if only the conflicting parties are willing to explore it. Diplomacy and negotiations
are constructive means towards conflict resolution and can lead to agreements
accepted by both parties, with peace and prosperity as a result (Rubin, Pruitt, &
Kim, 1994). Whereas negotiation research suggests that especially pro-socials are
willing to look for such integrative win-win agreements in negotiations (De Dreu,
Weingart, & Kwon, 2000, but see Schei, Rognes, & De Dreu, 2008) and
organizational conflicts (Nauta et al., 2008), this research has hardly considered
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the role of the constituency. In representative negotiations, representatives of
groups also face a cooperation dilemma where they are pressured by their
constituency to defend their interests, but pressured by the other negotiation party
to compromise and reach an agreement (Druckman, 1977). Research into group
influences on cooperation in representative negotiations has shown that
representatives are likely to follow the group norm as established by their
constituency, which may guide them towards suboptimal decisions or even conflict
escalation to serve the groups’ interests (Aaldering & De Dreu, 2012; Steinel, De
Dreu, Ouwehand, & Ramírez-Marín, 2009; Steinel, Van Kleef, Van Knippenberg,
Hogg, Homan, & Moffit, 2010). Future research should investigate whether similar
factors affect individuals’ parochial versus universal cooperation in an intergroup
competition.

Furthermore,

more

research

should

investigate

multi-issue

negotiations with room for a unilateral (parochial) but also a bilateral (universal)
cooperative agreement, thereby varying the amount of competition between the
groups, characteristics of the constituency and cognitive restraints on the
representatives. Such research would be fruitful in showing the robustness of our
findings in a practical negotiation context, as well as refining our conclusions
regarding other boundary conditions of pro-socials’ parochial cooperation.
Conclusion
Parochial cooperation is a prevalent and evolutionarily adaptive strategy,
especially in intergroup competition: Strengthening the own group will secure its
position and may help to win the conflict (Bowles, 2008; 2009). However, in doing
so it also fuels the conflict, potentially leading to suboptimal outcomes for both
parties. The current experiments indicate that the presence of intergroup
competition actually decreases parochial cooperation when there is an alternative
option available to benefit both parties together. Especially pro-social individuals,
who are more willing to self-sacrifice for the benefit of their own group than proselves, adopted alternative, mutually beneficial strategies when parochialism was
costly to the other party. This collective cooperation is a calculated strategy and
declined after cognitive depletion. Accordingly, a larger number of pro-socials
within both competing groups increased total outcomes (a proxy of collective wellbeing). This sends a hopeful message that pro-socials may de-escalate conflict: As
long as they have sufficient cognitive resources available they will look for
collectively optimal strategies towards conflict resolution.
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Notes
1

We conceptualize parochial cooperation as a behavioral expression of in-

group favoritism (or in-group love), the motivation to increase (relative) standing
of the in-group (see Brewer, 1999; Yamagishi & Mifune, 2009; De Dreu et al.,
2014).
2

We also included, for exploratory purposes, measures’ of individuals

motivation to invest in their group and the collective pool (greed, competitiveness
towards the other group, concern for fairness, concern for collective and concern to
minimize differences). These measures were assessed at the end of each of the
experiments. Analyses revealed main effects of social value orientation but no
additional insights important for the current conclusions and are further ignored.
Materials and results are available from the first author upon request
3

Not all participants could be used in this analysis because the number of

participants in each condition could not be divided by eight. Collectives of eight
individuals were computed based on order of entrance, hence the data of the
participants entering the lab last were not used in these analyses.
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To regulate intergroup conflicts, cooperation between the two conflicting parties is
necessary. Individuals confronted with an intergroup conflict face a cooperation
dilemma: Should they invest their resources to strengthen the group to which they
belong, such that it may gain a competitive advantage in the conflict, or should they
direct their cooperation efforts towards the collective of both parties combined,
thereby facilitating conflict resolution? The current dissertation investigates when
and why individuals show parochial and universal cooperation in intergroup
conflicts. Insights into the factors determining individuals’ cooperation provide
understanding of the dynamics of cooperation in an intergroup conflict. Knowledge
about how interpersonal and situational factors may trigger each form of
cooperation should offer suggestions on how the potentially dangerous parochial
cooperation can be turned into the mutually beneficial form of universal
cooperation.
This dissertation examined the effect of internal cues (individuals’ social
value orientation), intra group cues (constituent members’ preference for
cooperative or competitive strategies and their emotional approval) and intergroup
cues (the degree to which parties’ interests are conflicting) on individuals’
cooperation in intergroup conflicts. Based on evolutionary as well as social
psychological theories, we expected and found individuals to have a strong
inclination towards parochial cooperation. However, each of the factors we
investigated revealed circumstances under which parochial cooperation declined
and made room for the more beneficial universal form of cooperation. We
furthermore distinguished between two general forms in which the intergroup
conflict was studied. Firstly, we used a negotiation paradigm, where the
representative of a group can invest in parochial cooperation by defending the
interests of his group and refusing to concede, or in universal cooperation by
conceding on (less important) issues and striving for a mutually beneficial deal
with the other party. Secondly, we used an experimental game paradigm to study
individual decision making within the context of an intergroup conflict, where
individual and group outcomes are dependent on individuals’ and (opposing) group
members’ investments. The empirical chapters of this dissertation each answer one
or more questions regarding how intrapersonal, intragroup and intergroup factors
influence cooperation.
Overall, we find that individuals are influenced by intragroup factors, such
that a majority of group members is needed to communicate a preference for
cooperation with the other party to direct a representative towards a mutually
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beneficial agreement with the other party in a dyadic negotiation (Chapter 2). We
furthermore find that representatives will extend their cooperation towards the
other party when their own group communicates happiness about a previous
negotiation proposal (Chapter 3). This extended cooperation only occurs among
pro-social representatives, indicating that the internal factor of individuals’ social
value orientation plays a pivotal role in cooperation. We finally find that the
intergroup factors or the level of competition between groups is important too, by
demonstrating that especially pro-social representatives are willing to sacrifice
their own interests to a large extent when this can benefit their own group, even
and especially when this hurts the other group in a negotiation (Chapter 4).
However, we subsequently qualify these findings by showing that the availability of
a mutually beneficial option matters. Pro-socials are inclined towards parochial
cooperation, but will shift their self-sacrificing contributions to mutual benefit
when this option is available and parochial cooperation causes significant harm to
the other group (Chapter 5).
Overall, these results suggest that individuals, and especially pro-socials, are
inclined to show parochial cooperation. However, they are sensitive to situational
factors such as constituencies’ preferences and approval, as well as to the
accessibility of a mutually beneficial option that can redirect their cooperation
efforts to mutually beneficial, potentially value creating outcomes.
Below, the findings of the studies that led to these conclusions will be
discussed in more detail. Afterwards, I will discuss theoretical as well as practical
implications of the findings in this dissertation and delineate suggestions for future
research in this area.
Intragroup factors: Constituency cues
To regulate intergroup conflicts, representatives are often invoked to
negotiate on behalf of their group. These representatives struggle with pressure
from two sides: On the one hand they are representing a group and thus need to
defend their wishes and interests, on the other hand they need to reach an
agreement with the other party, and in order to do so concessions are inevitable
(Druckman, 1977). As outlined in the introduction, negotiations can have a multiissue structure where a mutually beneficial integrative outcome (universal
cooperation) is possible by trading issues based on their relative importance for
each party. However, negotiations can also have a distributive, zero-sum structure
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where one party’s gains equal the other party’s losses: Such a win-lose outcome can
be a reflection of parochial cooperation.
Chapter 2 and 3 investigated how different characteristics of the
representative’s constituency influence his cooperation behavior in each type of
negotiation. Specifically, the experiment in Chapter 2 shows how constituencies’
communication about preferred strategies impact joint outcomes. Representatives
received messages from their constituency containing statements of their preferred
negotiation strategies. A majority of these messages favored a cooperative
approach, and only one (minority) constituent favored a competitive approach
towards the counterpart. Only when the minority member had low status (allegedly
based on his scores on a previous test) were high mutual outcomes reached in an
integrative multi issue task. A minority within the constituency preferring a
competitive strategy vis-à-vis the other party was enough to deteriorate integrative
outcomes when this minority had high status. Thus, universal cooperation in an
integrative negotiation task can be fostered by a cooperative majority of
constituency members, yet hampered by even a minority of constituency members
favoring a competitive approach as long as this minority has high status.
Presumably, a competitive or hawkish minority automatically receives implicit high
status and communicates a message that encourages loyal behavior towards the
own group. This increases representative’s motivation to serve their interests and
negotiate competitively, resulting in a disproportionate influence by a competitive
minority over even a substantial cooperative majority. We identified minorities’
status as a factor undermining their influence, thereby leaving room for
representatives to listen to the cooperative majority and engage in a fruitful
negotiation exchange with good outcomes for both parties: Universal cooperation.
In Chapter 3, we again focused on constituencies’ influences on
representative’s negotiation behavior and the direction of their cooperation. In
Experiment 3.2 we investigated the effect of emotional cues (Keltner & Haidt, 1999;
Van Kleef, 2009), signaling approval (happiness, Parrot, 1993; Van Kleef, De Dreu,
& Manstead, 2004b) or disapproval (anger, Averill, 1982; Van Kleef, De Dreu, &
Manstead, 2004b). Representatives received manipulated emotional feedback
based on their offer as allocator in an Ultimatum Bargaining Task. This is a
distributive negotiation task where valuable chips need to be divided: The allocator
can make a personally favorable offer, but the recipient may decline a personally
unfavorable offer, potentially leading to low outcomes for both parties. We
investigated how generous or cooperative representatives’ offers would be, and
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whether and how representatives would adjust their strategy based on
constituencies’ emotional (dis)approval. Positive emotion feedback from the
constituency led especially pro-social representatives to extend their initial
generous offer with another generous offer towards the counterpart. Negative
emotion feedback, however, led them to readjust their behavior by focusing on the
needs of the own constituency to satisfy those first. We concluded that especially
pro-social representatives are parochial cooperators: They will first and foremost
defend and promote their groups’ interests, but when the group communicates
approval they will extend their cooperative efforts to the other party, a sign of
universal cooperation.
In sum, representatives in negotiation settings are sensitive to their
constituencies’ preferences, explicitly communicated by clear strategy preferences
or implicitly by emotion displays. Their priority, especially of pro-social
representatives, seems to be defending and promoting the interests of their group
(parochial cooperation), which can lead to suboptimal negotiation outcomes
(Chapter 2) or less cooperation with the other party (Chapter 3). However,
representatives will turn towards universal cooperation when the constituency
clearly communicates a norm of cooperation that overrules any deviating voices
within the group (Chapter 2) or when the constituency shows emotional approval
of a generous strategy, suggesting that their needs are already met. Then,
representatives will make cooperative gestures towards the other party (Chapter 3)
and start an exchange of priorities resulting in better negotiated agreements for
both parties (Chapter 2).
Intergroup factors: Conflicting interests
Although universal cooperation is an ideal form of cooperation, it is also
idealistic in the sense that not all conflict situations allow for such an option. For
example, in strongly competitive situations with a zero-sum approach, such as two
parties fighting over a specific resource or territory (modeled by the Intergroup
Prisoners’ Dilemma Game), there is no clear way to cooperate with both groups at
the same time. Universal cooperation in such situations may actually consist of
withholding any form of cooperation. Parochial cooperation in such situations
however, helps to strengthen the own group and potentially win. This would come
at the expense of the other group, thus increasing conflict between the groups.
Whether individuals are more or less likely to display parochial cooperation
may thus depend on the perceived structure of the conflict between the two groups,
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i.e., the extent to which their interests are incompatible. It may also depend on
individuals’ willingness to harm the other party and the accessibility of a mutually
beneficial cooperation option. These intergroup factors are examined in Chapter 4
and 5.
In Chapter 4, a representative negotiation paradigm is employed to
investigate when individuals are willing to forego their self-interest and show
parochial or universal cooperation. We conducted two experiments in which the
interests of the representative were either aligned with or opposed to the interests
of their constituency and adversary. Interests of the latter were also either aligned
or opposed depending on condition. Results showed that especially pro-socials
were willing to defend the interests of their group at the expense of their own
(parochial cooperation), and also to fight for the benefit of both groups combined
when the interests of their own group were aligned with those of the other group
(universal cooperation). However, when the own and the other group’s interests
opposed each other, pro-socials were more inclined to help their own group. They
were even more likely to self-sacrifice if this would help their own group only, than
if it would help both groups together. We conclude that pro-socials have a strong
tendency towards parochial cooperation, and although they are willing to selfsacrifice for the benefit of both parties combined, they prefer to help their own
group only, even when this comes at a cost to the other party.
In Chapter 5, we continued investigating parochial cooperation and the
effect of competition between the two groups, as well as the accessibility of a
universal cooperation option. Rather than a negotiation paradigm, we used an
experimental intergroup game; a Nested Social Dilemma as well as a more
competitive version where interests between the two groups were strongly at odds.
Results showed that individuals, especially pro-socials, displayed parochial
cooperation. However, the presence of competition between the two groups, such
that benefits of the own group would come at the cost of the other group, sharply
decreased investments: Pro-socials were reluctant to hurt the other party and
preferred to serve their group through universal cooperation. A second study
showed that pro-socials’ universal cooperation is deliberated: They did not exhibit
universal cooperation under high cognitive load, in which case they kept their
endowment to themselves. Based on these experiments we conclude that prosocials’ parochial cooperation can be directed towards mutual benefit by
emphasizing potential or real harm to the other party and providing an accessible
option for universal cooperation. Finally, this chapter shows that collective
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functioning increases with the number of pro-socials present. This suggests that
groups in conflict are more able to resolve the conflict and generate high beneficial
outcomes for both parties involved when there are more pro-socials present. We
thus found support for the idea that universal cooperation has beneficial effects for
the involved parties after the conflict (Rubin, Pruitt, & Kim, 1994; De Dreu, 2010a).
Intrapersonal factors: Moderating role of social value orientation
The intragroup and intergroup findings described above are often qualified
by an apparently crucial moderator: Individuals’ social value orientation. Social
value orientation, as described in the introduction, is an important predictor of
cooperative behavior. Thus far, research has almost exclusively focused on social
value orientation as predictor of cooperative behavior either towards one other
individual or towards a large collective of people (See e.g. Balliet, Joireman, &
Parks, 2009; Bogaert, Boone, & DeClerck, 2008; De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995). The
cooperation dilemma in this dissertation therefore immediately raised the question
of how pro-socials would behave – would they be inclined towards parochial or
universal cooperation? In line with theory suggesting that parochial cooperation is
a more primary response (Bowles & Gintis, 2011; Boyd & Richerson, 2009), we
found support in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 that pro-socials are first and foremost
concerned with satisfying their constituency and self-sacrificing for their benefit.
However, we also found that when the constituency approved, or when there was
an alternative option available that suited both parties, pro-socials would redirect
their cooperation towards the collective of both parties combined. It seems that we
have at least partially solved the conundrum regarding pro-socials’ cooperative
efforts: Their parochialism has moral boundaries and they are willing to extend
their generosity beyond their own group, as long as it will not come at a cost to the
own group. While we conclude in Chapter 4 that pro-social representatives may
have a dark side, resulting in conflict intensification, Chapter 5 elucidates that prosocials are still the best choice as representatives or mediators given their focus on
the welfare of both their own group as well as, if at all possible, the two parties
together. Pro-selves receive much less attention in this dissertation for a simple
reason: Their behavior is predictable and largely unaffected by situational factors.
They will always choose the option that yields them personally the best outcomes
(Chapter 3, 4 and 5) and occasionally also invest resources in their group when they
believe this can be beneficial for themselves too (Chapter 5).
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In sum, pro-socials are most inclined to cooperation in general, and
parochial cooperation specifically. However, pro-socials are also more than proselves sensitive to contextual factors that can influence and shift their cooperation.
The current dissertation uncovered four of these factors, both on the intragroup
and on the intergroup level, and thereby contributes to knowledge on the
promotion of universal cooperation in intergroup conflicts.
Integration of theories: The nature of parochial cooperation
In the introduction, three theoretical perspectives were described, each with
different assumptions about the nature of parochial cooperation and most notably,
its relation to intergroup competition and conflict. These theories will now be
briefly reviewed. Afterwards, we will describe how the data obtained in our
empirical chapters fit with each of the theories.
The

evolutionary

psychology

perspective

(Group

Selection

Theory,

henceforth GST) describes parochial cooperation as a tendency that has evolved to
become a natural inclination. It states that intergroup conflicts (have) promote(d)
parochial cooperation, and that parochial cooperation became institutionalized due
to its functionality to secure groups’ welfare (especially in intergroup conflicts)
(Bowles & Gintis, 2011).
The social psychological Group Heuristics Model (henceforth GHM) also has
its roots in evolutionary theory and proceeds from the idea that cooperative
interdependence is needed for human survival. Parochial cooperation, or
conditional cooperation, is a form of cooperation that limits the risk of general or
unreciprocated cooperation: Group members’ reputation can be tracked and will be
maintained by group-bounded cooperation (indirect reciprocity). Neither a clear
distinction between groups nor intergroup competition

is considered to be a

necessary precursor, nor consequence of bounded cooperation. However, this
perspective acknowledges that intergroup competition can help to promote one’s
reputation within the group and that parochial cooperation may be accompanied by
harm to another group (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2008).
The Social Identity Approach (henceforth SIA) finally states that individuals’
derive self-esteem from being part of a group. Mere categorization causes group
members to distinguish between their own and the other group and lead to ingroup favoritism. Such in-group favoritism in turn may invite intergroup bias and
be expressed in parochial cooperation and discrimination with intergroup conflict
as a possible, but not necessary consequence (Ellemers & Haslam, 2012). The
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presence of an out-group is thus needed to cause categorization, in-group
favoritism and parochial cooperation.
In sum, only GST states that parochial cooperation is caused by intergroup
competition. When and why parochial cooperation in turn may fuel intergroup
conflict, differs depending on the perspectives. Especially the latter two theories
acknowledge that intergroup conflict may occur as a form of defensive aggression:
Defending the own group (parochial cooperation) against a perceived threat from
another party. Both theories agree that the tendency to promote the own group,
rather than to harm another group, is the main basis for intergroup conflict, should
this occur (see Balliet et al., 2014). The results of our empirical chapters reveal
important circumstances under which parochial cooperation occurs. These findings
are more or less in line with each of the three perspectives.
Firstly, parochial cooperation will take place when there is some kind of
norm within the group reinforcing this behavior (direct communication about
preferred strategies as in Chapter 2 or emotion displays suggesting (dis)approval,
as in Chapter 3). That individuals are more likely to show parochial cooperation
when their group members clearly expect them to do so, resonates with the GHM.
This perspective conceives of parochial cooperation as bounded reciprocity: One
cooperates with group members and expects them to do the same. Moreover, noncooperation would indicate a loss of reputation. In the experiments of Chapter 2
and 3, the group membership of the participant (representative) making
cooperation decisions is known to the other group members. Violating the expected
norm of parochial cooperation could thus affect the participants’ reputation with
potential negative consequences for his group membership and/or outcomes.
Results thus clearly fit the GHM. SIA and GST do not have specific assumptions
about group members’ expectations and have thus not been tested with the
experiments conducted in Chapter 2 and 3.
Secondly, we find that parochial cooperation will occur even when this
causes harm to another party (Chapter 4). This finding is in line with especially the
latter two perspectives. GST is silent on whether parochial cooperation, once
institutionalized, is also maintained by continuing intergroup conflicts. SIA and
GHM however agree that parochial cooperation is sometimes confounded with
harm to the other party. The experiments of Chapter 4 indeed did not allow for
parochial cooperation without harming the out-group.
Thirdly however, these results are qualified by our findings in Chapter 5.
Individuals are reluctant to harm the other party when there is another way to
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benefit their own group. These findings rule out GST, which states that intergroup
competition (including out-group harm) should lead to increased parochial
cooperation. In line with our findings, both SIA and GHM however would predict
that individuals are not likely to display out-group harm if this is not necessary to
benefit the own group. Additional findings in Chapter 5 show that expectations of
other group members’ investment are strongly related to own investments,
suggesting a form of indirect reciprocity in line with GHM. Furthermore, we find
some support that group-level identification is positively associated with parochial
cooperation, which is in line with the Social Identity Approach.
In sum, our findings support both the GHM and SIA, yet not GST. We show
that individuals may engage in parochial cooperation, but that this does not
necessarily lead to harm to another party and intergroup conflict as GST states. The
factors we identify that may direct behavior away from initial parochial cooperation
are beyond the scope of these theories, yet show that despite their inclination,
individuals are able to change their cooperation strategies towards universal
cooperation. A distinction between GHM and SIA is hard to make based on our
results. SIA proceeds from the assumption that group identification is a key driver
of cooperative behavior, and that mere categorization is enough to induce this
identification. We have not applied mere categorization to create groups in either of
our experiments: There was always some degree of outcome interdependence in
addition to the categorization. We also have not consistently measured
identification, although additional findings from Chapter 5 provide partial support
for the relationship between identification with the own group and parochial
cooperation. Given our findings regarding the effect of group members’
expectations and their fit with the GHM however, we cautiously conclude that the
GHM seems most adequate in predicting and explaining our findings regarding
parochial cooperation and factors amplifying or reducing its occurrence. More
research is needed to identify the exact motivation underlying parochial
cooperation and to distinguish between GHM and SIA in terms of their predictive
power for parochial cooperation.
One thing we can firmly conclude that reaches beyond the scope of each
theory,

is that individuals differ in the extent to which they show parochial

cooperation. None of the described theoretical perspectives mentions individual
differences in the propensity to show parochial altruism, in-group favoritism or
indirect reciprocity. Importantly, we show that especially pro-socials are parochial
in their behavior, but also that pro-socials are most sensitive to contextual cues
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redirecting their cooperation towards mutual benefit. It thus seems plausible that
these theories especially or even only apply to the pro-social half of the human
population. Pro-socials may be more sensitive to categorization cues, and prosocials will care the most about reputation concerns and expectations of group
members. This suggestion requires future research.
Methodological strengths and limitations
The experiments reported in this dissertation have used various approaches
to answer the question of when and why individuals show parochial and/or
universal cooperation. As outlined previously, we used two general paradigms:
Negotiation and social decision making via experimental games. Within these
paradigms, we took different approaches to answer the research questions. With
the negotiation paradigm we investigated both real interactive, multi issue
negotiations as well as initial behavior in simulated interactions and single issue
negotiations. With experimental games, we investigated individual decision making
as well as overall outcomes for the collective in which the individuals participated.
The diversity of these methods contributes to the robustness of our findings.
However, they all have their strengths and weaknesses. For example, an interactive
negotiation between two persons is more realistic than a simulated negotiation task
and hence has the potential to provide outcomes close to what would be observed
in the real world. The downside of such a ‘free’ paradigm however is that it incurs a
lot of noise, making it harder to control for extraneous influences and to determine
the exact causes of certain behaviors. Higher internal validity (yet lower
generalizability) is reached by more controlled ways of investigating phenomena,
for example simulated interactions (within negotiations) or individual decision
making.

We

attempted

to

integrate

both

methods

by

including

real

interdependence without additional noise in the experiments of Chapter 5. Here,
participants made individual decisions, yet they knew that their outcomes were
dependent on others’ decisions. Indeed, we rewarded participants based on the
performance of actual groups (formed based on participants’ entrance order). As
such, the interdependence setting includes no deception, yet participants are not
affected by the uncontrollable influence of communication and free interaction
with others. In sum, our laboratory studies seek to balance internal and external
validity: The experimental tasks mimic the features of the situation we want to
investigate, and we try to include as much intergroup awareness, interdependence
and interaction as possible without allowing too much noise.
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One caveat in interpreting our results is the relatively small sample size of
the experiments, especially regarding the not always equally distributed number of
pro-socials and pro-selves across conditions. We believe that the consistency of our
findings across experiments and paradigms regarding differences between prosocials and pro-selves allows us to draw conclusions regarding the validity of the
effects. However, future research with larger sample sizes would be good to
corroborate our initial findings.
The samples we have used consisted mainly of undergraduate psychology
students. One could argue that the data obtained are not very informative, because
decision makers such as politicians or party representatives have more experience
as well as stronger connections to the groups they represent than undergraduate
students. Although we acknowledge that the sample we used is not representative
for the population, we believe that our findings are still very meaningful. The fact
that we consistently observe differences in behavior, even among these students
who are not involved in real conflicts, suggests that such differences will, if
anything, only be larger among individuals representing groups in real conflicts. Of
course there are other factors that influence negotiations and decisions regarding
conflicts beyond the factors described in this dissertation. However, this
dissertation did not aim to provide an exhaustive account of all the situational (or
personal) features potentially influencing intergroup conflicts. Rather, we
narrowed our focus to a number of specific factors on the intrapersonal, intragroup
and intergroup level to investigate their causal effects on specific aspects of
behavior.
Overall, the choice of experiments, despite the variety of tasks we used, still
limits the generalizability of our findings beyond the laboratory. Intergroup
conflicts occur in a large system with many dynamics on different levels and many
factors play a role in determining the course of the conflict, for example the
economic situation, the power and status of each of the parties, the history parties
have with each other, their reputation, the size of the constituency and the intensity
of the conflict. In a laboratory experiment, not all of these factors can be taken into
account, suggesting that the factors we discovered are not the only ones in an
intergroup conflict and may have larger or smaller effects depending on other
factors such as those mentioned above. Yet, experiments have an important value
in that they allow for causal inferences and the investigation of specific phenomena
in a controlled environment. The experimental paradigms we used adequately
reflect important factors that influence intergroup conflicts and hence provide
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valuable insights. It is hard to conceive of a naturalistic field study that could
answer the same questions.
In that light however it would be interesting to complement our current data
with archival analyses on (past) real world conflicts to a) support the relevance and
importance of the factors considered in this dissertation in the context of real life
conflicts and b) to identify other potentially important factors that can be
investigated with lab experiments. The interplay between these types of research
should generate the most accurate and applicable knowledge, on which
recommendations could be based.
General conclusion
To regulate and resolve intergroup conflicts, individuals within the
conflicting groups need to cooperate. Specifically, their cooperation efforts should
be directed towards mutual benefit for both parties involved rather than towards
strengthening the position of their own group, which may actually intensify the
conflict. This dissertation invokes different theoretical perspectives on parochial
cooperation and sheds light on a number of factors that influence individuals’
decisions toward parochial or universal cooperation. Knowledge of these factors
can help to stimulate universal cooperation and, in turn, conflict resolution. The
factors identified in this dissertation are on three different levels. On an intragroup level, we identified the importance of constituencies’ preferences for and
approval of a universal cooperative choice to determine representatives’ behavior in
a negotiation setting. Representatives opt for universal cooperation if their
constituency favors a cooperative approach (Chapter 2) and shows emotional
approval of an initially cooperative offer (Chapter 3) but opt for parochial
cooperation if a high status minority within their constituency prefers a competitive
approach (Chapter 2) and if the constituency shows emotional disapproval of an
initially cooperative offer (Chapter 3). On in inter-group level, we show that
individuals are willing to self-sacrifice for the benefit of both their own group and
the collective, but especially for the own group (Chapter 4). We also show that
especially pro-socials’ general tendency towards parochial cooperation can be
shifted towards universal cooperation when parochial cooperation would come at
the expense of the other party while a clear mutually beneficial option is available
(Chapter 5). Finally, we conclude that individuals’ internal compass regarding
cooperation, i.e., their social value orientation is an important qualifier of these
effects: Pro-socials are more than pro-selves willing to cooperate in either function
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and are also more influenced by contextual cues, consisting of both constituency
cues and the structure of the conflict (Chapter 3, 4, 5). The effectiveness of
universal cooperation in the long run is shown by enhanced collective efficiency
with an increasing number of pro-socials within that collective (consisting of two
originally competing groups; Chapter 5). In sum, these findings support especially
the Group Heuristics Model, and to a slightly lesser extent the Social Identity
Approach, showing that individuals are mainly motivated by benefitting their own
group, and that intergroup competition does not necessarily precede parochial
cooperation which in turn not necessarily leads to intergroup conflict. This
dissertation provides useful knowledge on when individuals will show parochial
versus universal cooperation, and which factors can increase the mutually
beneficial form of universal cooperation that paves the way for conflict resolution.
Implications for negotiations
The findings of this dissertation provide important new insights into the
dynamics of intergroup conflicts. Specifically, given the focus of the first three
chapters on negotiation paradigms, our findings can contribute to the negotiation
literature in a number of ways.
Firstly, although research into representative negotiations flourished in the
60’s and 70’s, this important topic and the inherent dilemma faced by a
representative has been largely ignored over the past decades (for rare exceptions,
see Saygı, Greer, Van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2014; Steinel et al., 2009, 2010; Van Kleef
et al., 2007, 2013). This is remarkable, given the fact that almost all intergroup
negotiations are handled by representatives, and that not all work on interpersonal
negotiations can directly be translated to a representative situation, because little
attention is paid to the presence and influence of the represented constituency (De
Dreu, 2010a; De Dreu, Aaldering, & Saygı, 2014). The experiments in this
dissertation, especially those in Chapter 2, 3 and 4, provide important insights on
exactly this: How a constituency affects representatives’ negotiation behavior.
Recent work in the area of representative negotiations has shown that
representatives are easily lured into a competitive strategy towards the counterpart
when only a minority of their constituents favors such a strategy (Steinel et al.,
2009), presumably due to loyalty concerns towards the constituency and the wish
to defend their position. It also showed that, in general, representatives’ behavior is
guided by the norm their constituency communicates, whether competitive or
cooperative (Steinel et al., 2010) and that representatives resort to competitive
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strategies in absence of a clear norm (De Dreu et al., 2013; Van Kleef et al., 2007).
The findings of this dissertation add to this literature by showing that the
disproportionate influence of a competitive minority also applies in a dyadic multi
issue negotiation, but that a low status status of this minority can enable a more
cooperative approach with higher quality outcomes for both parties (Chapter 4). It
furthermore shows that representatives rely on their own beliefs in absence of a
clear norm from their constituency, but immediately revise their strategy when
emotional disapproval is communicated (Chapter 3). On the bright side, this
suggests that a cooperative strategy is chosen and continued when representatives
expect their constituency to endorse such a strategy (and when this is confirmed by
emotion signals from the constituency). This is generally the case for pro-social
individuals. We furthermore show that representatives, again especially prosocials, are willing to set aside their own interests and defend the wishes of the
group they belong to, suggesting that pro-social representatives are the best choice
when a conflict of interest is present between the representative and the
constituency in a negotiation (Chapter 4). In sum, these factors shed more light on
how representatives, and especially pro-socials, are influenced by the interests of
their constituency; when they are willing to serve those interests, and how this can
lead to universal cooperation and conflict resolution.
Implications for group decision making
Although three out of four chapters in this dissertation use a representative
negotiation paradigm, many of these findings also bear important insights for the
social decision making literature. As explained in the introduction, the multilevel
social dilemma experienced by an individual facing an intergroup conflict, closely
resembles the dilemma of a representative who experiences competing pressures
from both the constituency and the opposing party to act in their interests. In our
experiments, the representative was elected randomly and the groups were very
minimal, although there was a certain degree of outcome interdependence. In that
respect, a representative and his constituency are similar to an individual making a
choice within a group, except that the representative is accountable for the group
outcome. Furthermore, the experiments described in Chapter 3 and 4 use relatively
simple negotiation paradigms that do not allow for interaction between the groups,
thereby providing a context quite similar to that of an experimental game, such as
the one used in Chapter 5. It therefore seems safe to conclude that the findings
obtained in Chapter 3 and 4 are not limited to a representative negotiation
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situation but may well extend beyond the negotiation boundaries to more general
decision making – especially for individuals in an intergroup conflict. As such, we
show what factors determine cooperation decisions in groups and point to the
importance of the opinions of the other group members (what are their preferences
regarding cooperation and do they approve of the strategy) as well as the
willingness to self-sacrifice for the benefit of the own group among pro-social
individuals. Chapter 5 specifically addresses a group decision making game by
introducing a multi-level social dilemma. We show again how individuals make
cooperation choices and how they are influenced by the structure of the intergroup
relations as well as by their own values, which are strongly associated with their
expectations of group members’ behavior. We furthermore show how expectations
of group members’ preferences (Chapter 3, Experiment 3.1) and behavior (Chapter
5) can increase universal cooperation. We thus contribute to the literature on group
decision making by demonstrating how other group members and expectations
about them affect individuals’ cooperative behavior as well as how the intensity of
the conflict and interest misalignment with another group influences individuals’
decisions regarding cooperation.
Implications for social value orientation
The findings in this dissertation, specifically those of Chapter 3, 4 and 5, also
have theoretical implications for research on social value orientation and
cooperation. Specifically, we uncovered how individuals’ social value orientation
guides cooperation in an intergroup conflict, where cooperation can take a groupbound parochial, or a mutually beneficial universal form. In line with a large
amount of research, we consistently find pro-socials to be more cooperative than
pro-selves. We furthermore show under what circumstances pro-socials display
parochial versus universal cooperation. As such, this dissertation gives a more
nuanced picture of pro-socials’ pro-sociality: They are not unconditionally
cooperative with as many people as possible, but will first and foremost defend
their own group – although preferably not at the cost of another group. In Chapter
3, we highlight that pro-socials do make more generous first offers than pro-selves
towards the other party, and similarly expect their constituency members to favor a
more cooperative approach. In line with the false consensus effect that in absence
of clear cues suggesting otherwise we expect others to have the same beliefs and
interests as we do (Ross, Greene, & House, 1977) this finding suggests that prosocials are indeed more generous and cooperative persons than pro-selves.
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However, we also find that they turn their generosity towards their constituents
when these show emotional disapproval of their generosity, thereby indicating that
the interests of the own group matter most to pro-socials. In addition, we show in
Chapter 4 that pro-socials are even more willing to self-sacrifice for the benefit of
the own group than for the benefit of both groups together, again suggesting a
tendency towards parochialism. Finally, in Chapter 5 we conclude that pro-socials’
universal cooperation, although increasing when parochial cooperation is harmful
to the other party, is quite deliberated. Under cognitive load, pro-socials quit this
universal cooperation, suggesting that it is a calculated strategy to benefit the own
group without harming the other party rather than an inherent tendency to
cooperate with and contribute to as many people as possible. These findings
integrate previous lines of research with inconsistent findings regarding the nature
of pro-socials’ cooperation. Pro-socials are cooperative, more so than pro-selves,
but if there is a division between members of their own group and another group
they will direct their cooperation towards their own group. Only when this comes at
a cost of the other group and there is an alternative available that also benefits the
own group will they invest in such a mutually beneficial option. Also, once their
own group is satisfied, they will extend their cooperation to the other party.
These findings are important because we delineate boundary conditions of
pro-socials’ pro-sociality and suggest that, under certain circumstances, their
behavior has the potential of escalating the conflict due to their willingness to
sacrifice themselves for the benefit of their own group. Conversely, we show
circumstances under which pro-socials’ parochialism is not harmful to intergroup
relations or can be shifted towards universal cooperation.
Finally, in line with evolutionary theories suggesting that groups with a
larger number of parochial cooperators should win over other groups and thereby
spread and generate highest outcomes, we found that a collective functioned best
when more pro-socials were present. This suggests that overall, pro-socials’
willingness to self-sacrifice pays off for the group(s) in which they invest, leading to
a higher return for everyone, and hopefully conflict mitigation and better
intergroup relations and prosperity.
Implications for practice
The experiments in this dissertation were conducted to test hypotheses
about cooperation in intergroup conflict and to generate knowledge and
understanding regarding the dynamics of important factors predicting cooperation.
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The research questions were based on theory rather than on questions directly
relevant for conflict resolution and negotiation practice. However, the results of the
research in this dissertation have several implications for practice, especially for
organizations and politicians who are often confronted with intergroup conflicts
and need to find ways, for example through negotiations, to resolve these conflicts.
Findings can be relevant for representatives by informing them about
important factors potentially influencing their behavior. More importantly
however, our findings are relevant for the represented group or constituency, by
providing information on how they can direct the strategy of their representative.
First of all, managers or constituency members should emphasize that the
negotiation outcomes should be favorable to both parties, and thus that the
representative should strive for a mutually beneficial agreement. Indeed, zero-sum
perceptions by the negotiating parties can be overcome when conflicting parties or
representatives understand that the agreement will only be successfully
implemented if no party believes that they reached very unfavorable outcomes
compared to the other side (Malhotra & Ginges, 2010). Training for representatives
and decision makers should thus be directed towards identifying a cooperation
strategy that can benefit both parties. The current dissertation reveals important
insight on how to direct representatives and decision makers towards universal
cooperation, but this can only occur if they perceive that such an option is available
in the first place. It is therefore important that they are aware of the integrative
potential often present in multi-issue negotiations and are familiar with tactics
such as information exchange, logrolling and problem solving, that can lead to
uncovering this integrative potential (Walton & McKersie, 1965; Thompson, 1991;
De Dreu, Weingart, & Kwon, 2000).
Moreover, principals or constituents should consider the type of person they
would like to negotiate or make decisions on their behalf. Our results indicate that
pro-socials are more sensitive to contextual factors (within as well as between the
parties) and also more likely to sacrifice their personal interests for the benefit of
their own group or even for both conflicting parties. They should thus be less
susceptible to the principal-agent problem where interests of the agent
(representative) and the constituency or principal (s)he is supposed to serve are not
aligned (Eisenhardt, 1989). However, we also demonstrated circumstances under
which pro-socials may actually intensify the conflict by their strictly parochial
behavior. It thus seems important to identify the goal of the negotiation and the
extent to which interests of representative, constituency and other party are
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(mis)aligned. With this knowledge it is clear what kind of behavior can be expected
from a pro-social representative.
Furthermore, knowledge about the factors that may drive (especially prosocial) representatives towards parochial or universal cooperation can inform
training and even specific advice to negotiators in conflict. For example, approval
from the (divided) constituency strongly guides representatives’ subsequent
strategies. Ideally, principals should make sure to encourage cooperative behavior
towards the other party, which should lead to best outcomes. The results of this
dissertation can however also be interpreted as guidelines on how to enhance
parochial cooperation: When principals prefer to take a competitive stance and are
really focused on winning a conflict, rather than reaching profitable outcomes for
both parties, this dissertation gives clear directions on how to guide representatives
in this effort.
Future directions
This dissertation aimed and managed to pinpoint important factors driving
individual behavior in intergroup conflict to parochial and/or universal
cooperation with a diversity of laboratory experiments, including replications to
solidify the robustness of these effects. However, as is always the case with
research, answers beget more questions and there are many left for future research.
In the following, I outline a number of suggestions for new research into the area of
parochial and universal cooperation, from different perspectives.
Social Value Orientation
One recurrent finding is the important role of social value orientation.
Although it is important to understand how individual differences affect behavior,
practical recommendations beyond selection of representatives are limited. More
practically and potentially interesting would be to investigate whether social
motives could be manipulated, thereby instigating a pro-social value orientation in
an individual. Research into social motives suggests that this is possible (Beersma
& De Dreu, 1999; De Dreu et al, 2000) and that the effects are similar to those of
one’s inherent social value orientation. For example, Weingart and colleagues
(1993) found groups negotiating with a pro-social motive induced by instruction to
reach higher joint outcomes than pro-self instructed groups. In effect, when
situational constraints are clear, these tend to override personality variables,
thereby suggesting that even pro-self individuals could adopt a pro-social motive if
they are instructed to do so (for a review, see Meyer, Dalal, & Hermida, 2010).
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However, some research indicates that social value orientation may have a stronger
effect than social motive manipulations (Gillespie, Brett, & Weingart, 2000;
Tzafrir, Sanchez, & Tirosh-Unger, 2012). This suggests that the type of
manipulation is important, and that not all instructions work equally well. For
example, it seems safe to assume that pro-self representatives are unwilling to selfsacrifice even when they receive pro-social instructions, if they expect this to harm
their self-interest in the long run. This creates a puzzle related to the principalagent problem, suggesting that it is important to find a way to align preferences (or
motives) of the representative with those of the represented principal or
constituency. One suggestion to enhance pro-selves’ willingness to self-sacrifice
and/or cooperate with their groups’ interests could be to enhance their
identification with their group (goal transformation hypothesis; De Cremer & Van
Dijk, 2002; De Cremer, Van Knippenberg, Van Dijk, & Van Leeuwen, 2008).
Future research should investigate whether this would also be an efficient way to
increase pro-selves’ pro-social motivation.
Parochial Cooperation
Our results point to the pervasiveness of parochial cooperation as a driving
force behind human behavior, and, potentially, conflict intensification. Research
already started to investigate the neurological correlates of parochial cooperation,
supporting its biological basis (De Dreu et al., 2010; 2011). Similar work could
investigate which regions in the brain are activated during acts of universal
cooperation, and as such discover similarities and differences between parochial
and universal cooperation on a neurobiological level.
Although we suggest that a shift towards universal cooperation can be
obtained depending on the conflict structure and (implicit or explicit) group norm,
it is still interesting to investigate how far parochial cooperation reaches. It may
have negative influences on conflict resolution due to the strengthening of the own
group which may fuel the intergroup conflict and vice versa, yet we also find
evidence that at least pro-social individuals have an inherent harm aversion,
showing reluctance to harm the other party. Future research should investigate
how far individuals are willing to go in displaying their parochial cooperation, and
how accessible a mutually beneficial option must be before it is used. Furthermore,
research could test whether pro-socials’ universal cooperation is driven by harm
aversion, or is actually a reflection of long-term parochialism. In an intergroup
conflict (such as the IPD or NSD IPD, see Chapter 5) investment in the in-group
ultimately results in a loss of resources. Universal cooperation can thus be
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interpreted as a less costly form of parochial cooperation- where the benefit for the
other group is a mere side effect rather than a reflection of care or harm aversion
for this group.
Alternatively, individuals might be more willing to display parochial
cooperation, even in intergroup competition, when this does not harm the other
party- For example when the competition is about attaining a scarce resource. The
conception of parochial cooperation as investing in the own group while incurring a
loss on the other party versus preventing the other party from a gain may have
different motivational underpinnings. More research is needed to distinguish
between these and perhaps other types of parochial cooperation and factors
predicting their occurrence.
Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the long term implications of
either form of cooperation in terms of intergroup relations, communications and
trade interactions. Furthermore, research should specifically test which theory is
most accurate in describing and predicting parochial cooperation. Although this
dissertation made a start in uncovering factors predicting each form of cooperation,
this is just the beginning of a potentially long line of research. Much more work can
and should be done to illuminate when and why which form of parochialism will
occur and can be promoted, and, most notably, will be most beneficial – to one
party specifically or, ideally, to the resolution of the conflict.
Negotiations: Constituency influence, support for the agreement and intergroup
relations
With regard to negotiations, our findings also beget more research. Such
research should focus more on the influences of a constituency on representatives’
negotiation behavior as well as on the generalizability of the current findings to
multi-level integrative negotiations. In Chapter 3 and 4 we used relatively simple
negotiation paradigms, restricting interaction with the constituency and the
counterpart. Allowing for such interaction would reveal dynamic processes and
take into account how communication between the representative and the
constituency, rather than unidirectional communication from the constituency,
would affect representatives’ behavior and negotiation outcomes.
On a different note, it would also be interesting to investigate what happens
after an agreement has been reached. What are the long-term implications of such
an agreement, and how does the quality of an agreement shape subsequent
intergroup relations? Whereas our findings in Chapter 5 suggest that a larger
number of pro-socials could improve collective functioning, little is known on how
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certain types of agreements may affect the relationship between the previously
conflicting parties as well as between the representative and his own party.
Throughout this dissertation, I assume that universal cooperation should lead to
subsequent positive relations and conflict regulation. Indeed, integrative
agreements lead to satisfaction with the agreement as well as to enduring positive
intergroup relations and economic prosperity (Rubin et al., 1994). More
specifically, research has shown that positive contact between representatives of
conflicting parties may increase positive perceptions of the groups (Kelman, 2006)
and that the process of the negotiation, regardless of the outcome, influences
perceptions of the other group (Saygı et al., 2014). However, more research should
reveal how agreements are evaluated by the constituency and in turn affect
intergroup relations.
In a similar vein, research on how representatives should sell their
agreement to their constituency as well as to the other party is sparse. After all, an
agreement can only lead to positive intergroup relations once it is implemented and
thus approved by the constituency. Research suggests that an agreement is more
likely to be supported when both parties feel that the other is just as (dis)satisfied
(Malhotra & Ginges, 2010). It may thus sometimes be wise for representatives to
sell their agreement as lose-lose, rather than win-lose, to gain support from both
parties and more willingness to accept the terms of the agreement. More research
should uncover the psychological mechanisms underlying agreement perceptions
of the groups to which the terms pertain. Knowing this helps to make sure that
good agreements are not only reached, but also implemented and sustained by a
larger population than the representatives involved in the negotiation.
Concluding thoughts
This dissertation sheds light on factors influencing cooperation in
intergroup conflict. We distinguish between two important functions of
cooperation and their diverging potential effects on the course of the conflict and
show which factors predict parochial and universal cooperation. We have
highlighted the prevalence and the potential dark side of parochial cooperation and
identified important predictors of each form of cooperation on the intrapersonal,
intragroup, and intergroup level. Universal cooperation can be stimulated by a
cooperative norm in the group or represented constituency, by a conflict structure
where emphasis is put on a mutually beneficial option and by hiring pro-social
representatives. This dissertation shows the importance of the interplay between
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these factors, and how pro-social people are differently (and generally more
strongly) affected by situational cooperation cues. Although pro-socials have a dark
side in being more prone to potentially detrimental parochial cooperation, they are
also reluctant to harm the other party when there is a mutually beneficial
alternative available. This is hopeful information and indicates that, even in
intergroup conflicts, pro-social individuals use their pro-sociality for a good cause:
Despite some evidence to the contrary, the world might be just a little better off
with more pro-social people.
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Intergroup conflicts are deeply rooted in our society, and to understand
when and why parties decide to cooperate is pivotal to understand and potentially
resolve these conflicts. The current dissertation distinguished between two
functions of cooperation. One, parochial cooperation, is cooperation and possibly
self-sacrifice to help strengthening the own group in the conflict and win over the
other group. Despite helping the own group, this form of cooperation has a dark
side: If both parties increase in strength as a result of such cooperation, the conflict
might intensify and even escalate. The other function of cooperation (universal
cooperation) is to mitigate the conflict by cooperation with and between the two
parties, such that a satisfying outcome for both parties is obtained.
This dissertation invokes different theoretical perspectives on parochial
cooperation and investigates in four empirical chapters when and why individuals
resort to each form of cooperation. Predictors of cooperation are investigated on
the intrapersonal level (social value orientation; individuals’ initial inclination to
cooperate), the intragroup level (constituency preferences in the form of explicit
feedback regarding cooperation preferences or more implicit emotion feedback
after a first negotiation offer) and the intergroup level (interest (mis) alignment
and degree of conflict between representatives and the represented groups as well
as between the conflicting parties).
Throughout the chapters, intergroup conflicts are studied in two different
forms. The first form we investigate consists of negotiations as a way to solve the
conflict. We investigated representatives’ cooperative behavior during negotiations.
Representatives need to strike a balance between serving their constituency
(parochial cooperation) and reaching a (mutually beneficial) agreement with the
other party (universal cooperation). We studied when and why representatives
would direct their cooperation efforts either way during the negotiations. The
second form construes intergroup conflict as a social dilemma. In such a dilemma,
interests of the individual are at odds with those of the group (s)he belongs to and
the larger collective in which the groups take place. In these intergroup settings,
one needs to choose whether to invest personal resources in the own group
(parochial cooperation), in the collective of both groups combined (universal
cooperation) or to withhold investments altogether and focus on personal profit.
Both forms of intergroup conflict are studied with different experimental
paradigms, each addressing other predictors of cooperation.
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Main findings
Our results show that individuals’ cooperative behavior is influenced by
factors on several levels. On an intragroup level, the composition and
communication of group members matters. A majority of group members is needed
to communicate a preference for cooperation with the other party to direct a
representative towards a mutually beneficial agreement with the other party
(universal cooperation) in a dyadic negotiation (Chapter 2). A minority member
with a high status is enough to lead the representative towards a more competitive
form of negotiations with lower quality outcomes for both parties (parochial
cooperation). Only when the minority member has low status does the
representative follow the preferences of the cooperative majority in his
constituency.
We furthermore find that representatives will extend their cooperation
towards the other party (universal cooperation) when their own group
communicates happiness about a previous cooperative negotiation proposal.
However, upon communicated anger, representatives will turn their cooperation to
their own party (parochial cooperation; Chapter 3). This adaptation in behavior
depending on constituencies’ emotion communication occurs more strongly among
pro-social than pro-self representatives, indicating that the intrapersonal factor of
individuals’ social value orientation plays a pivotal role in eliciting and directing
cooperation.
The last two chapters focus on intergroup factors or the level of
(mis)alignment and competition between groups (and their representatives).
Especially pro-social representatives are willing to self-sacrifice their own interests
to a large extent when this can benefit their own group. They sacrifice personal
interests when this helps both groups (universal cooperation). However, they even
and especially do so when this helps only their own group, while simultaneously
hurting the other group in a negotiation (parochial cooperation; Chapter 4). We
subsequently qualify these findings by showing that the availability of a mutually
beneficial option matters. Humans in general and especially pro-socials are
inclined towards parochial cooperation. However, when there is an option available
that renders high outcomes for both parties, ánd when parochial cooperation
causes significant harm to the other group, they will shift towards universal
cooperation. This universal cooperation is a calculated strategy and decreases
under cognitive depletion (Chapter 5). Pro-socials thus seem parochial, but harmaverse. When helping their own group hurts the other party, they consciously look
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for other, indirect ways to serve their group without harming the other group.
Finally, Chapter 5 shows that more pro-socials within a collective increases joint
outcomes, indicating that groups are better able to resolve a conflict and generate
high outcomes for both parties when there are more pro-social members.
In sum, these results suggest that individuals, and especially pro-socials, are
inclined to show parochial cooperation. However, they are sensitive to situational
factors such as constituencies’ preferences and approval, as well as to the
accessibility of a mutually beneficial option that can redirect their cooperation
efforts to potentially value creating outcomes.
Conclusions and implications
The findings obtained in this dissertation shed a first light on factors
promoting parochial and universal cooperation. This dissertation thus provides
useful knowledge on when individuals will show parochial versus universal
cooperation, and which factors can increase the mutually beneficial form of
universal cooperation that paves the way for conflict resolution. Findings of this
dissertation have several implications for related areas of research, as well as for
practice. Firstly, these findings contribute to a richer understanding of the dilemma
representatives face when they have to negotiate on behalf of one party with
another party. We have uncovered important factors within their own personality,
as well as within the constituency and between the two parties that may, at least
partially, determine the representative’s negotiation tactics and the quality of the
negotiation outcome. We furthermore have identified social value orientation as an
important predictor of both parochial and universal cooperation. We have solved
the conundrum regarding the direction of pro-socials’ cooperation by showing that
pro-socials are parochial, yet willing to extend their cooperation to the other party
as well when i) there is a clear mutually beneficial option available and ii)
parochialism is harmful to the other party.
An interesting challenge with these findings is to put them into practice. We
delineate practical implications for negotiations (both for representatives and for
the constituency) and emphasize the need for representatives to focus on
identifying a mutually beneficial negotiation agreement, that will result in higher
acceptance of the agreement as well as improved intergroup relations. Our findings
also indicate when and why both parties can (and cannot) benefit from a pro-social
person making decisions on their behalf. We demonstrate when pro-socials will
display parochial or universal cooperation and how the goal of the negotiation as
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well as the compatibility of interests between the representative and the two parties
are important in determining pro-socials’ direction of cooperation. Finally, we
suggest a number of future research directions regarding social value orientation,
parochial cooperation and negotiations. Our findings are an important first step in
discovering when and why individuals display parochial or universal cooperation.
More research however is needed to investigate further important factors and
underlying mechanisms, to corroborate our findings in a more naturalistic
environment, for example through archival analyses or case studies, and to
determine

the

long

term

implications

for

each

form

of

cooperation.

In sum, the current dissertation highlights the important role of social value
orientation for cooperation in intergroup conflicts. We show how pro-social
representatives and decision makers are affected by different factors to display
either parochial, or universal cooperation. Overall, despite the potentially dark side
when parochial cooperation comes at a cost of the other party and may intensify the
conflict, pro-socials are better able and more willing than pro-selves in serving the
interests of as many people as possible involved. Despite their tendency to protect
their own group, even -if unavoidable- at the cost of the other party, the chance on
better outcomes and improved relations in an intergroup conflict increases when
more pro-socials are present.
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Intergroepsconflicten zijn diep geworteld in onze maatschappij. Om
dergelijke conflicten op te kunnen lossen is het cruciaal om te begrijpen wanneer en
waarom partijen besluiten met elkaar samen te werken. Dit proefschrift maakt een
onderscheid tussen twee functies van coöperatie. De ene, parochiale coöperatie,
bestaat uit coöperatie en mogelijk zelf-opoffering om te helpen de eigen groep
sterker te maken in het conflict en zo te winnen van de andere groep. Hoewel dit de
eigen groep helpt, heeft deze vorm van coöperatie een duistere kant: wanneer beide
partijen sterker worden door deze vorm van coöperatie, zal het conflict erger
worden en zelfs kunnen escaleren. De andere functie van coöperatie (universele
coöperatie) is om het conflict af te zwakken door partijen met elkaar te laten
samenwerken, zodat er een uitkomst kan worden behaald die voor beide partijen
bevredigend is.
Dit proefschrift beroept zich op verschillende theoretische invalshoeken over
parochiale coöperatie en onderzoekt in vier empirische hoofdstukken wanneer en
waarom personen tot elke vorm van coöperatie overgaan. Voorspellers van
coöperatie worden onderzocht op intrapersoonlijk niveau (sociale waardeoriëntatie; iemands’ oorspronkelijke neiging tot coöperatie), intragroeps-niveau
(voorkeuren van de achterban in de vorm van expliciete feedback over coöperatievoorkeuren of meer impliciete emotiefeedback na een eerste onderhandelingsbod)
en intergroeps-niveau (de mate waarin belangen wel of niet overeenkomen en de
ernst van het conflict, zowel tussen een vertegenwoordiger en de te
vertegenwoordigen groep als tussen de conflicterende groepen).
Door de hoofstukken heen worden twee vormen van intergroepsconflicten
onderzocht. De eerste is onderhandelingen als een manier om conflicten op te
lossen. We hebben het coöperatiegedrag van vertegenwoordigers tijdens een
onderhandeling onderzocht. Vertegenwoordigers moeten een balans vinden tussen
enerzijds het dienen van hun achterban (parochiale coöperatie) en anderzijds het
bereiken van een (wederzijds voordelige) overeenkomst met de andere partij
(universele

coöperatie).

We

hebben

onderzocht

wanneer

en

waarom

vertegenwoordigers hun coöperatiepogingen naar welke kant richten. De tweede
vorm is intergroepsconflict als een sociaal dilemma, waar de belangen van elke
persoon niet overeenkomen met de belangen van de groep waar hij/ zij bij hoort en
het

grotere

collectief

waarin

de

groepen

zich

bevinden.

In

dergelijke

intergroepsconflicten moet men kiezen of men persoonlijke bronnen wil investeren
in de eigen groep (parochiale coöperatie), in het collectief van beide partijen samen
(universele coöperatie) of om investeringen voor zichzelf te houden en zich te
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concentreren op persoonlijk gewin. Beide vormen van intergroepsconflict

zijn

onderzocht aan de hand van verschillende experimentele paradigma’s, die elk een
andere voorspeller van coöperatie onder de loep nemen.
Belangrijkste bevindingen
Onze resultaten laten zien dat coöperatie van individuelen wordt beïnvloed
door factoren op verschillende niveaus. Op intra-groepsniveau spelen de
samenstelling en communicatie van groepsleden een belangrijke rol. Een
meerderheid van de groepsleden moet een voorkeur voor coöperatie met de andere
partij communiceren om ervoor te zorgen dat een vertegenwoordiger zich richt op
het behalen van een wederzijds voordelige overeenkomst met de andere partij
(universele coöperatie) in een onderhandeling tussen twee personen (Hoofdstuk 2).
Eén minderheidslid met een hoge status is al genoeg om de vertegenwoordiger zich
te doen richten op een meer competitieve vorm van onderhandelen met lagere
uitkomsten voor beide partijen (parochiale coöperatie). Alleen wanneer het
minderheidslid een lage status heeft zal de vertegenwoordiger de voorkeuren van
de coöperatieve meerderheid in zijn achterban opvolgen.
We hebben verder ontdekt dat vertegenwoordigers hun coöperatie zullen
uitbreiden naar de andere partij (universele coöperatie) wanneer hun eigen groep
blijdschap communiceert over een eerder, coöperatief, onderhandelingsbod.
Wanneer hun groep echter boosheid communiceert, zullen vertegenwoordigers hun
coöperatie richten op de eigen groep (parochiale coöperatie, Hoofdstuk 3). Deze
aanpassing van gedrag afhankelijk van de emotie gecommuniceerd door de
achterban is sterker bij pro-sociale dan bij pro-zelf vertegenwoordigers, wat
suggereert dat de intrapersoonlijke factor sociale waarde-oriëntatie een cruciale rol
speelt bij het oproepen en sturen van coöperatie.
De laatste twee hoofdstukken richten zich op de intergroepsfactoren van de
mate waarin belangen wel of niet overeenkomen en de mate van competitie tussen
groepen (en hun vertegenwoordigers). Vooral pro-sociale vertegenwoordigers zijn
bereid hun eigenbelang voor een groot deel op te offeren wanneer dit hun groep ten
goede kan komen. Zij tonen deze zelf-opoffering wanneer het beide groepen helpt
(universele coöperatie). Ze doen dit echter zelfs en vooral wanneer het alleen hun
eigen groep helpt en de andere groep schaadt in een onderhandeling (parochiale
coöperatie, Hoofdstuk 4). We nuanceren deze bevindingen vervolgens door aan te
tonen dat de toegankelijkheid van een optie die gunstig is voor beide partijen
belangrijk is. Mensen in het algemeen, vooral pro-sociale personen, neigen naar
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parochiale coöperatie. Wanneer er echter een optie beschikbaar is die voor beide
partijen hoge uitkomsten genereert, én wanneer parochiale coöperatie beduidend
schade berokkent aan de andere groep, zullen ze zich aanpassen richting universele
coöperatie. Deze universele coöperatie is echter geen intuïtieve strategie maar
berekend, en neemt af onder cognitieve vermoeidheid (Hoofdstuk 5). Pro-socialen
zijn dus parochiaal, maar niet bereid om de andere partij schade toe te brengen.
Wanneer het helpen van de eigen groep de andere partij schaadt, zullen ze bewust
op zoek gaan naar andere, meer indirecte manieren om hun groep te helpen zonder
de andere groep te schaden. Ten slotte laat Hoofdstuk 5 zien dat een hoger aantal
pro-socialen in een collectief de uitkomsten op collectief niveau verhoogt, wat
suggereert dat groepen beter in staat zijn om een conflict op te lossen en hoge
uitkomsten te behalen voor beide partijen wanneer er meer pro-socialen aanwezig
zijn.
Al met al suggereren deze resultaten dat personen, en met name prosocialen, een neiging hebben tot parochiale coöperatie. Ze zijn echter gevoelig voor
situationele factoren zoals de voorkeuren en goedkeuring van de achterban, alsook
de toegankelijkheid van een collectief gunstige optie. Dergelijke factoren kunnen
hun coöperatie inspanningen richten op wederzijds gunstige, mogelijk waarde
creërende uitkomsten.
Conclusies en implicaties
De bevindingen van dit proefschrift tonen factoren aan die ofwel parochiale,
ofwel universele coöperatie bevorderen. Dit proefschrift biedt dus nuttige kennis
over de omstandigheden waarin personen parochiale vs. universele coöperatie
laten zien, en welke factoren de wederzijds gunstige vorm van universele
coöperatie, die de weg legt naar conflictoplossing, kunnen doen toenemen. De
bevindingen van dit proefschrift hebben een aantal implicaties voor zowel
gerelateerde onderzoeksgebieden, als voor de praktijk. Ten eerste dragen deze
bevindingen bij aan een rijker begrip van het dilemma waaraan vertegenwoordigers
het hoofd moeten bieden wanneer zij namens de ene partij met een andere partij
moeten onderhandelen. We hebben belangrijke factoren ontdekt binnen hun eigen
persoonlijkheid, alsook binnen de achterban en tussen de twee partijen die,
tenminste gedeeltelijk, de onderhandelingstactieken van de vertegenwoordiger en
de kwaliteit van de onderhandelingsuitkomst bepalen. Daarnaast hebben we sociale
waarde-oriëntatie geïdentificeerd als een belangrijke voorspeller van zowel
parochiale als universele coöperatie. We hebben het raadsel betreffende de richting
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van de coöperatie van pro-sociale personen in elk geval gedeeltelijk opgelost door
te laten zien dat pro-socialen parochiaal zijn, maar bereid hun coöperatie uit te
breiden naar de andere partij wanneer i) er een duidelijke collectief gunstige optie
beschikbaar is en ii) parochialisme schade toebrengt aan de andere partij.
Een interessante uitdaging voor deze bevindingen is ze in de praktijk toe te
passen. We noemen praktische implicaties voor onderhandelingen (zowel voor de
vertegenwoordiger als voor de achterban) en benadrukken de noodzaak voor
vertegenwoordigers om zich te richten op het ontdekken en sluiten van een
collectief gunstige onderhandelingsovereenkomst, die zal resulteren in betere
acceptatie van de overeenkomst door beide partijen en betere intergroepsrelaties.
Onze bevindingen geven ook aan wanneer en waarom beide partijen wel en niet
kunnen profiteren van een pro-sociaal persoon die namens hen beslissingen maakt.
We tonen aan wanneer pro-socialen parochiale of universele coöperatie laten zien
en hoe zowel het doel van de onderhandeling als de mate waarin de belangen
tussen de vertegenwoordiger en de twee partijen verenigbaar zijn, belangrijk zijn
voor het bepalen van de richting van de coöperatie van pro-socialen. Ten slotte
stellen we een aantal richtingen voor vervolgonderzoek voor met betrekking tot
sociale waarde-oriëntatie, parochiale coöperatie en onderhandelingen. Onze
bevindingen zijn een belangrijke eerste stap voor het ontdekken van wanneer en
waarom personen parochiale of collectieve coöperatie vertonen. Er is echter meer
onderzoek nodig om andere belangrijke mechanismen en onderliggende factoren te
onderzoeken, om onze bevindingen te staven in een meer natuurlijke omgevingbijvoorbeeld door archiefanalyse of casestudies-, en om de implicaties van elke
vorm van coöperatie op de lange termijn te bepalen.
Kortom, het huidige proefschrift benadrukt de belangrijke rol van sociale
waarde oriëntatie voor coöperatie in intergroepsconflicten. We laten zien hoe prosociale vertegenwoordigers en besluitvormers worden beïnvloed door verschillende
factoren om ofwel parochiale, ofwel collectieve coöperatie te laten zien. Over het
algemeen zijn pro-socialen, ondanks hun potentieel duistere kant wanneer
parochiale coöperatie schade toebrengt aan de andere partij en het conflict kan
verergeren, beter dan pro-zelfs in het dienen van de belangen van zo veel mogelijk
betrokkenen. Ondanks hun neiging om de eigen groep te beschermen, wat soms
onvermijdelijk ten koste gaat van de andere partij, wordt de kans op betere
uitkomsten en betere relaties in een intergroepsconflict verhoogd wanneer er meer
pro-socialen aanwezig zijn.
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De komende pagina’s worden waarschijnlijk de meest gelezen pagina’s van het hele
boekje. En, cliché of niet, dat is ook terecht- In mijn eentje had ik het echt niet
kunnen doen. Er zijn heel veel mensen die mij de afgelopen vier jaar direct of
indirect met de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift hebben geholpen en die wil ik
graag bedanken. Komt ie.
Om te beginnen natuurlijk Carsten. Een van de meest briljante onderzoekers
die ik ken en daarnaast een geweldig docent. Je hebt me in de afgelopen jaren
ontzettend veel waardevolle dingen geleerd (voornamelijk, maar zeker niet alleen,
over onderzoek). Zonder jou was ik niet de onderzoeker geworden die ik nu ben (en
dit is nog maar het begin)! Dank je wel. Ik ben er trots op een van je academic
‘grant’daughters te mogen zijn. En ik ben heel erg blij dat ik de kans heb gekregen
om hier nog even te blijven en verder met je te kunnen samenwerken. Zoals je me
kent wil ik graag snel beginnen met het volgende experiment- Het lab heb ik alvast
gereserveerd voor volgende week!
Gerben, dankjewel voor je begeleiding, voor je optimisme en je vertrouwen,
je rust én enthousiasme (ja dat gaat dus samen), en voor je humor en
relativeringsvermogen. Ik heb heel veel aan je gehad in de afgelopen jaren. En ik
hoop nog vaak naar je te zullen luisteren- Naar je wijze advies, interessante
onderzoekspraatjes, of je fantastische muziek!
Lindy, thanks for being such a great supervisor. I learnt a lot from you and
highly valued our conversations- Not only those about research, but also about
academia in general. And about horses. And men. Thank you for your never-fading
enthusiasm and convincing me that everything is possible. I still miss you here!
Naomi, bedankt voor je bijdrage aan mijn project, voor het meedenken en je
waardevolle inzichten.
Aukje, bedankt voor de interessante gesprekken en de kansen die je me hebt
gegeven om de ‘echte wereld’ der onderhandelaars te leren kennen. Ik bewonder
jouw kwaliteiten om de wetenschap en praktijk met elkaar te kunnen combineren
enorm en hoop in de toekomst nog meer met je op het raakvlak van deze gebieden
samen te kunnen werken.
Naar werk gaan is nooit vervelend geweest dankzij al mijn geweldige
(ex-)collega’s: Angelique, Anouk, Annebel, Annelies, Arne, Astrid, Barbara, Brigitte,
Edwin, Gosia, Jessie, Katharina, Machteld, Marije, Mariska, Melvyn, Seval, Ute,
Yujie. Dank jullie allen voor de positieve sfeer, werk- en niet werkgerelateerde
gesprekken

en

gezellige

borrels

en

etentjes.

Speciale

dank

naar

mijn

kamergenootjes door de jaren heen: Özüm, thank you for all the great times and
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fun we’ve had; Daniel, Marieke, Nathalie en Tim W- Gezelligheid én productiviteit
gegarandeerd met jullie op kantoor. Joke, dankjewel voor al je hulp en geduld met
me de afgelopen jaren en ik hoop op nog veel gezellige gesprekken bij de printer.
Matthijs, zonder jou als docent in het tweede jaar had ik misschien wel nooit voor
de onderzoeksrichting gekozen. Dank- En het maakt echt niet uit hoe oud je bent.
Bianca, jou wil ik bedanken voor al je hulp en advies de afgelopen jaren, mede
dankzij jou ben ik in 2009 bij de vakgroep komen werken en ik hoop er voorlopig
nog niet weg te gaan. Michel, voordat je echt vader werd had je het al in je- Dank
voor alle begeleiding en gezelligheid die je me hebt gegeven toen ik bij A&O ben
komen werken. Femke, dank voor je humor, het vele meedenken en je wijze raadzowel qua onderwijs als qua onderzoek. Tim F, veel dank voor je hulp en creativiteit
bij het ontwerpen van de omslag. Ik ben er heel blij mee. Freddy- Je was er
natuurlijk eigenlijk veel te weinig om een goede kamergenoot te zijn maar ik ben
blij dat je nog in de buurt bent!
Tim! We zijn praktisch samen begonnen en ondanks totaal verschillende
richtingen altijd goed van elkaars doen en laten op de hoogte gebleven. Dank voor
je luisterend oor en het voorbeeld dat je me geeft met je mooie job crafting
initiatieven. Ik ben heel blij dat je mijn paranimf wil zijn en hoop stiekem in de
toekomst ook weer je kamergenoot te worden! Hagar, dat ik jou als paranimf zou
vragen wist ik al toen ik aan het AiO traject begon- Dank voor je goede vriendschap
in de afgelopen jaren. Samen de master, samen AiO (met begeleiders die elkaar wel
heel goed kennen) en hopelijk nog heel veel meer samen in de toekomst. Laura, zo
fijn dat jij ook naast me staat. Je bent een fantastische vriendin en een briljante
onderzoekster. Van jouw ambities en doorzettingsvermogen kan ik nog veel leren.
Dankjewel.
Was dat alles? Zeker niet. Ik heb nog zoveel meer onderzoekers ontmoet in
de afgelopen jaren waar ik veel aan heb gehad: Goede gesprekken over onderzoek,
uitwisseling van ideeën en ervaringen als AiO en natuurlijk ook heel veel lol.
De deelnemers van de Conflict & Security meetings, met name Bart, Hedy en Said.
Het was super om elkaar zo te volgen tijdens onze projecten en ik hoop dat we
elkaar niet uit het oog zullen verliezen. Iedereen van KLI- bedankt voor de leuke
meetings, de congressen en de feedback tijdens de presentaties. Wolfgang, bedankt
voor al je wijze commentaar en een leuke onderzoekssamenwerking. Nicol, thanks
for the great conversations and the fun. Marco- Uit een vliegtuig in Zuid-Afrika
springen was niet hetzelfde geweest zonder jou.
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Dankwoord
The EASP summer school was a wonderful experience that taught me so
much. It broadened my horizon regarding research fields and opportunities, but
also made me realize what it really means to be in academia. Thank you all for
sharing this experience with me and special thanks to Thijs and Wiebren for
keeping me (sort of) sane.
The IACM conference has been a highlight each year. The friendly
environment combined with great talks and inspiring meetings always made me
leave the conference eager to do more, interesting and relevant research- Next to
making me leave exhausted from all the great partying. Special thanks to Dan
Druckman for being such a great guru, to the Leuven guys for all the fun, to ze
Germans and to so many others. Thank you!
Last but not least- More special thanks go out to those with whom I have
regularly debated the value(s) of science: Bram, Brian, Daniel, David, Martin,
Sander, Roderik, Tim, Warren. You helped me more than you think and made me a
better scholar (scientist?). Thank you.
Genoeg onderzoekers bedankt nu. Mijn ouders wil ik bedanken voor hun
steun in de afgelopen jaren en het vertrouwen dat het me allemaal wel zou lukken.
Ze hebben gelijk gehad- Zie hier het resultaat!
Dankzij Banjer en later Stӧr heb ik kunnen genieten van frisse wind door en
om mijn hoofd- hard nodige ontspanning die mijn efficiëntie op werk alleen maar
ten goede is gekomen. André, Annelies, Marlies, Anneke, Simone, Jan, Loek en
sinds kort Katja, Eric, Mirjam en Astrid- Dank voor jullie goede zorgen en
gezelligheid rond de paarden. Ik hoop dat het nog lang zo zal blijven.
En tenslotte: Ik ben rijk. Waar zou ik zijn zonder mijn goede vrienden om mee te
ontspannen en heel veel mee te lachen? Adina, Hagar, Iris, Katha, Kathrin, Laura,
Lisanne, Marianne, Olga, Parel, Suzanne, Yasemin- Dank jullie wel dat jullie er
altijd voor me zijn, naar me willen luisteren en altijd in me geloven, ook als ik dat
zelf even niet meer doe. En dit proefschrift schrijven is me alvast gelukt- Jeuh!
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